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Summary
Visual information that reaches the eye is complex and highly multidimensional. How is our
visual system capable of extracting meaning from these inputs? In this thesis, we explored
the mechanisms behind configural processing where separate parts (or features) from the
inputs are organized into larger wholes. While such perceptual organization is well
documented in psychology, less is known about its neural basis and possible computations
leading to the structured outputs of the visual system.
First, we presented participants with the so-called configural superiority task where an
organization of parts into whole shapes leads to a robust behavioral advantage in a visual
search task. We found that the wholes elicited more distinct neural pattern of response than
parts in higher visual areas, namely, the shape-selective lateral occipital cortex (LOC).
Furthermore, by testing a neuropsychological patient DF who lacks LOC, we established a
causal role of LOC in producing this configural advantage.
Next, we asked what configural information in particular might be encoded in the visual
system. In an fMRI experiment, we presented participants with various configurations of two
lines. Some configurations were rather generic (e.g., a random placement of two lines),
while others were very regular (e.g., a “+” sign). We found that LOC was sensitive to the
amount of regularity in configurations. Moreover, in a behavioral experiment, we found that
participants were also highly sensitive to changes in nonaccidental configurations that are
thought to contribute to object recognition.
What computations in the visual system might lead to configural processing? By reviewing
a large body of literature, we provide a novel synthesis of available empirical and theoretical
work into a coherent framework of basic computations in the early visual processing,
namely, computation of similarity between features and pooling of highly similar ones.
Taken together, this thesis brings forward the idea that configural processing might be a
fast and possibly feedforward process (although undoubtedly refined via recurrent loops)
that is an inherent part of early visual processing.
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Samenvatting
De visuele informatie die ons oog bereikt, is complex en zeer multidimensionaal. Hoe is ons
visuele systeem in staat om een betekenis te halen uit deze input? In dit proefschrift hebben
we de mechanismen achter configurationele verwerking onderzocht waarbij afzonderlijke
delen (of kenmerken) van de input georganiseerd worden in grotere gehelen. Hoewel zulk
een perceptuele organisatie goed gedocumenteerd is in de psychologie, is er minder
geweten over de neurale basis en over de mogelijke computaties die leiden tot de
gestructureerde output van het visuele systeem.
Eerst hebben we de deelnemers de zogenaamde configurationele superioriteitstaak
aangeboden waarbij het organiseren van onderdelen in volledige vormen leidt tot een
robuust gedragsmatig voordeel in een visuele zoektaak. We vonden dat de gehelen in
vergelijking met de onderdelen meer onderscheiden neurale responspatronen uitlokten in
hogere visuele regio’s, namelijk in de vorm-selectieve laterale occipitale cortex (LOC).
Bovendien konden we, door het testen van een neuropsychologische patiënt DF bij wie LOC
ontbreekt, een causale rol van LOC vaststellen in het voortbrengen van dit configurationele
voordeel.
Vervolgens gingen we na welke configurationele informatie in het bijzonder gecodeerd
zou kunnen zijn in het visuele systeem. In een fMRI experiment presenteerden we
verscheidene configuraties van twee lijnen aan de deelnemers. Sommige configuraties
waren nogal generisch (bv. een willekeurige plaatsing van twee lijnen) terwijl anderen zeer
regelmatig waren (vb. een “+”-teken). We vonden dat LOC gevoelig was voor de hoeveelheid
regelmaat in de configuraties. Bovendien vonden we in een gedragsexperiment dat
deelnemers ook zeer gevoelig waren voor veranderingen in niet-toevallige configuraties die
verondersteld worden bij te dragen tot objectherkenning.
Welke computaties in het visuele systeem zouden kunnen leiden tot configurationele
verwerking? Door een overzicht te geven van een grote hoeveelheid literatuur, bieden wij
een nieuwe synthese van het beschikbare empirische en theoretische werk in een
samenhangend kader van elementaire computaties in de vroege visuele verwerking,
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namelijk het berekenen van similariteit tussen kenmerken en het bundelen van zeer
gelijkaardige kenmerken.
Samengevat brengt dit proefschrift het idee naar voren dat configurationele verwerking een
snel en mogelijk feedforward (hoewel ongetwijfeld verfijnd via terugkerende loops) proces
kan zijn dat een inherent deel is van vroege visuele verwerking.
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Preface

Most researchers embarking on the quest of understanding vision declare their immense
interest in the yet-unconquered nature of the processes underlying vision. This dissertation
will be an exception in that regard – though not by challenging the premise of the
importance of the problem.
Turns out, I am not interested in most problems in vision research. I barely know the vast
disorganized literature on the subject to get truly excited. I am not even sure it makes sense
to conduct research on small specific problems when the larger picture is not there yet.
So I cherry-picked a large, beautiful problem in vision research as a respectful goal to
strive for.
It seems that the best problems have one aspect in common: They are so simple to
explain that a five-year old could understand yet never solve them in their lifetime. How do
we know what we see? strikes me as one of those deceptively easy-looking but apparently
enormously challenging tasks. People dedicate their entire lives to solving it, and do not get
far.
As much as I would have liked to claim a breakthrough here, my PhD turned out to be the
search for this good problem and a strategy to attack it. Now all that is left is to cut the talk
and walk the walk.
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1 | General introduction
The overall goal
What I ultimately want is to explain how to get from an image to the knowledge about its
contents as perceived by a human observer.
While this thesis barely scratches the surface of this goal, it serves as a good reference to
explain the background and assumptions of the studies carried out here.
Format of information
First of all, I assume that the format of information is irrelevant here. For us, visual
information reaches our eyes in the form of photons and is transformed into neural
responses. For machines, this information is contained in the pixel intensity values. While
clearly processing details (i.e., the implementation in the sense of Marr (1982)) for different
formats of information are significantly different, I assume that those details contribute little
to understanding (at the high level) the computations leading to goal that I posed here.
Rather, what matters are the principles governing information processing. In the end, we
might be able to formalize visual recognition in a single mathematical equation that surely
has little relation to the biological realizability of the necessary computations yet provides a
complete understanding how contents of an image can be extracted.
More broadly, at least for visual processing, I follow the Computational Theory of Mind
that poses the brain as an information-processing device operating on the basis of
algorithms. It also maintains that these algorithms can be realized in a symbolic form,
therefore allowing their multiple realizability in other computational devices, including
computers (Horst, 2011). While attractive from a computational perspective, this view is not
necessarily shared among all vision researchers. The assumption that visual processing can
be expressed in a symbolic (hardware-independent) form is not important for those
researchers who are solely interested in the neural mechanisms of visual processing. In other
words, for those researchers, understanding how the brain is processing visual information
does not require the assumption that these mechanisms must be realizable in other media
that may not consist of neurons.
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On the more philosophical level, even if we agreed that the brain was conducting
information processing by means of algorithms, it is far from guaranteed that any algorithm
can be expressed in a symbolic format, in other words, that it is implementable by a
universal Turing machine. Cleland (1993) considered an example of a cooking recipe. While
often a cooking recipe is used to introduce the idea of an algorithm in machines, it differs
from these symbolic algorithms in one important aspect: when implemented, a recipe leads
to the physical causal processes that have no analog in the digital world. For example, when
baking a cake, you may need to break an egg, but this physical process can only be
approximated but not completely simulated by a Turing machine.
Vision is observer-dependent
The interest in hardware-independent algorithms of visual processing does not imply that
visual processing by itself can be considered outside the scope of human visual system. In
particular, I stress that visual perception depends on the observer. There is no intrinsic
“ground truth” in images and there are no objects that exist outside the mind of the
perceiver. For example, how many objects are there in Figure 1a? While most people would
probably say there are two, there is no objective reason why the correct answer could not
be one or three. In fact, Ostrovsky and colleagues (2009) demonstrated that individuals who
recently recovered from congenital blindness would not report seeing two objects in this
figure.

Figure 1. (a) How many objects do you see? (b) Seeing and perceiving are different. (Adapted from
xkcd.com/1444; image available under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5
License.)

It follows from these examples that creating a general purpose artificial vision system is
an ill-defined problem. Rather, we look for solutions that would mimic the range of the
typical percepts by humans (Figure 1b). Note that this view implies not only the ability of an
algorithm to produce a correct output (“there is a dog”) but also when it makes a mistake,
the mistake is a sensible one (“there is a wolf”, not “there is a chair”).
14

Knowledge of image contents
One way to characterize image contents is to provide descriptors at different levels of
analysis:


Low-level: global statistical properties of an image, such as luminance, frequency
spectrum, and orientation histograms.



Mid-level: descriptors of the textures of objects and other regions in the image,
spatial relations between these regions.



High-level: descriptors that require language, including object and scene identity,
action relationship (“a car is approaching a person”), and social context (“Mary is
angry at John”).

Low-level descriptors are the simplest ones to compute and are thought to be computed
at the earliest stages of visual information processing in the visual cortex. Most notably,
primary visual area V1 detects oriented edges at multiple scales, effectively providing a
description of dominant orientations and spatial frequencies in the inputs (for a review, see
Carandini et al., 2005). Furthermore, such low-level statistics provide the basis for a number
of popular descriptors in computer vision, such as Gist (Oliva & Torralba, 2001), SIFT (Lowe,
2004), and HoG (Dalal & Triggs, 2005). Despite their simplicity, these low-level descriptors
proved to contain sufficient information for such seemingly high-level tasks as object and
scene categorization (Fei-Fei & Perona, 2005; Oliva & Torralba, 2001).
Mid-level descriptors reflect more structured information about a scene: its spatial
layout, location of objects, their shapes and textures. Critically, however, I maintain that
these descriptors only provide the statistics of image properties but are separate from
linguistic annotations that are provided by high-level descriptors (Kubilius et al., 2014). For
example, mid-level descriptors should provide information about the identity of an object
(e.g., statistics of a car) in the scene but the label itself (“car”) is not part of the description
yet. Moreover, while mid-level descriptors provide information about objects (e.g., statistics
of a car and a road) and their relations (the car and the road are oriented towards an
observer), the description that “the car is approaching” is not computed yet.
While the dissociation between visual perception and language might appear somewhat
artificial at this point, the implications are far-reaching. In particular, this assumption implies
15
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that even a model system that has no knowledge of language can nonetheless perform
sophisticated analysis of visual inputs and, critically, extract at least the most salient objects
and layouts from them. Such view is consistent with the findings that non-human species,
including rodents whose visual system is vastly less developed as compared to humans, can
nonetheless perform complex visual perception tasks (see Cox, 2014, for a discussion).
Moreover, humans have no difficulties grasping or describing in detail novel shapes that do
not resemble any recognizable objects, and they can even learn to categorize them (e.g., Op
de Beeck et al., 2008).
On the other hand, to what extent visual processing can truly be dissociated from
language knowledge remains debatable. For example, some researchers have argued for the
so-called linguistic relativity, claiming that language affects perception of the world of the
speakers (Whorf, 1956). This idea was illustrated in a recent experiment by Winawer and
colleagues (2007) who demonstrated that sensitivity to color categorization is dependent on
differences in language. Russian speakers who have separate words for light blue and dark
blue were faster in color discrimination tasks when presented with light blue and a dark blue
color patch as compared to both patches being from the same linguistic category (both
either light blue or dark blue). In contrast, English speakers did not show any category
advantage.
Moreover, encoding of configural relations might also be dependent to some extent on
language. For example, Hermer and Spelke (1994) demonstrated that although geometric
information about the environment (i.e., spatial layout) is readily used by toddlers to orient
themselves, non-geometric information (e.g., colors) while represented in the brain is not
used for orienting. However, it is also possible that configural information is computed but is
not available without linguistic “binding”. For example, many adult observers are good at
remembering scene configuration (e.g., was a hallway turning left or right?) yet fail to
remember object orientation (e.g., was a cup placed with its handle on the left or on the
right?). Does that mean that object orientation is not represented in the visual cortex? In an
fMRI study, we showed that both for objects and scenes, some visual areas represented
their configuration while others did not (Dilks et al., 2011), suggesting that even when not
used, configural information might still be encoded in the visual cortex.
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Overall, however, unlike low-level statistics, mid-level descriptors remain poorly
understood. In this thesis, I am primarily interested what mid-level descriptors should be like
in order to provide the basis for high-level tasks and how they might be computed.

Feature- and configuration-based visual processing
I divide mid-level descriptors into featural and configural. Extending the definition offered by
Barenholtz and Tarr (2007), I consider features as any property of an input – a patch of the
image, its statistical descriptor (e.g., the mean luminance), or a particular part (e.g., an
oblique edge), while any relation between these features (e.g., a hand above a book) is
understood as configural. Both sources of information seem to be important for computing
any higher-level image descriptions. For instance, in order to determine if there is a cat in
the image, it would be useful to know both the shapes of objects and if there is something
furry in the image. However, is one kind of descriptors more important in making visual
decisions than another? In particular, this question has often been raised in the context of
object recognition with some researchers stressing the importance of shape and
configuration while others demonstrating that recognition might rely more on specific
features.
Intuitively, the configuration between parts seems to be critically important in
representing and recognizing objects. After all, it is the shape and configuration of its parts
that define an object. For example, consider Figure 2a where your task is to detect a face.
Neither scale nor color nor orientation nor features defining the ovals appear to matter in
performing this task. Rather, the visual system seems to be looking for a specific
configuration of two eyes, lips, and the outline of a face.
The importance of configuration in visual perception can be traced back to Gestalt
psychology (Wagemans et al., 2012a, 2012b). Gestaltists emphasized that knowing the parts
alone is often insufficient in predicting what the whole image will appear like (see Fig. 1c in
Chapter 2 for one such example). In other words, in object recognition, how parts are related
to each other should be more informative than the parts themselves.
These considerations lead researchers to propose schemes of object recognition based on
configural properties alone. Most famously, Biederman (1987) argued that most, if not all
objects can be described by a small set of geometric primitives, called geons. Biederman and
17
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colleagues provided ample experimental evidence in various species and cultures to
demonstrate that the visual system is indeed sensitive to the discriminative properties of
these geons (see Dickinson & Biederman, 2014, for a summary).

Figure 2. (a) The importance of configuration in detecting a face. (b) The importance of features in
detecting a smiley face.

However, knowing the configuration is not always sufficient (or necessary). Consider
Figure 2b where your task is to detect a smiley face. In this task, the configuration of parts
does not matter as the smiley face is identified by a single discriminative feature, that is, the
curved shape of the lips. While this example is clearly very artificial and probably rarely
applicable to natural viewing conditions, the strategy of feature-based object recognition
has been demonstrated to be very effective in object categorization in natural images. Such
models rely on computing various feature distributions in an image and matching them to
the known (learned) feature distributions (Lowe, 2004; Dalal & Triggs, 2005). Since the exact
position of features and their relations are not encoded, this approach is known as the Bag
of Features or the Bag of Visual Words.Despite their relative simplicity and with an
introduction of multi-scale (Bosch et al., 2007) and more robust feature matching
techniques, state-of-the-art Bag of Features approaches were achieving around 75% in a
single object classification task in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) in 2012, the year when Deep Learning took over (Russakovsky et al., 2014).
The revival of convolutional neural networks (the most famous type of a deep learner)
pushed the margin in this task up to 85% (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and is currently above 95%
(Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). A convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture, dating back to
1980’s (e.g., Fukushima, 1980; LeCun et al., 1989), is an instance of a multilayer neural
18

network with a local connectivity and weight sharing across all units that represent a
particular feature. Notably, it is still essentially feature detection architecture but now more
complex features are learned in the higher layers of the network. When supplied with
sufficiently large training datasets and trained using clever procedures, CNNs proved to be
capable of learning to discriminative between around 1000 image categories and came close
to human performance (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015).
Surprisingly, CNNs have also been shown to develop representations that match those in
monkey inferotemporal (IT) cortex, demonstrating their applicability to understanding
biological systems. Yamins and colleagues (2014) devised a procedure, termed the
hierarchical modular optimization (HMO), to find a particular architecture of a CNN that
would best approximate the measured neural responses. When tested on a new, never seen
set of stimuli, the trained CNN exhibited a highly similar pattern of responses to that of the
monkey IT. Moreover, intermediate layers of the model also showed a high degree of
resemblance to neural responses in monkey visual area V4.

Why configural processing?
The amazing performance of CNNs on realistic datasets and their explanatory power in
biological systems seem to cast doubt on the need for more explicitly configural
representations, at least in object recognition tasks.
However, configural representations have at least one powerful advantage over featurebased representations. Consider, for example, detection of a right angle in an image. It might
be extracted from the input by a dedicated feature detector (that prefers right angles) or by
two simpler feature detectors (that prefer straight line segments) and one or more relation
detectors (that represent the cotermination of the two line segments and the size of an
angle). But what if we need to detect any angle, not just the right anle? In the first scenario,
we will need multiple angle detectors that would span the space of all possible angles, while
the second scenario would not require any more detectors. In general then, configural
processing can rely on a much smaller dictionary of features than featural processing where
each feature must be represented individually. Consequently, Biederman’s Recognition-ByComponents theory (1987) postulates only several tens of basic volumetric primitives for
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representing any object, whereas the winning architecture in the ILSVRC had about
60 million parameters (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to classify images from 1000 categories.
Thus, the choice between featural and configural encoding can be regarded as a choice in
the number of parameters we permit in the system. Configural processing is inherently more
efficient, in terms of both encoding and learning. Training a system with such a massive
amount of parameters is a daunting task that was up until recently hardly possible. It is
difficult to image that such a system could perform one-shot learning where object category
is learned on the basis of just several exemplars, whereas in practice such behavior is both
desirable (because typically there are few labeled training examples) and expected (because
humans can generalize their knowledge).
More specifically, the performance of such a model appears to be closely tied to the
training exemplars, such that the model fails to develop more general object
representations. For example, I tested a standardized stimulus set of drawings of everyday
objects (Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980) on GoogLeNet, the winning architecture of object
recognition in the ILSVRC 2014 (Szegedy et al., 2014). While theoretically its particular
implementation in Caffe could achieve around 88.9% in object categorization (Jia et al.,
2014), it was correct on only about 36% of stimuli in this dataset (when evaluating
performance optimistically, that is, taking into account GoogLeNet was not trained on all
categories presented in this stimulus set). This performance dropped further to 22% when
only silhouette versions of these stimuli were used (Wagemans et al., 2008). In contrast,
human participants are nearly perfect in recognizing the original drawings, and achieved
64.70% performance when presented with silhouettes only. Moreover, the performance of
GoogLeNet did not seem to be correlated with human performance, meaning that those
shapes that human observers found difficult we not necessarily difficult for GoogLeNet, and
vice versa.
Similarly, we tested the HMO model by Yamins and colleagues (2014) on a set of partially
occluded shapes (Fig. 3). Again, we observed that the model could not account for human
perception of these shapes and, in fact, performed just as well as much simpler models,
including the HMAX (Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999) and the V1-like GaborJet model (Lades et
al., 1993), all of which were just as good as a randomly responding model.
20

Figure 3. Performance of the GaborJet, HMAX, and HMO models on the partially occluded stimulus
set.

An even more impressive example that CNNs learn category manifolds that are too broad
or not constrained the same way as representations that humans develop has been provided
by Nguyen et al. (2014), where the authors found that, for example, even a yellow-andblack-striped image is classified with a high confidence as a school bus (Nguyen et al., 2014).
Finally, despite their excellent performance on a single object categorization, these
models still struggle with localizing where the detected object was in an image or detecting
all objects in an image (around 75% and 44%, respectively, on the ILSVRC 2014 challenge;
Russakovsky et al., 2014).
While poor performance in these tests might be attributed to the lack of training to the
particular stimuli (line drawings, silhouettes, or partially occluded stimuli), humans do not
need to be trained to generalize across such different representations. In other words, even
if CNNs in principle could develop such generic representations, I emphasize that presently
category learning and generalization does not seem to work to the same extent as in
humans, presumably demonstrating that categorization based on features themselves might
need to be supported by at least some processes of perceptual organization.

Specific goals of this thesis
The organization of the visual system can be seen as supporting division into featural and
configural representations. In their seminal series of studies on patient DF, who lost her
ability to recognize objects yet could act upon them, Milner and Goodale (1992, 1996)
proposed that visual processing is divided into two pathways (Figure 2):


the dorsal pathway, which contains representations for acting on the environment,



the ventral pathway, which represents object and scene identity information.
21
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Figure 2. Visual processing in the human visual cortex, and the division into the dorsal and ventral
processing pathways.

Many researchers consider the ventral pathway as a hierarchy of feature extraction
processes, leading to object and scene recognition (DiCarlo & Cox, 2007), whereas the dorsal
pathway is generally regarded as processing numerosity, configurations (Xu & Chun, 2007,
2009), and representing the environment for navigation (Kravitz et al., 2011).
However, up till probably V3 or so the two pathways share a common processing route,
and the two streams do not separate completely afterwards as they still share multiple
connections (Goodale & Milner, 1992). It therefore seems plausible that computations in at
least mid-level areas but probably even later in the ventral visual pathway relate not only to
featural but also configural information. If such evidence were indeed observed, it would
provide support for the role of configuration in object recognition.
I therefore formulated three goals in this thesis:
Goal 1: Does ventral visual pathway contribute to configural processing?
In Chapter 2, I introduce the general experimental framework for investigating whether the
human visual system is sensitive to changes in configuration and how this sensitivity
emerges in the visual cortex using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In
Chapters 3 and 5, we reported that configural representations appear to be most robust in
the higher shape-selective regions, namely, the lateral occipital cortex (LOC). In Chapter 4,
we also provided evidence for the causal involvement of LOC in configural processing by
testing a patient who does not have a functioning LOC.
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Goal 2: What kind of configural information is encoded in the visual system?
Chapters 5 and 6 provide a closer look into the nature of configural information processing
in the visual system. In Chapter 5, we considered two-line configurations ranging from
generic (two line segments placed randomly) to very regular (e.g., “+”). We found that the
regularity of configuration is an important predictor of neural activity in LOC. In Chapter 6,
we considered nonaccidental configurations of two-line stimuli, that is, those configurations
where the relationship between parts remains unchanged with changes in the viewpoint.
We demonstrated that participants were very sensitive to changes in nonaccidental
configurations.
Goal 3: What computations may underlie processing in the ventral visual pathway?
Our findings suggested that both featural and configural processing is conducted in the
ventral visual pathway. Can this observation be accounted for by the state-of-the-art models
of vision? In Chapter 7, we argued that these models provide a strong basis for object
recognition but lack robust mechanisms to support configural processing as observed in the
visual cortex and reported in our experiments as well. Moreover, we proposed a novel
synthesis of available empirical and theoretical work into a single coherent framework that
could account for the initial (roughly feedforward) stages of visual processing in a biologically
plausible manner.
Taken together, this thesis provides a support and initial ideas about implementing a
feedforward model of vision that would inherently rely both on featural and configural
processing. I therefore dedicated the General discussion largely to presenting ongoing and
planned experiments intended to explore the implications of this framework.
The thesis is supplemented by three appendices, included here for completeness.
Appendix A provides a technical commentary about the nature of the information measured
with the multi-voxel pattern analysis technique that we employed in several studies
reported here. Appendix B documents my own experimental software package,
psychopy_ext, that I used for carrying out all experiments in this thesis. Finally, Appendix C
presents technical information about implementing the Open Science approach to
conducting research, which I embraced during the course of my PhD.
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2 | Brain-decoding fMRI reveals how wholes
relate to the sum of parts

The human brain performs many nonlinear operations in order to extract
relevant information from local inputs. How can we observe and quantify these
effects within and across large patches of cortex? In this paper, we discuss the
application of multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) in functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to address this issue. Specifically, we show how MVPA
(i) allows to compare various possibilities of part combinations into wholes, such
as taking the mean, weighted mean, or the maximum of responses to the parts;
(ii) can be used to quantify the parameters of these combinations; and (iii) can be
applied in various experimental paradigms. Through these procedures fMRI helps
to obtain a computational understanding of how local information is integrated
into larger wholes in various cortical regions.
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Introduction
Information processing in the human brain is highly nonlinear. Many famous visual illusions
illustrate this idea particularly well. Consider, for instance, a modified Kanizsa display (Fig.
1a, ‘whole’; von der Heydt et al., 1984). When the two black rectangles with notches in them
are properly aligned, an illusory white rectangle emerges (especially if the white rectangle is
moving) – an effect that is hard to predict from the parts alone. Other striking illustrations
come from the drawings of artist M.C. Escher in which the figure/ground segregation can be
completely reversed (Fig. 1b). When one set of elements is seen as figure, the others seem
to lose their shape. Such nonlinear effects are also common in higher-level visual processing.
One example is the composite face effect (Young et al., 1987) where the perception of face
parts is affected by the context of a whole face (Fig. 1c).
But how exactly do these nonlinear mechanisms operate? How do we combine parts into
wholes and what criteria must be met? After all, not all processing is nonlinear. It suffices to
flip parts in Fig. 1a and the combination does no longer produce the illusory rectangle, that
is, the combination is now a simple sum of the two parts. Understanding the principles of
neural computations governing nonlinear integration is potentially key in understanding the
entire visual processing. Unsurprisingly, this question has been central to vision research
from its early days, as emphasized by the rise of Gestalt psychology. Gestalt psychologists
recognized that in many cases the wholes appear to be not equal to the sum of their parts,
and attempted to come up with a list a laws, such as grouping by proximity or good
continuation, that would describe, at least in qualitative terms, under what circumstances
these nonlinear effects emerge (for a review, see Wagemans et al., 2012).
These early Gestaltist ideas have further gained strong support from multiple
neurophysiological studies. In their seminal experiment, von der Heydt and colleagues
(1984) used a modified Kanizsa display consisting of two black bars with notches in them, as
depicted in Fig. 1a, to investigate neural responses in monkey visual areas V1 and V2. When
each black bar was presented separately (Fig. 1a, ‘part 1’ and ‘part 2’), as expected, neurons
did not respond because the parts were outside the receptive field of the neuron (red circle
shows an example receptive field; responses are simulated). However, when the two parts
were put together in the correct configuration (Fig. 1a, ‘whole’), a percept of a white
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rectangle on top of the black ones emerged and a robust neural firing in V2 was observed,
even though the parts by themselves or when presented in a wrong configuration caused
little neural responses. In fact, the firing pattern to the illusory rectangle was comparable
(albeit clearly weaker) to the neural response to the physically presented rectangle (Fig. 1a,
‘actual rectangle’), even though no physical edges ever fell on the receptive fields of the
recorded neurons.

Figure 1. Examples of nonlinear part combination. (a) A modified Kanizsa display, as used by von der
Heydt et al. (1984), and simulated neural responses of a neuron with its receptive field marked in red
(gray ellipse in print). Direction of the arrow indicates motion of the white notches. (b) An ambiguous
figure-ground display, similar to the famous drawings by M.C. Escher. Although many people would
see fish in the water and birds in the sky, in fact both animals are present in the water and in the sky
but the color of background defines what is seen as a figure. (Figure taken from Kubilius (2014) as
permitted by the Creative Commons Attribution License.) (c) Composite face effect. The top half of
the face is Barack Obama and the bottom half is Will Smith. When the two halves are properly
aligned, it is hard to tell the identity of each half. (Figure taken from McKone et al. (2013) as
permitted by the Creative Commons Attribution License.)

Similar effects have been observed in many other paradigms. At the most basic level,
Heeger (1992) and later Carandini and Heeger (2012) proposed divisive normalization as a
canonical computation occurring at multiple levels throughout the brain where neural
responses are normalized by their sum activity, leading to neural response saturation at high
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stimulus intensity levels (which is nonlinear). In the visual cortex, Brincat and Connor (2004)
demonstrated that simple contour fragments (line segments and curves) are integrated into
more complex shapes in inferotemporal (IT) cortex using both linear and nonlinear
mechanisms. Similarly, in the domain of learning and expertise, Baker et al. (2002) reported
the emergence of a nonlinear part summation upon the repeated exposure of configurations
of these parts, implicating mechanisms of holistic processing in IT.
To understand how such nonlinearities emerge in the brain, ideally we would like to be
able to record in multiple brain areas. If the measured effects are coupled with behavioral
measurements, we additionally would prefer a noninvasive technique that can be applied in
human participants. Few tools available to neuroscientists have the capacity to cover large
brain volumes and the sensitivity necessary to investigate the properties of neural
representations which would indicate the presence of nonlinearities. In this paper, we
discuss how multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) of functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) data could be used for investigating nonlinear effects in the human visual system.

How MVPA works
Traditionally, fMRI has been used to compare the overall response strength to multiple
stimulus conditions in one or several areas in the brain. For example, faces have been shown
to activate the fusiform face area (FFA) more than any other stimulus category (Kanwisher et
al., 1997). However, once a number of selective areas had been mapped, it became
increasingly clear that a more powerful strategy would be necessary to understand
processing within these areas at a finer scale. For instance, we might want to know whether
identity is encoded in the FFA or we may ask whether there is a difference in encoding a
particular stimulus feature in the early visual areas as compared to the higher visual areas. In
the classical univariate analysis, the signal is averaged across all voxels within each region of
interest (ROI), providing a measurement of the mean response activation per ROI. Thus,
comparing responses to different stimuli is limited to comparing single numbers. Such
strategy is certainly not very robust – fine-grain differences might easily be washed out by
noise, differences in activation level in each voxel, and variation across scans or participants.
Over the past decade, MVPA has become an established solution to this problem. Each
ROI is composed of a number of voxels, each of them responding to a certain extent to a
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given stimulus. These voxel responses are thought to reflect the average neuronal and
synaptic activity (Logothetis & Wandell, 2004). Each voxel responds in a particular way to
one condition and in a different way to another one, giving rise to distinct patterns of
response that remain roughly similar across multiple scans (because the brain responds
similarly to the same stimulus). Armed with these patterns of response, we have not a single
number but an n-dimensional vector of numbers per condition, where n is the number of
voxels in that brain region. In order to reveal differences or similarities between the
conditions, a simple correlation of these vectors might already suffice (Haxby et al., 2001;
Misaki et al., 2010). If the ROI processes two conditions in a similar manner, a correlation of
their responses is expected to be relatively high. Conversely, a lower correlation implies that
the ROI is processing the two conditions differently.
A correlation is the simplest and most direct instance of MVPA. Another very popular and
robust technique that has roots in machine learning literature is known as a linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM; Kamitani & Tong, 2005; Op de Beeck et al., 2008; also see Misaki et al.
(2010) for a thorough comparison of these and other methods in the context of fMRI
research). In a nutshell, using multiple samples of each condition (coming from the multiple
scans of a participant), an SVM learns the optimal separating boundary in voxel space (called
a hyperplane) between the conditions. Once trained, the SVM can be used on a fresh set of
data (the testing set) as an independent means of quantifying how distinct the two
conditions are. If the two conditions are very similar in that ROI, the learned boundary does
not separate them well and, consequently, makes many mistakes. Thus, in the testing phase
it produces a poor performance in classifying new data, with performance close to 50 % (i.e.,
chance level in a binary decision, meaning it can hardly distinguish between the two
conditions). Highly dissimilar conditions, however, lead to a better than chance classification
performance (the exact numbers can vary a lot, depending on the ROI, stimulus conditions,
task, size of dataset, and so on).
Taken together, MVPA provides a more sensitive analysis by utilizing more data points. In
the next section, we show how it can be applied to investigate the nonlinearity of processing
in the brain, using several recently published datasets.
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Detecting nonlinear transformations by MVPA with synthetic
patterns
In this section, we discuss a paper by Baeck and colleagues (2013) to illustrate how MVPA
can be used in the context of linear and nonlinear summation of elements. Baeck and
colleagues (2013) investigated the representation of object pairs in the ventral visual
pathway. Under normal circumstances, a pair of objects is expected to be represented as the
linear combination of the representation of the single objects (Agam et al., 2010; Kaiser et
al., 2014; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2009, 2011; Reddy et al., 2009; Zoccolan et al., 2005).
However, if the two objects are placed in a familiar action configuration (e.g., a cork screw
on top of a bottle of wine), their interaction becomes important to the visual system and is
encoded above and beyond the two objects separately (just like the parts forming an illusory
rectangle in the Kanizsa display in Fig. 1a), as manifested in behavioral, fMRI, and TMS
measures (Green & Hummel, 2006; Kim & Biederman, 2011; Kim et al., 2011; Riddoch et al.,
2003). In other words, these action pairs are represented as a “whole” that is not equivalent
to a mere sum (or mean) of the two objects in the pair.
To shed light on the neural mechanisms governing these effects, Baeck et al. (2013)
compared representations of familiar action pairs to several control conditions: familiar nonaction pairs where the two objects were in the wrong configuration (e.g., a cork screw below
a bottle of wine), non-familiar action pairs (e.g., a cork screw on top of a piece of paper), and
non-familiar non-action pairs (e.g., a cork screw below a piece of paper). Baeck et al. (2013)
presented participants with these different configurations of two objects as well as with
each object separately (either above or below the fixation spot) and recorded fMRI
responses in the shape-selective posterior and anterior parts of the lateral occipital cortex
(pLOC and aLOC; in this article, we refer to them LO and pFs for consistency across different
studies, although the precise localization details may differ). As a result, they obtained brain
responses to each stimulus separately as well as to their combinations. Then, employing and
extending an analysis developed by MacEvoy and Epstein (2009), they investigated what
combination of the representations of the two objects presented in isolation would best
explain the observed response to the object pair.
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Several options are popular in the literature. First, the neural response to the pair of
objects could be simply a sum of the responses to each object separately, taking the famous
Gestalt motto literally. This idea, however, is somewhat simplistic when neural mechanisms
are taken into consideration. If responses were adding up linearly, with several more objects
a maximal neural firing rate would be reached and such summation would quickly break
down. Consistent with this explanation, Zoccolan et al. (2005) found no evidence for
summation in monkey IT. Rather, they found that most neurons perform a mean operation,
where the neural response to the pair would be best described be a simple mean of the
responses to each object separately (see their Fig. 3). This simple combination of responses
has also been observed at larger scales in several fMRI studies (Kaiser et al., 2014; MacEvoy
& Epstein, 2009, 2011) where the mean is computed between patterns of response, i.e.,
between voxels.
In a later study, however, Zoccolan and colleagues (2007) extended their previous
findings. They reported that while neurons that are very selective to one object tend to
compute a simple mean when a second object is also presented, a majority of neurons in IT
perform a weighted mean where the object that by itself elicits a stronger response receives
a higher weight (see their Fig. 8). In the most extreme cases, where neurons do not show a
clear selectivity pattern, Zoccolan et al. (2007) found that a max operation is performed,
such that the response of a pair of objects is equal to the response of a single object that
activates the neuron more.
Note that all three cases (mean, weighted mean, and maximum) are in fact nonlinear
operations that can be expressed mathematically as cmax max(x1, x2) + cmin min(x1, x2) + coffset,
with cmax = cmin = .5 in the case of the mean, cmax = 1 and cmin = 0 for the maximum operation,
and all other cases where cmax ≠ cmin constituting a weighted mean. In other words, the
summed response to objects is always some sort of a weighted mean of their original
responses, which is also influenced by the number of objects, making even the simple mean
to be nonlinear. The definition of weighted mean is not consistent throughout the literature
though, with some authors considering a linear version of a weighted mean where an object
at a particular location, for example, always receives a higher weight than the other location
(Gawne & Martin, 2002). However, most studies use the definition of a weighted mean as
described above.
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Although all three cases are instances of the weighted mean, we want to emphasize that
they lead to different interpretations regarding the underlying computations. A simple mean
is the easiest mechanism of combining neural responses, because no preference is given to
any one object. In the case of a weighted mean, a more salient object is always weighted
more in the combination. In contrast, the max operation retains no information about the
less salient object in the combination. Our interest is in understanding where in the
continuum of the parameter space of a single model (the weighted mean) the optimal
parameters lie: close to the mean, to the max, or somewhere in between. Consequently, a
max operator is often regarded as a more “nonlinear” function than a weighted mean,
which, in turn, is more “nonlinear” than a simple mean where the only nonlinearity is
normalization by the number of objects. We adopt such ordering of response “nonlinearity”
in this paper as well, and because of this qualitative difference many studies focus on
distinguishing between these three alternatives. Importantly, the weighted mean model is
still rather linear as compared to other possibilities, such as the illusory rectangle example
(Fig. 1a) by von der Heydt et al. (1984), where the pair could be represented in a way that is
not related at all to the representations of the single objects. However, such nonlinear
functions are often more idiosyncratic and not suited for studies of the generic nonlinear
mechanisms in the brain. We consider how to deal with such functions in Section “Using
MVPA when the whole cannot be easily predicted from parts”.
In the case of Baeck et al. (2013), for unfamiliar action pairs or pairs in the wrong
configuration (non-action pairs), the observed response should be the mean of the
responses to each basic stimulus independently, as found in a similar study by MacEvoy and
Epstein (2009), or at least closer to the simple mean than for familiar action pairs. In
contrast, for familiar action pairs, one would expect a more pronounced weighted mean,
reflecting the interaction between the objects, or perhaps even a max operation, such that
only the maximally preferred object dominates the response.
This description of expected outcomes easily translates into an MVPA analysis. In
particular, we can produce synthetic patterns of response to the two objects presented as a
pair by computing the mean or applying a max operator (or any other function of our choice)
of the two patterns of responses as recorded for each object separately (Fig. 2a). To
understand how synthetic patterns can be used, consider first what this procedure would
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yield in a single voxel (Fig. 2b). We can plot the synthetic responses against the actual
responses. The closer a particular synthetic pattern is to the actual responses (a perfect
correlation is indicated with a dashed line), the better this model of combining responses is.
In Fig. 2b, for example, we see that the weighted mean provides the best fit while the other
two operators (simple mean and max) appear to deviate more from the actual data.

Figure 2. Using MVPA to investigate nonlinear processes in the brain. (a) Example fMRI responses to
two parts and their (nonlinear) combination (“whole”; only nine voxels shown). In order to compare
path and whole responses, responses to parts are synthetically combined using a mean, weighted
mean, or max operation. (b) A plot of synthetic responses to pairs (two parts) against the actual brain
response to the whole (each dot indicates a voxel response to a particular exemplar or trial). In this
example, the weighted mean appears to fit the actual response best. (c) MVPA decoding
performance using these synthetic patterns in comparison to decoding of the actually recorded
patterns (“whole” condition; see Section “Detecting nonlinear transformation by MVPA with
synthetic patterns”). (d) MVPA decoding without synthetic patterns (see Section “Using MVPA when
the whole cannot be easily predicted from the parts”). When decoding of parts is similar to or better
than decoding wholes, neural processing is more likely preserve parts (closer to the weighted mean
model). When this decoding is worse, it indicates that part representations are no longer prominent
and that the whole dominates.

To evaluate how well these synthetic patterns capture the full patterns of response, we
can train an SVM classifier to distinguish between various synthetic pairs and test it on the
actual measured responses to the presented pairs. This performance is further compared to
the decoding performance when the classifier is both trained and tested on the actual
responses to the presented pairs of objects. The better the decoding performance using
synthetic training pairs matches the decoding performance of the actual data, the better the
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function used to create the synthetic pair describes the relationship between the responses
to the single objects and the responses to the actual object pairs (Fig. 2c).
Baeck et al. (2013) evaluated four alternatives: mean, weighted mean, max, and min. The
mean, max, and min can all be computed immediately, while for the weighted mean, the
weighting parameters need to be computed first by fitting the general mean model to the
data (for details, see Section “Quantifying nonlinearities”). They found that responses
synthesized using a weighted mean (with cmax ≠ cmin) accounted best for their results (Fig. 3,
’other configurations’ bars). Notice that this is not a trivial outcome of the weighted mean
model being more general than the other three alternatives. They could have found that the
optimal parameters of the general weighted mean model were close to the mean (cmax = cmin
= .5), for example. Instead, the authors showed that the found parameters cmax and cmin
differed reliably from each other and from zero, meaning that the optimal weights genuinely
reflected the weighted mean and not any other option. The difference between the
weighted mean and a simple mean was not large, but consistent across subjects and as such
significant. Moreover, the strongest single-object response was weighted more than the
weakest single-object response in each voxel. Interestingly, this observation held true for all
conditions irrespective of whether they were familiar action pairs or not (Fig. 3, ’familiar
action pair’ bars), meaning that familiar actions did not elicit nonlinear addition and are not
represented in a more special manner than any random pair of objects.

Figure 3. Decoding of familiar action pairs and other types of object configurations (Baeck et al.,
2013). The weighted mean fits these data best as it is the closest to the decoding of the actual pair.
Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) across participants.

The authors further tested whether this finding would hold when the configuration is
relevant to the task the participants are performing. To test this, participants were asked to
judge how well the object pairs were positioned to perform an action together. Under these
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circumstances, the difference in weights between the max and min response to the single
objects increased for the familiar action pairs, but not for all other types of configurations.
The effect of task context suggests the contribution of higher areas (beyond LO and pFs) in
producing the behavioral familiar action pair effect. However, even though a difference in
the weights between the different types of object pairs was found, in both cases the
relationship between the single objects and the object pairs was best described by a
weighted average.
This finding complements similar results using other techniques. For example, using
electroencephalography (EEG), Agam et al. (2010) reported a weighted mean encoding of
random object pairs. In a neurophysiological study, as noted above, Zoccolan et al. (2007)
reported a whole spectrum of combination functions in the visual cortex. The most selective
neurons tended to perform a simple averaging, while the noisiest units performed a max
operation. Across multiple neurons (i.e., what is measured in fMRI), this relationship
translates into a weighted average, consistent with findings by Baeck et al. (2013).

Quantifying nonlinearities
While in the previous section we described the idea of using MVPA as a means to figure out
which operation best describes the actual combination of voxel responses in the brain, we
still have little understanding how these effects could be achieved, or, in other words, we
have not yet quantified the amount of nonlinearity in this data. How could we do that?
Below we present three possible approaches.
The simplest approach that works for a weighted mean is to try several combinations of
parameters (e.g., .5 and .5, .6 and .4, .7 and .3, etc.) and choose the one that leads to the
best decoding performance (or interpolate to find the best estimate).
Alternatively, we can estimate these parameters directly by conducting a more elaborate
analysis, as suggested by MacEvoy and Epstein (2009) and also employed by Baeck et al.
(2013). This analysis consists of three steps: searchlight, regression, and combining the two.
In the first step, a searchlight is conducted where for each voxel within an ROI, a cluster of all
other voxels within a small radius (e.g., 5 mm) is defined and an SVM classification for the
‘whole’ stimuli is performed on these voxels, as usual. This procedure amounts to finding
clusters that contain the most informative voxels for our classification within an ROI (we call
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the resulting ranking the “cluster classification rank”). Next, we perform a linear regression
between ‘parts’ and ‘whole’ stimuli for each voxel using the generic weighted mean model
as described above. Finally, parameters from this regression (R2, slope or coefficient weights,
and intercept) are related to the cluster classification rank (Fig. 4). The idea here is that the
most informative clusters (data points on the right side of the panels in Fig. 4) should be the
closest to the “true” relationship between responses to pairs and their components. As can
be seen in the data from Baeck et al. (2013) in the top left panel of Fig. 4, this assumption
holds since R² of the weighted mean model increases with better classification rank.

Figure 4. Cluster classification ranking outcome for estimating weighted mean parameters with more
informative clusters having a higher rank (data points on the right side of each figure) for data in
Baeck et al. (2013).

By averaging regression parameters from several top ranked clusters (e.g., 20 clusters in
Baeck et al., 2013), we finally can quantify the weighted mean parameters and see if they
are close to the simple mean, maximum, or lie somewhere in between. For example, the
intercept (Fig. 4, top right) converged to a value statistically not different from zero, meaning
that there was no additional constant neural activity for pairs of objects. Moreover, the
weighted mean regression employed two regressors, the max and the min. As seen in Fig. 4,
the value of max coefficient increased with an increasing cluster classification rank (Fig. 4,
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bottom left), while there was no such relationship with the min coefficient (Fig. 4, bottom
right), and the mean values of the max and min coefficients differed reliably (.66 vs .28,
p < .001), thus confirming that this was a weighted mean and not a simple mean operation.
Also, since the min value was not zero, it also differed from a pure max operation. Note,
however, that this powerful analysis is only viable if the dataset is good enough (sufficient
number of runs, good scanner signal-to-noise parameters, little noise and so on). This is the
case in the data of Baeck et al (2013), in which SVM discrimination between object pairs was
around 90% in LOC.

Using MVPA when the whole cannot be easily predicted from the
parts
In the previous sections, we demonstrated how synthetic patterns of response could be used
to assess the type of relationship between responses to stimuli presented separately and the
responses to a combination of the single objects ('whole' stimulus). This method has several
disadvantages, however. A researcher needs to present each part separately and all their
combinations in order to be able to produce synthetic patterns of response. Consequently,
the number of conditions in the experiment quickly increases and it may not be feasible to
obtain sufficient data in a single or even two fMRI sessions. Moreover, these conditions are
not equivalent (the number of objects on the screen differs), which may cause certain
attentional or saccadic confounds, or make it difficult for the researcher to come up with a
single engaging task for all conditions. Additionally, the decoding performance for the
'whole' stimulus needs to be sufficiently high. Decoding performances using synthetic
patterns are more noisy compared to the decoding of actual presented stimuli. In case the
signal is not clear enough, it is very likely that none of the decoding performances using
synthetic patterns are above chance level, making it impossible to choose the 'best
approximation'.
Finally, by design, the analyses proposed in the previous section can only capture to what
extent parts contribute to the final percept. However, the whole that emerges (e.g., the
illusory white rectangle in Fig. 1a) cannot be accounted for by any combination of the two
parts in this framework, leading to poor fits of the weighted mean model to the data. In
those instances, one possibility would be to use models that are explicitly aimed at
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producing such wholes. For example, in the case of Fig. 1a, several computational models
have been developed to produce these illusory shapes(e.g., Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985;
Kogo et al., 2010). There are also other general models of the ventral visual pathway aimed
at explaining object recognition (e.g., Serre et al., 2007; Yamins et al., 2014). So now, instead
of asking which function describes our data better, we can use MVPA to compare competing
models of vision. First, we provide each model with parts and wholes displays and read out
their responses. Next, just like in Baeck et al. (2013), synthetic patterns of response are
generated from responses to parts, and an MVPA is applied both to the simulated and the
actual neural data. The best model is the one whose MVPA outcomes match the actual
neural data best.
This approach was taken by Zoccolan and colleagues (2007), where the observed tradeoff between neuronal selectivity and amount of nonlinearity was compared to the outputs of
two models of vision, a simple toy model by Riesenhuber & Poggio (1999) and a more
evolved version of it that has been reported to match human performance in a certain
object recognition task (Serre et al., 2007). The authors found that both models could
account for their data comparably well, which is perhaps not so surprising given that both
models are based on the same HMAX architecture. Employing other, more distinct models
might in fact show larger discrepancies.
However, in many cases using these models is not possible. Moreover, one has to be very
careful about comparing different models because they may have a different number of free
parameters or one might generalize the other, and so forth. It would therefore be desirable
to have a method to investigate nonlinearities without knowing or restricting oneself to a
particular combination function. When the research question revolves around getting insight
whether a combination of parts leads to a qualitatively different whole, e.g. one where parts
representations are lost or lead to a qualitatively different percept (as in the case of Fig. 1),
one can use a simpler technique (Fig 2d, “wholes dominate” model). We illustrate it in this
section with a paper by Kubilius and colleagues (2011). Similarly to Baeck et al. (2013),
Kubilius and colleagues (2011) investigated what happens to parts when they are
incorporated in wholes. However, to maximize chances of finding a highly nonlinear
operation, , they employed a robust Gestalt phenomenon, known as the configural
superiority effect, described by Pomerantz and colleagues (1977; see also Pomerantz &
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Portillo, 2011). Consider the display shown in Fig. 5a, orange. It consists of four line
segments in four quadrants, three of them in one orientation and the remaining one
differing in its orientation by 90°. The task for an observer is to find the quadrant where the
oddly oriented line segment is. It is not a difficult task but it may still take you a moment to
correctly respond that it is located at the top left. Now consider adding a corner, as shown in
Fig. 5a, middle, to all four of these line segments. Notice that in fact we are not changing
much because the exact same information is added to all four elements. So, it is completely
redundant and it could actually be thought of as adding noise or clutter to the image, which,
if anything, should make the observer’s task only more difficult. However, the result is in fact
the opposite – it is now trivial to detect the odd element because these parts are now
combined into wholes with emergent, configural properties: a triangle that is popping out
from the three arrows (Fig. 5a, dark red displays).

Figure 5. Differences in decoding performance of parts and wholes in the visual cortex. (a, b) Stimuli
and data from Kubilius et al. (2011) and for patient DF (de-Wit, Kubilius et al., 2013). (c, d) Data from
Baeck et al. (2013) for comparable conditions, i.e., when the same object is added to the initial
display. Notice that a combination of parts yields vastly different computations in LOC depending on
stimuli. Whereas in Baeck et al. (2013) adding a noninformative object only spoiled the neural
representations in LOC, in Kubilius et al. (2011) addition of a noninformative corner helped
significantly in LOC but not in early visual areas.
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This is a powerful effect with participants showing a couple of hundred milliseconds
difference between the two conditions. We can therefore take this effect into the MRI
scanner and investigate whether such nonlinear combination of parts can be observed
neurally as well. However, unlike Baeck et al. (2013), this study used only the four “parts”
displays (only line segments present with the odd one in the different quadrants) and the
four “wholes” displays (triangles and arrows present), omitting the corners condition. In this
instance, this design choice was motivated by the desire to have participants perform the
task while being scanned. With the corners condition included, the study would have had to
resort to passive viewing or an orthogonal task, thus risking to diminish the strength of the
configural superiority effect.
In order to investigate where in the visual system the combination of a line segment and a
corner into a triangle or an arrow preserves part representations and where the whole
dominates instead, the following MVPA strategy was employed. First, the classification
performance was estimated of discriminating only between parts displays and only between
wholes displays (six possible pairwise discriminations for each). If the added corner in the
stimulus is combined in a general weighted mean manner, decoding of the parts displays
and decoding of the wholes displays should be similar because the same non-informative
corner is added to all four stimuli (Fig. 2d, “parts dominate”) or even slightly worse because
adding a corner amounts to adding more noise. However, if adding a corner drastically
changes the neural representations of the resulting wholes such that they no longer
resemble the neural representations of the parts, as expected from the behaviorally
observed effect, decoding of wholes would be better than decoding of parts (Fig. 2d,
“wholes dominate”). In other words, based on behavioral responses, according to which
triangles appear more dissimilar to arrows than line segments of different orientation, we
expect that the neural representations of triangles versus arrows might also be more
dissimilar. Moreover, we can train a classifier to distinguish between wholes and then test it
on the parts (or vice-versa). For part-dominated combinations, decoding of parts from
wholes should remain robust, but for heavily whole-dominated combinations, decoding of
parts should be worse if not at chance level.
Importantly, both hypotheses can co-exist in the network of regions in the visual cortex,
with different regions performing different computations. Therefore, a number of visual
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areas were identified in the ventral visual cortex, namely, early visual areas V1, V2, and V3,
and higher visual areas LO and pFs, using an independent localizer. The resulting
representations of triangles and arrows in the early visual cortex were closer to the simple
combinations of the line segment and a corner (Fig. 5b). In particular, decoding of parts in
the early visual cortex was better than decoding wholes. Conversely, decoding in higher
visual areas was better for wholes than for parts, indicating that towards the end of the
visual shape processing stream, increasingly nonlinear transformation of parts occurs. In
fact, in the most anterior region investigated, namely, pFs, parts could no longer be decoded
from whole shapes. So unlike Baeck et al. (2013), in this case vastly nonlinear summation
effects where part representations are lost were found in the lateral occipital cortex, in line
with a number of studies using other techniques (e.g., Baker et al., 2002; Brincat & Connor,
2004).
To more directly compare their results with these results from Kubilius et al. (2011),
Baeck et al. (2013) analyzed a subset of the data from the latter study in the same way as the
former study. In the study of Baeck et al. (2013), we can also compare the performance on
decoding single objects with the performance on decoding objects in pairs in which only one
object is different (Fig. 5b). Here we have the same situation central to the design of Kubilius
et al. (2011), namely that we compare the same stimulus display without (single object) or
with (pair) the addition of a context which is not informative at all (as it is the same in all
conditions which have to be discriminated by the decoder). In LOC, decoding performance
was higher in the single-object condition compared to the performance for pairs with one
object in common in the same position. This is the same result as found in retinotopic visual
areas but not in LOC by Kubilius et al. (2011): better performance for the parts than the
wholes condition. In other words, while the combination of parts into wholes was captured
fairly successfully with the weighted mean model by Baeck et al. (2013), in other instances
we found evidence for an even more complex part transformation where the whole rather
than the parts is enhanced.
Furthermore, note that this result alone and MVPA in general cannot provide insights into
causal relations of the observed effect. In this study, for example, a behavioral pop-out
effect is supported by the response in the LOC, yet we do not know whether LOC is causally
involved in producing it or whether it is an epiphenomenal activation that we can decode
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but plays no role in the behavioral phenomenon. De-Wit, Kubilius and colleagues (2013)
resolved this question by testing neuropsychological patient DF who lacks LOC and, as a
result, is impaired in many (but not all) visual recognition tasks (Bridge et al., 2013; Goodale
& Milner, 1992). The reasoning was that if LOC is truly responsible for the observed
nonlinear behavioral effect, patient DF should find the task of detecting triangles among
arrows just as challenging as the one with line segments, even if it is hard for us to imagine
such an effect. Remarkably, when tested behaviorally, not only did DF show difficulties in
performing the task with triangles and arrows but also her performance was worse than
with line segments (Fig. 5b), surprisingly in line with decoding performance in early visual
areas reported in Kubilius et al. (2011). Since DF is mainly relying on early visual cortex in
performing this task, we asked if her performance could be accounted for by a simple
computational model that reflects some of the key features of V1, namely, units
preferentially responding to oriented bars of several spatial frequencies and multiple
locations. This simulation supported the pattern of results observed in DF and in the early
visual cortex in the study by Kubilius et al. (2011) with the model differentiating better
between parts than between wholes displays. Taking these studies together, we see that by
combining multiple techniques it is sometimes possible to distinguish the roles of several
regions in the ventral visual stream in producing nonlinear effects.
Moreover, these studies imply that at least in the case of the configural superiority effect,
a feedforward emergence of this phenomenon is possible, with early visual areas involved in
a simple part-based processing and later areas producing heavily nonlinear representations
dominated by whole shapes rather than their constituent elements. But not all Gestalts are
equal. Consider, for example, a moving diamond display (Fang et al., 2008) where the
diamond shape is partially occluded by three vertical rectangles of the same color as the
background, effectively creating the display of four independently moving line segments.
Under certain luminance and speed conditions, however, it is possible to perceive either the
four line segments moving independently (parts condition) or the diamond as a whole
(whole condition). Using this setup, both Fang et al. (2008) and de-Wit and colleagues (2012)
reported that when a diamond is perceived, responses in V1 are decreased as compared to
when the four separate lines are reported. Based on the known properties of V1 (e.g., small
receptive field sizes, tuning to oriented bars but not their combinations), it would be difficult
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to come up with an explanation how V1 by itself could produce such effects. Instead, the
authors of these studies argued that the presence or absence of the whole diamond shape is
communicated to V1 in a top-down fashion. Indeed, this idea was supported by their
findings in LO that exhibited an increase in activation when the whole diamond was
perceived. Thus, comparing the Kubilius et al. (2011) study to Fang et al. (2008) and de-Wit
et al. (2012) provides hints about potential differences between processes when parts are
combined into wholes. In particular, just like in the case of Baeck et al. (2013), in some cases
later processing stages and feedback from them might be crucial in forming the holistic
percept.

Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed how fMRI MVPA analysis could be employed in understanding
nonlinear effects in the visual system. We demonstrated that MVPA could be used to
compare real and synthetic response patterns of configural displays based on chosen
combinations of voxel responses to their constituent parts, such as simple or weighted
mean, maximum, minimum, or any other nonlinear function. In order to not only describe
but also quantify these effects, we suggested several analyses, one involving a combination
of searchlight, MVPA, and regression analyses, and another using computational models of
visual processing. We also showed a simpler method of unveiling nonlinear effects based on
comparing voxel responses to parts and to wholes. Taken together, MVPA stands as a
powerful technique to investigate nonlinear both locally (within an area) and across a
network of regions.
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human visual cortex
The case of the configural superiority effect

Many Gestalt phenomena have been described in terms of perception of a whole
being not equal to the sum of its parts. It is unclear how these phenomena
emerge in the brain. We used functional MRI to study the neural basis of the
behavioral configural superiority effect (i.e., visual search is more efficient when
an odd element is part of a configuration than when it is presented by itself). We
found that searching for the odd element in a display of four line segments
(parts) was facilitated by adding two additional line segments to each of them
(creating whole shapes). Functional MRI–based decoding of neural responses to
the position of the odd element revealed a neural configural superiority effect in
shape-selective regions but not in low-level retinotopic areas, where decoding of
parts was more pronounced. These results show how at least some Gestalt
phenomena in vision emerge only at the higher stages of visual information
processing and suggest that feed-forward processing might be sufficient to
produce such phenomena.

Kubilius, J., Wagemans, J., & Op de Beeck, H. P. (2011). Emergence of perceptual Gestalts in the
human visual cortex: The case of the configural-superiority effect. Psychological Science, 22(10),
1296–1303. doi:10.1177/0956797611417000
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Introduction
A hallmark of visual perception is that the percept of the whole is often qualitatively
different from the sum of the parts. There is an impressive list of perceptual manifestations
of superadditive Gestalt processes (for reviews, see Albright & Stoner, 2002; Spillmann,
2009; Wagemans, Wichmann, & Op de Beeck, 2005), such as configural superiority,
symmetry, closure, and subjective contours. The configural superiority effect, illustrated in
Figure 1, is a particularly strong example of this superadditivity (Pomerantz, Sager, &
Stoever, 1977). Despite the great appeal of these phenomena as demonstrations of the
strength of perceptual organization, little is known about how they arise in the brain.

Figure 1. Illustration of the configural superiority effect (Pomerantz, Sager, & Stoever, 1977).
Detecting the location of the odd line is both slower and less accurate when the display consists of
four lines (illustration on the left) than when an irrelevant corner (i.e., two lines forming a 90° angle;
illustration in the center) is added to each of the four lines (creating the “wholes” illustrated at the
right). Even though the corner is irrelevant because it contains the exact same lines in each case, it
has a strong beneficial effect on performance.

How Gestalts emerge was intensively debated even in the early days of Gestalt
psychology (see Ash, 1995). The Graz school (e.g., von Ehrenfels, Meinong, Benussi)
considered Gestalten as qualities that are dependent on objects but that have content
beyond those objects (i.e., mental constructions with a specific phenomenological value
added to the stimulus). In contrast, the Berlin school of Gestalt psychology (e.g.,
Wertheimer, Köhler, Koffka) referred to a different ontological idea, considering a Gestalt as
a sui generis whole, not founded anymore on elementary objects. Wertheimer (1922, p. 55),
for example, emphasized that Gestalts worked “von oben nach unten” (“from top to
bottom”)—the global configuration has a prevalence over the parts that compose it—and
formulated this in clear opposition to Wundt’s (1874) constructivist approach in which
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Gestalts work “von unten nach oben” (“from bottom to top”)—the whole is a summing up of
its parts.
This debate about Gestalt qualities and true Gestalts as ontological entities and about the
interrelationships between wholes and parts in phenomenological experience was never
settled because of the intrinsic limitations in ontology and phenomenology. The current
state of science provides new conceptual distinctions and methodological tools that allow
researchers to finally address these issues empirically. In fact, we identified two general
hypotheses in the contemporary literature that are similar to the old divide but stated in
explicit processing terms. These hypotheses relate explicitly to current neuroscientific
knowledge and, in particular, to the fact that the visual system is comprised of multiple
visual areas that are organized hierarchically (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991).
The first hypothesis is that global shape processing might be mainly a function of highlevel visual areas (Biederman, 1987; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999). Accordingly, multiple
studies in monkey physiology, for example, have reported that removal of a part or a feature
of a stimulus results in drastic decreases in neurons firing in the inferotemporal cortex
(Desimone, Albright, Gross, & Bruce, 1984; Tanaka, Saito, Fukada, & Moriya, 1991). Similarly,
in humans, selectivity for full shapes is mediated in the lateral occipital complex but not in
retinotopic visual regions like primary visual cortex (Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Kourtzi &
Kanwisher, 2001). According to this hypothesis, superadditive grouping effects should only
emerge in mid- to high-level visual areas, but not in low-level visual areas.
However, this strict bottom-up view of visual processing is challenged on many fronts.
Some researchers have proposed theoretical models to argue for top-down influences in
object perception (Bar et al., 2006; Hochstein & Ahissar, 2002; Vecera & O’Reilly, 1998) and,
specifically in the case of Gestalt phenomena, computational models have implicated
feedback and lateral connections (Craft, Schutze, Niebur, & von der Heydt, 2007;Grossberg,
Mingolla, & Ross, 1997; Kogo, Strecha, Van Gool, & Wagemans, 2010). In addition, a few
empirical studies have indicated that some grouping effects emerge in low-level visual areas
(Altmann, Bülthoff, & Kourtzi, 2003; Kourtzi, Tolias, Altmann, Augath, & Logothetis,
2003; Ostwald, Lam, Li, & Kourtzi, 2008), that in some task contexts even primary visual
cortex has the capacity to contain high-level shape representations (Sigman & Gilbert,
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2000; Williams et al., 2008), and that as a result of top-down processing, low-level visual
areas no longer process the actual physical properties of stimuli but the subjectively
experienced properties instead (e.g., Murray, Boyaci, & Kersten, 2006). Thus, according to a
second hypothesis, effects such as configural superiority might involve low-level retinotopic
areas as much as or even more than high-level shape-selective areas.
To differentiate between these two hypotheses, researchers need to measure the
content of representations in the brain. Traditionally, noninvasive brain-imaging techniques
were not able to do this because they could reveal only where representations reside in the
brain but could not reveal their content. Recently, new analytical tools were developed to
perform multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA); these tools have the power to determine the
properties of representations within specific brain areas (Haxby et al., 2001; Kamitani &
Tong, 2005;Op de Beeck, Torfs, & Wagemans, 2008; Ostwald et al., 2008). In the study
reported here, we used MVPA to examine whether the configural superiority effect can be
observed only in the higher-level visual regions implicated in object processing (Hypothesis
1), or whether its neural correlates can also be observed in low-level visual regions, thus
implicating an interplay between low- and higher-level regions (Hypothesis 2).
Our results reveal that the representation of a whole emerges throughout the cortex;
however, earlier regions contain more information about the parts, with an equal or better
neural detection of parts than of wholes, and higher regions represent the whole shape,
with better neural detection of the whole than of its constituent parts. We suggest that the
configural superiority effect provides indirect evidence for the feed-forward account of
visual information processing.

Method
Participants and procedure
Nine affiliates of the University of Leuven (1 female, 8 male; ages 21–37) participated in the
study. The first participant was excluded from further analyses because of multiple software
failures during the scanning session (including many omitted trials and unreliable timing). All
participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided written informed
consent. The experiment was approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of
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Psychology and Educational Sciences and the committee for medical ethics at the University
of Leuven.

Figure 2. Illustration of trial sequences for the three types of runs used in the study. In experimental
runs (top row), a display containing three identical elements and one odd element was presented. In
each trial of the parts condition, the elements consisted of straight lines; in each trial of the wholes
condition, two additional lines were added to the single lines to form shapes. A single trial in each
condition consisted of a 150-ms display followed by an 1,850-ms interstimulus interval. In the
localizer runs (middle row), each trial consisted of a 300-ms presentation of four images (one of
which did not match the others), followed by a 500-ms interstimulus interval. In the objects block,
the images were intact, and in the scrambled-objects block, the images were scrambled. In meridianmapping runs (bottom row), flickering wedges composed of checkerboard patterns were presented
along either the horizontal or the vertical meridian. Wedges in each orientation were displayed for
16 s each. Note that in both the localizer and the meridian-mapping runs, the stimuli were presented
in color.
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The experiment was coded in Python 2.5 and presented using PsychoPy software (Peirce,
2007, 2009). Source code is available online at https://bitbucket.org/qbilius/confsup. The
experiment consisted of 11 runs of 336 s each, in the following sequence: three
experimental runs, one localizer run, one meridian-mapping run, three experimental runs,
one localizer run, and two meridian-mapping runs. A high-resolution anatomical scan was
conducted after all runs were complete.
Figure 2 shows the trial sequence for each type of run. Stimuli were projected on a
screen, and participants were instructed to respond using a four-key button box. For all runs,
the background color was gray.
Experimental runs
Stimuli and presentation
In each experimental trial, a display of four elements was presented. Three of these
elements were identical, and one was different. In each of two conditions, there were four
possible displays, in each of which the odd shape was located in a different quadrant. In the
parts condition (equivalent to the no-context condition in Pomerantz et al., 1977), three
quadrants contained straight lines oriented at a 45° angle and one quadrant contained a
straight line oriented at a 135° angle. In the wholes condition (equivalent to the goodcontext condition in Pomerantz et al., 1977), two additional lines forming a right angle (a
corner) were added to each of the four lines, so the total display contained three arrows and
a triangle. Each element was presented approximately 7° away from a central fixation dot
and subtended 4° of visual angle.
Each trial consisted of a 150-ms stimulus presentation (with a central fixation dot)
followed by an 1,850-ms interstimulus interval (during which only the fixation dot was
presented). The order of trials was optimized using code by Kao, Mandal, Lazar, and Stufken
(2009). Each run started and finished with an 8-s fixation block, in which only the fixation dot
was present. There were also 22 fixation trials, in which subjects were asked only to fixate on
the central dot. These fixation trials were optimally interleaved in between the eight
possible displays; the optimization calculations led to six out of eight displays in each run
being presented 17 times, and the remaining two being presented 18 times.
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Task
Participants were asked to “indicate which one of the four shapes is different” by pressing
a key that corresponded to the position of each shape on the display.
Localizer runs
The localizer runs were designed to localize both shape-selective and retinotopic brain areas
that were activated by the four stimuli locations in the experimental runs.
Stimuli and presentation
We localized shape-selective lateral occipital cortex (LOC) using a standard localizer scan
(Grill-Spector et al., 1998). There were two conditions: intact objects and scrambled objects.
The set of 20 intact objects was retrieved from imageafter.com and morguefile.com and
consisted of images of human-made objects, foods, and plants. All images were full color
and 256 × 256 pixels in size. Each image featured a prominent object presented on a simple
(but not uniform) background, which was included to ensure that images of both intact
objects and scrambled objects subtended the same area. The set of 20 scrambled objects
was created from the 20 images of intact objects by dividing each image into 256 tiles (16 ×
16 pixels) and shuffling them randomly within the image.
Stimuli were presented approximately 7° away from a central fixation dot and subtended
5° of visual angle (to ensure we captured the whole region occupied by the stimuli in the
experimental runs). Each trial consisted of a 300-ms stimulus presentation (with a fixation
dot present) followed by a 500-ms interstimulus interval with only a fixation dot. There were
eight blocks of 20 intact images each, eight blocks of 20 scrambled images each, and five
fixation blocks. Blocks were counterbalanced and lasted for 16 s each.
Task
Participants were asked to press a key when they spotted an image repeated from the
immediately preceding display (a one-back task). Images were repeated between two and
four times per block.
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Meridian-mapping runs
Stimuli and presentation
We used a standard procedure for the meridian-mapping runs (Tootell et al., 1995). Two
wedges composed of a checkerboard pattern and subtending 15° of visual angle were
presented. Wedges were oriented at the horizontal or vertical meridians of the display.
Three different parameters of the internal checkerboard pattern of the wedges changed
randomly eight times per second: the amount of angular cycles (the number of squares in
each row of the wedge; within 20 and 40 cycles), the amount of phase cycles (the number of
squares from the tip of a wedge to its base; within 4 and 18 cycles), and the color.
Each run started and finished with an 8-s fixation block. Flickering wedges of either the
horizontal or vertical orientation were presented simultaneously for 16 s, followed by
wedges of the other orientation. There were 10 blocks of each orientation per run, without
fixation blocks in between.
Task
These were passive-viewing runs, so participants had no task to perform.
Functional MRI scanning parameters
Functional MRI (fMRI) data were obtained using a 3-T Philips Intera scanner with an eightchannel SENSE head coil using an echo-planar imaging sequence. We recorded 38 slices from
the first 2 participants and 37 slices from the remaining 6 participants. Slices were oriented
downward for full inferotemporal cortex coverage and covered almost the entire brain
(voxel size = 2.75 × 2.75 × 2.75 mm, interslice distance = 0.2 mm, acquisition matrix = 80 ×
80). Each run consisted of 168 measurements; the interval between measurements
(repetition time) was set to 2,000 ms with an echo time of 30 ms. The T1-weighted
anatomical scan had 0.85- × 0.98-mm in-plane resolution, 1.37 mm between the slices
(acquisition matrix = 256 × 256), a 9.6-ms repetition time, a 4.6-ms echo time, 182 coronal
slices, and a duration of 383 s.
Imaging data analysis
Data from the fMRI scans were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software
(Version 8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, England). We performed
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standard data preprocessing, including spatial smoothing of the functional images with a 5.5mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel, followed by a separate statistical analysis for
each run type (experimental, localizer, meridian mapping). (For further details, see Imaging
Data Analysis in the Supplemental Material available online.)

Figure 3. Illustration of typical regions of interest used for support-vector-machine (SVM)
classification. In these flattened images of the right hemisphere of Participant 7, black lines indicate
borders between regions, as identified using meridian maps. Cyan outlines mark the regions of
interest in which t tests (localizer task) indicated that activations during viewing of both intact and
scrambled objects were greater than activations during fixation blocks (V1, V2, V3; left panel) or in
which activations during viewing of intact objects were greater than activations during viewing of
scrambled objects (lateral occipital, LO; posterior fusiform cortex, pFs; right panel). CS = calcarine
sulcus.

Definition of regions of interest
Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined in caret5 software (Van Essen et al., 2001) on a
flattened image of the brain taken separately from each participant (Fig. 3). First, the
borders between three regions—V1 and V2, V2 and V3, and V3 and higher regions—were
defined by observing where activations for the horizontal wedge were greater than
activations for the vertical wedge in the meridian-mapping runs. Using this border
information, ROIs were selected based on the localizer runs. To identify ROIs in regions V1,
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V2, and V3, we identified areas in which activations for all stimuli were greater than
activations during fixation blocks. For the shape-selective lateral occipital (LO) and posterior
fusiform (pFs) cortex, we identified brain regions in which activations for intact objects were
greater than activations for scrambled objects (Grill-Spector et al., 1998). LO was defined as
a lateral shape-selective region, and pFs cortex was chosen on the ventral surface. Talairach
coordinates of all ROIs are provided in Table S1 in the Supplemental Material. Note that data
from the experimental runs were not used to define the ROIs.
Multivoxel pattern analysis
We used a PyMVPA package (Hanke et al., 2009) to extract fMRI responses for each voxel
individually and the Linear Nu Support Vector Machine provided in PyMVPA (using the
Library for Support Vector Machines, or LIBSVM; Chang & Lin, 2001) to perform
classification. We followed a 10-fold cross-validated training procedure, repeated 100 times,
each time with a different random sampling and splitting of the time points. Performance is
reported as the proportion of correct identification of the test data labels.

Results
Behavioral results
Given the results of Pomerantz et al. (1977), we expected a robust configural superiority
effect in the experimental runs, with participants reporting the odd elements both faster and
more accurately in the wholes condition (with three lines per quadrant forming a triangle or
an arrow) than in the parts condition (with only one line per quadrant). Replicating
Pomerantz et al.’s findings, our results showed a pronounced configural superiority effect
(Fig. 4a), with the proportion of correct identifications of the location of the odd shape
greater in the wholes condition than in the parts condition (difference = ~.3), pairedsamples t(7) = 4.23, p = .004, two-tailed, and response times approximately 300 ms faster in
the parts condition (1,172 ms) than in the wholes condition (860 ms), t(7) = 20.6, p < .001.
Moreover, every participant exhibited this effect, and it remained robust even after many
hundreds of trials—last scanning run: accuracy, t(7) = 3.09, p = .018; response time,t(7) =
18.7, p < .001 (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material for accuracy and response time in
each experimental run).
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Figure 4. Behavioral and support-vector-machine (SVM) classification performance. The top graph (a)
shows subjects’ accuracy in the experimental runs as a function of condition. Using data from a
random subset of voxels from each region of interest (ROI), we trained and tested the SVM; the
SVM’s accuracy during testing is presented in the middle and bottom graphs. The graph in (b) shows
results averaged across low-level visual areas (V1, V2, and V3) and across higher-level shape-selective
areas (lateral occipital cortex, LO, and posterior fusiform cortex, pFs) when the SVM was trained and
tested on the same condition (e.g., trained on parts and tested on parts). The graph in (c) shows
results separately for each ROI, both when the SVM was trained and tested on the same condition
and when it was trained on one condition and tested on the other (e.g., trained on parts and tested
on wholes). Dashed lines represent chance performance (.5). Error bars show ±1SEM (N = 8).

fMRI results
None of the ROIs defined for each participant exhibited differences in the mean percentage
signal change across the parts and wholes conditions—t(7)s ≤ 1.95, ps ≥ .092 (see Fig. S2 in
the Supplemental Material).
We therefore performed an MVPA because it is more sensitive than a univariate analysis,
in which the response of the voxels in an ROI is averaged together (Haxby et al.,
2001;Kamitani & Tong, 2005; Op de Beeck, Brants, Baeck, & Wagemans, 2010). Within each
ROI, the fMRI response in each voxel to individual trials was extracted. These patterns of
responses were used by a linear support vector machine (SVM) to evaluate differences
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between representations contained within a particular ROI. In particular, the SVM was
trained (learning a linear decision rule) with a part of the fMRI responses to two displays
containing the odd element at a different location in the experimental runs (the training set),
for example, when the odd element was in the top left quadrant and in the top right
quadrant. The two odd-element locations were always picked either both from the parts
condition or both from the wholes condition.
After training the SVM, we evaluated how well it was able to detect differences between
the two displays by providing it with the remaining fMRI responses and counting how many
times the SVM classified those samples correctly as being from one or another display.
Classification performance (proportion of correct classifications) reflects the amount of
information contained in that ROI. For example, in those ROIs where parts are represented
accurately, the classifier should be able to tell the difference among patterns of fMRI
responses to the parts conditions better than patterns of fMRI responses to the wholes
conditions. We performed such pair-wise classification among all four possible displays in
each condition and averaged across all these pair-wise combinations. Therefore, the chance
level was 50%. Effects were averaged across hemispheres and participants, given that the
difference between the decoding of parts and wholes was not modulated by hemisphere nor
was it related to the behavioral performance of individual subjects (see Figs. S3 and S4 in the
Supplemental Material).
First, we compared classification performance of the parts and the wholes conditions in
low-level versus higher-level visual areas (Fig. 4b). We observed pronounced differences
between these areas: The pattern of activity in low-level regions was more informative
about parts than about wholes—V1, V2, and V3 averaged together: t(7) = 3.30, p = .013;
however, in higher regions, classification was more accurate for whole shapes—LO and pFs
cortex averaged together: t(7) = 4.05, p = .005. In fact, we could no longer decode parts
more often than expected by chance in these higher regions, one-sample t(7) = 0.81,p = .44,
two-tailed.
Further inspection across the five ROIs separately (Fig. 4c) confirmed the observed
differences between low-level retinotopic regions and shape-selective regions. In low-level
regions V1, V2, and V3, there was a lack of preference for whole shapes, with parts
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surpassing whole shapes in V2, t(7) = 7.19, p < .001. Nonetheless, both parts and whole
shapes could be decoded more often than expected by chance: t(7)s ≤ 3.46, ps ≥ .011.
However, in higher-level visual regions LO and pFs cortex, the pattern of results was
reversed, with the classification of whole shapes surpassing the classification of parts—
LO: t(7) = 3.60, p = .009; pFs cortex: t(7) = 3.56, p = .009. Moreover, parts could no longer be
decoded reliably more often than expected by chance in these regions—LO: t(7) = 1.31, p =
.23; pFs cortex: t(7) = 0.068, p = .95. (Note that it is not meaningful to compare the absolute
classification performance across ROIs because they differ in a number of properties, such as
the functional contrasts used to select the voxels and the size of the original ROI from which
these voxels were randomly taken to equate ROI size.)
Higher-level visual areas appear to represent wholes better than parts. Are parts still
represented in those wholes? To investigate this question, we next trained our SVM on
wholes and tested its performance on parts. If any part information was present in the
representation of a whole, we should have been able to decode the part information.
Indeed, in the more-posterior-region LO, we were able to decode parts marginally more
often than expected by chance, t(7) = 2.33, p = .053 (Fig. 4c), but this performance was not
significantly better than when we trained and tested on parts, t(7) = 0.79, p = .46.
Furthermore, in the more anterior-region pFs cortex, no information appeared to be
transferred from wholes to parts—difference from chance level: t(7) = 0.48, p = .65;
comparison with training and testing on parts: t(7) = 0.39, p = .71. Although the lack of a
significant difference from chance might be an issue of statistical power, these results
nonetheless suggest that in higher-level visual areas, the representation of wholes might be
qualitatively different from the representation of parts.

Discussion
In the study reported here, we investigated how parts are combined into whole shapes in
the visual cortex. We used the configural superiority effect (Pomerantz et al., 1977) to obtain
information about the neural underpinning of this process. We demonstrated that whole
shapes can be decoded more accurately than their component parts in object-selective
regions but not in retinotopic areas, and that whole shapes cannot be decoded successfully
from parts information alone in these regions. This finding provides support for the
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hypothesis regarding the encoding of Gestalts in the brain—that superadditive global shapes
emerge at higher-level visual areas—and provides evidence against the hypothesis that
lower-level visual areas are able to encode Gestalts as a result of feedback from higher
areas. Taken together, the results of our study suggest that, at least in some cases, Gestalt
phenomena can emerge gradually in the visual system, with higher regions playing a crucial
role in their formation.
More specifically, we demonstrated that the behavioral effect is reflected in the fMRI
pattern of responses in higher visual areas, where whole-shape decoding outperformed part
decoding, but not in the pattern of responses in retinotopic regions (Fig. 4). Furthermore, we
trained pattern classifiers to the whole shape and attempted to decode parts, testing
whether higher performance on whole shapes in these regions would lead to an enhanced
decoding of parts, a finding that would suggest at least a partial representation of the parts
within the whole shape. However, we observed no such improvement in these higher
regions. In fact, the most anterior shape-selective region (pFs cortex) failed to show any
transfer of such information, a finding that suggests a complete absence of part information
in response patterns at this level of processing.
These findings in pFs cortex are very consistent with subjective Gestalt experience. In
terms of phenomenology, a typical property of the formation of a Gestalt is that any notion
of the real attributes of the parts gets lost once the Gestalt is formed, as is particularly
evident in the case of embedded figures. We have demonstrated here that in the case of the
configural superiority effect, this phenomenology is only reflected in the neural
representations of higher-level visual regions and not in retinotopic areas. Although lowlevel visual areas contain information about parts, they do not seem to contribute to the
Gestalt experience, in contrast to reports on the neural basis of some other Gestalt
phenomena (e.g., Murray et al., 2006). In fact, retinotopic areas V1, V2, and V3 exhibited an
opposite pattern, such that decoding of parts was actually more pronounced when the
context of the full shape was not present. This observed disadvantage of the whole shapes in
the lower regions could, for example, result from the processing of extra parts (the corner),
which were the same in all conditions and thus provided only noise. It is interesting that
despite a clear disadvantage for whole shapes in these lower regions, the configural
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superiority effect was nonetheless present at the higher level in the visual system’s hierarchy
as well as in the phenomenological experience.
Such double dissociation between lower and higher regions suggests a feed-forward
emergence of the configural superiority effect. If low-level regions are employed by higher
regions via feedback in order to facilitate whole-shape processing, then we would have
expected to see also an advantage for whole-shape decoding in these low-level regions.
Nevertheless, the poor temporal and spatial resolution of our method did not allow us to
directly observe feed-forward, lateral interactive, and feedback effects and their typical
timing characteristics, so it is not possible to rule out that feedback would play a role in the
observed findings in a way that would not lead to a neural configural superiority in low-level
regions.
In this context, it is interesting to note that previous studies recording the brain’s
electrical activity have already suggested that some perceptual-grouping phenomena could
reflect

bottom-up

processing

(Nikolaev,

Gepshtein,

Kubovy,

&

van

Leeuwen,

2008; Tanskanen, Saarinen, Parkkonen, & Hari, 2008). For instance, using high-density eventrelated potential (ERP) measurements, Nikolaev et al. (2008) showed that the sensitivity to
different groupings of dots in multistable dot lattices was correlated positively with the
amplitude of the earliest ERP peak (C1, about 60 ms after stimulus onset)— a correlation
believed to reflect spontaneous feed-forward processes—and negatively with the amplitude
of the next ERP peak (P1, about 110 ms after stimulus onset)—a correlation believed to
reflect lateral and feedback interactions, which are under more attentive control than
spontaneous feed-forward processes. Lamme and his colleagues developed a rich theory
about the interplay between feed-forward and recurrent processing, and the role of this
interplay in the emergence of visual awareness, on the basis of their neurophysiological
work on the time course of selectivity in V1 (for a review, see Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000).
Taken together, our results provide evidence that the configural superiority effect
gradually emerges throughout the feed-forward cortical shape-processing hierarchy. In
addition, we propose that our findings provide a new perspective on the rather conflicting
literature on the neural basis of Gestalts. Specifically, findings from studies such as ours
enable the development of a taxonomy of Gestalt phenomena with two broad categories:
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bottom-up Gestalts and top-down Gestalts. Our findings seem to indicate that the configural
superiority effect is a bottom-up Gestalt process.
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Supplementary information
Imaging data analysis
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Parametric Map package SPM8.
Preprocessing
We performed a standard data preprocessing (Ashburner & Friston, 2005) that included
correction of slice timing, realignment to the mean of images in order to correct for motion,
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co-registration of anatomical images to the functional ones and subsequent reslicing,
segmentation of the resulting anatomical images, spatial normalization of the realigned
functional images and the resliced anatomical runs to the MNI (Montreal Neurological
Institute) template using the segmentation parameters, and spatial smoothing of the
functional images with a 5.5 mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analysis of the preprocessed data was performed separately for each run type
(experimental, localizer, meridian).
Reconstruction of brain surface
For a more accurate definition of ROIs, the brain surface of each participant was
reconstructed using CARET 5 software (Van Essen et al., 2001). First, in SPM, the anatomical
scan was normalized to the MNI template with a resampling to the 1×1×1 mm resolution
that is required by CARET. Next, in CARET, each hemisphere was reconstructed separately
and involved SureFit segmentation of gray matter, manual segmentation error correction to
ensure the correct topology of the brain, and flattening of the reconstructed surface.
Region of interest definition
Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined in CARET on the flat surface of the brain (see Fig. 4).
We first mapped statistical maps from meridian mapping and localizer runs on the surface.
Next, V1-V2, V2-V3, and V3-higher regions borders were defined using the contrast of
horizontal > vertical wedges from the meridian mapping runs. Using this border information,
ROIs were selected based on the localizer runs. For ROIs in regions V1, V2, and V3, we used
all stimuli > fixation contrast at a threshold of t = 3.765 (p < .0001 uncorrected) for 6
participants and t = 2.33 (p < .01 uncorrected) for 2 participants who had only a very weak
V1 and V2 activation (V3 was still defined at t = 3.765). For the shape-selective lateral
occipital (LO), and posterior fusiform (pFs) cortex, we used objects > scrambled contrast
(Grill-Spector et al., 1998) at a threshold t = 3.765 (p < .0001 uncorrected) for 4 participants
and t = 4.84 (p < 10-6 uncorrected) for 4 other participants. LO was defined as a lateral shapeselective region, while pFs was chosen on the ventral surface. Talairach coordinates of all
ROIs are provided in Table. Note that data from the experimental runs were not used to
define the ROIs.
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Multi-voxel pattern analysis
To perform a multi-voxel pattern analysis, we used a linear support vector machine (SVM)
which has been show to result in a robust classification for even-related experimental
designs (Misaki et al., 2010). An SVM is a supervised learning algorithm that is capable of
finding a global, optimal and often unique solution to a classification problem (Vapnik &
Lerner, 1963; Vapnik & Chervonenkis, 1964).
Suppose you conducted an experiment with two conditions (classes) presented p times in
total (typically, you would have p/2 presentations of each condition) and measured an fMRI
response in some ROI that had n voxels. For each measurement i (i = 1, 2, …, p), the ROI
response can be represented as an n-dimensional vector xi. Your goal is to train a linear SVM
to distinguish between the two conditions based on the measured fMRI response xi. The
SVM is given vectors xi, each with a label yi that is either -1 (class 1) or 1 (class 2). Its task is
to find such a weight vector w and a bias term b that
𝑦𝑖 (𝐱 𝑖 ) = sgn(𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏)
for all i. (Here sgn denotes the sign function.) The parameters w and b define an ndimensional hyperplane (or a decision boundary) that separates vectors with label -1 from
the ones with the label 1. For example, in a two dimensional input space (i.e., there are only
two voxels in an ROI; see figure below), the task amounts to finding such a line w∙x + b = 0
that the open dots would be on the one side of it and the closed ones on the other.
In principle, there are infinitely many solutions to this problem, a few of which are shown
in the figure below (H1 and H2 are both valid solutions while H3 is not). However, an SVM
produces a single solution to a given problem by requiring the separating line to be
maximally distant from both classes. In particular, it finds such vectors xi from each class that
are closest to the decision boundary and defines that distance as

1
.
‖𝐰‖

This distance is

maximal when ‖𝐰‖ is minimal, so our problem can be reformulated as a Quadratic
programming (QP) optimization problem:
‖𝐰‖2
Find min
𝐰,𝑏
2
such that if 𝑦𝑖 = 1, 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏 ≥ 1
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and if 𝑦𝑖 = −1, 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏 ≤ −1,
or, to put this in one equation, the constraint is that
𝑦𝑖 (𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1.
We solve the QP problem by reformulating the problem in terms of a Lagrangian
‖𝐰‖2
ℒ(𝐰, 𝑏; 𝛼) =
− ∑ 𝛼𝑖 [𝑦𝑖 (𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏) − 1]
2
𝑖

where 𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0, and finding its saddle point max min ℒ(𝐰, 𝑏; 𝛼). This leads to the following
𝛼

𝐰,𝑏

solution with respect to Lagrange multipliers αi:
𝐰 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 𝐱 𝑖 .
𝑖

Many of the resulting αi are zero, meaning that a lot of vectors xi are irrelevant for
defining the decision boundary. The non-zero ones correspond to the support vectors and lie
near the decision boundary.

Figure. Left: Possible solutions (separating lines) for the classification problem of black versus white
dots. H1 and H2 are both valid solutions, while H3 is not. There are infinitely many valid solutions, but
SVM is capable of producing a unique one (H2) by demanding the separating line to have the largest
margin between the two classes, as shown explicitly in the right figure. (Source: Wikimedia
Commons)
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In practice, there is often an overlap between the two classes due to noise in the
measurements. Therefore, SVM is reformulated by introducing slack variables ξi that
measure the degree of misclassification of a data point xi (a Soft Margin method; Cortes &
Vapnik, 1995):
‖𝐰‖2
min
+ 𝐶 ∑ 𝜉𝑖
𝐰,𝑏,𝜉𝑖
2
𝑖

such that
𝑦𝑖 (𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖
with 𝜉𝑖 , 𝐶 ≥ 0. Notice that the problem now depends on the regularization parameter C.
The best practice is to use cross-validation methods to determine the C value that leads to
the most accurate classifier performance. Nonetheless, finding the best C value might be a
problem, and therefore a new parameter 𝜈 ∈ (0,1] controlling the number of support
vectors and errors was suggested by Schölkopf et al. (2000). The problem is then formulated
as
‖𝐰‖2
1
min
− 𝜈𝜌 + ∑ 𝜉𝑖
𝐰,𝑏,𝜉𝑖
2
𝑝
𝑖

such that
𝑦𝑖 (𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 𝜌 − 𝜉𝑖
with 𝜉𝑖 , 𝜌 ≥ 0. We used such Linear Nu SVM provided within PyMVPA (using LIBSVM
library, Chang & Lin, 2001) to extract fMRI response for each voxel individually. Processing
steps:
1. Second-order detrending of the raw fMRI signal for each run separately to remove
potential drifts in the fMRI signal during a run.
2. Extraction of the signal (one value per time point) for each voxel within an ROI with a
hemodynamic lag assumption of 4 s, as can be reasonably inferred from response time
courses (see Figure S2)
3. For 10 times, random choice of a fixed number of voxels. This number is determined for
each subject separately and is equal to the number of voxels in the smallest ROI.
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4. Then, for each of the voxels choices, for 10 times the following is performed:
a. Random choice of 100 time points per condition (in a random order) since there
were more than 100 time points and classification performance depends slightly
on the order of samples
b. Z-scoring of the selected samples (normalizing samples to the mean of 0 and
standard deviation of 1)
c. A 10-fold cross-validation training, which consisted of dividing data into 10 sets of
10 time points and using 9 sets to train the classifier and the average of
remaining set to test its performance. Averaging was performed to increase the
robustness of the classifier at test, as it should decrease the noise in the sample.
The procedure was repeated for all 10 possible splits of the 10 sets. Performance
is reported as a percent of correct identification of the test data labels.
For more details and a good introduction to using SVMs, see Mur et al. (2009) or Pereira
et al. (2009).
Supplementary figures and tables

Figure S1. Accuracy and response time for each experimental run. Response time is plotted for
correct responses only. Error bars represent s.e.m. across participants.
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Figure S2. Hemodynamic responses in the five ROIs reported. None of these regions show significant
differences between the parts and whole shape conditions at the peak value (4 s after the stimulus
onset: max t(7) = 1.95, min p = .092). Error bars represent s.e.m. across participants.
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Figure S3. SVM classification performance by hemisphere. We took ROIs from each hemisphere
separately (top: ROIs on the left hemisphere, bottom: ROIs on the right hemisphere) and tested
decoding of conditions with the odd element presented either in the left or in the right hemifield. For
example, “parts (left)” means that the odd-oriented line was in the left hemifield (either above or
below horizontal meridian). We carried out a repeated-measures ANOVA with four within-subject
factors: 2 hemispheres (left, right) by 2 hemifields (odd shape on the left or on the right hemifield) by
2 conditions (parts, wholes) by 5 ROIs (V1, V2, V3, LO, and pFs). First, we observed the expected
hemisphere by hemifield interaction (F(1, 7) = 20.29, p = .003), showing that conditions presented on
the left hemifield could be decoded better in the right hemisphere, and vice versa. Further, this
effect was present across ROIs in a significant hemisphere by hemifield by ROI interaction (F(1, 7) =
4.66, p = .005), indicating that this hemifield effect was stronger in retinotopic areas than higher
shape-selective regions. However, we did not observe any interactions including the factor parts and
whole shapes (other than the expected four-way interaction (F(4, 28) = 3.24, p = .026)), indicating
that the two hemispheres process both conditions similarly. Surely, it is hard to rule out the effects of
hemispheric differences as the number of voxels used in this analysis is now about half of the one in
Figure 4. In fact, we were not able to obtain reliable classification performance in the higher visual
areas. Only the right LO had an above chance classification of whole shapes (t(7) = 2.40, p = .047).
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Figure S4. Correlation of the difference between the parts and wholes conditions in the response
time to the difference in the classification performance. None of these correlations were significant.

left
V1
right
left
V2
right
left
V3
right

x

y

z

number of voxels

dorsal
ventral
dorsal
ventral

-6 ± 2
-3 ± 3
9±1
3±2

-93 ± 4
-85 ± 5
-91 ± 3
-83 ± 3

4±7
-3 ± 4
6±6
-2 ± 5

58
71
65
89

dorsal
ventral
dorsal
ventral

-8 ± 2
-8 ± 2
10 ± 5
8±3

-95 ± 3
-81 ± 3
-91 ± 2
-80 ± 4

10 ± 6
-8 ± 4
13 ± 5
-8 ± 5

74
120
103
106

dorsal
ventral
dorsal
ventral

-15 ± 5
19 ± 8
-18 ± 4
19 ± 4

-94 ± 3
-89 ± 2
-79 ± 3
-77 ± 4

15 ± 3
17 ± 4
-13 ± 3
-12 ± 4

81
97
114
119

LO

left
right

-42 ± 3
43 ± 2

-77 ± 4
-76 ± 2

-4 ± 5
-3 ± 7

369
380

pFs

left
right

-36 ± 2
37 ± 3

-56 ± 5
-53 ± 3

-17 ± 2
-19 ± 2

411
324

Table S1. Mean Talairach coordinates (± sample standard deviation across participants) and mean
number of voxels of the ROIs reported.
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4 | Configural Gestalts remain nothing more than
the sum of their parts in visual agnosia

We report converging evidence that higher stages of the visual system are
critically required for the whole to become more than the sum of its parts by
studying patient DF with visual agnosia using a configural superiority paradigm.
We demonstrate a clear dissociation between this patient and normal controls
such that she could more easily report information about parts, demonstrating a
striking reversal of the normal configural superiority effect. Furthermore, by
comparing DF’s performance to earlier neuroimaging and novel modeling work,
we

found

a

compelling consistency between

her

performance

and

representations in the early visual areas, which are spared in this patient. The
reversed pattern of performance in this patient highlights that in some cases
visual Gestalts do not emerge early on without processing in higher visual areas.
More broadly, this study demonstrates how neuropsychological patients can be
used to unmask representations maintained at early stages of processing.

de-Wit, L. H., Kubilius, J., Op de Beeck, H. P., & Wagemans, J. (2013). Configural Gestalts remain
nothing more than the sum of their parts in visual agnosia. i-Perception, 4(8), 493–497.
doi:10.1068/i0613rep
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Main text
How do wholes become different from the sum of their parts? This classic Gestalt question is
elegantly brought to experimental life in a simple configural superiority paradigm devised by
James Pomerantz and colleagues (Pomerantz, Sager, & Stoever, 1977). When observers have
to indicate which of four oriented lines has a different orientation (see Figure 1), Pomerantz
et al. (1977) found that adding an identical, and thus objectively uninformative, corner to
each line led to a pronounced increase in the perceptual salience of the resulting shape. The
behavioral advantage for this configuration has been argued to reflect the role of higher
visual areas in Gestalt formation (Kubilius, Wagemans, & Op de Beeck, 2011). More
specifically, Kubilius et al. (2011) used multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) techniques in a
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment to demonstrate that patterns of
activation evoked by this paradigm revealed an advantage for the configural ‘whole’
condition only in the higher visual areas LO and pFs. Early areas, like the primary visual
cortex (V1), in fact showed the opposite, i.e., a better discrimination in the isolated ‘part’
condition. This result potentially demonstrates that configural information exists neither in
the stimulus nor in its representation in early visual areas – Gestalts only become different
from the sum of their parts at higher stages of processing.
The results of Kubilius et al. (2011) are limited however, first in the extent that all
neuroimaging results are limited to an observation of correlation and, second, by an
assumption often made when using MVPA, namely that the patterns of activation at the
level of voxels (averaging over hundreds of thousands of neurons) can provide a direct
measure of the representational content of a given area of the brain.
Here we provide direct causal evidence that higher visual areas are required to construct
the configural superiority Gestalt. In particular, we examined perceptual grouping in the
visual form agnosia patient DF. This patient has been most famously studied in terms of a
dissociation in her ability to perceive the world vs. her ability to guide visual responses
(Goodale, Milner, Jakobson, & Carey, 1991). In this study, we do not focus on this patient's
‘vision for action’ but rather on the fact that her lesion centers bilaterally on the lateral
occipital area (LO) in the ventral stream (James, Culham, Humphrey, Milner, & Goodale,
2003). Earlier stages of her visual system, including the primary visual cortex, seem to be
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relatively spared (Bridge, et al., 2013) and support functional behavior, including the
guidance of action and basic orientation illusions such as the McCullough effect (Keith,
Goodale, & Gernsey, 1991). This patient provides a perfect test case for the configural
superiority effect: If higher stages of the ventral stream are required for the construction of
such seemingly basic Gestalts, then one predicts that DF will not reveal the configural
superiority advantage observed in normal participants.
We tested DF with the same paradigm used by Kubilius et al. (2011) with two
modifications which were expected to optimize the design for testing this patient and agematched controls, as explained below. In each trial, a display of four elements was presented
(Figure 1, left, see ‘parts’ and ‘wholes’). Three of these elements were identical, and one was
different. In the parts condition, the identical elements were straigth lines oriented at a 45°
angle, and the odd elements was a line oriented at a 135° angle. In the whole condition,
additional lines forming a right angle (a corner) were added to each of the four lines,
resulting in three arrows and a triangle. These elements were presented 7° away from the
central fixation dot. DF was asked to choose which quadrant contained the odd element.
Unlike in Kubilius et al. (2011), the stimuli were present on the screen until the patient
made a response, rather than being briefly flashed. Second, rather than having to press
buttons to identify the location of the ‘odd-one-out’, the patient responded by pointing to
the option she wished to select. Note that this was not intended to make the task a ‘vision
for action’ task; rather, DF was using a simple egocentric action to symbolically provide her
response. Her responses were coded by the experimenter. Twelve age-matched controls (6
male, ages 51-61) were tested using the same procedure.
The results revealed a striking dissociation between DF and the control group, both in
terms of accuracy and correct reaction time (see Fig. 1). Using a statistic developed by
Crawford, Garthwaite, and Porter (2010) to compare the difference score of a single patient
to a small control sample, we can confirm that DF’s results clearly dissociate from the normal
population (two-tailed: p < .001 for accuracy and p < .00001 for reaction time). While the
control participants exhibited a robust configural superiority advantage (t(11) = 4.07, p =
.002; see Figure 4 for individual performance), DF showed the opposite: she performed
better in the isolated line or part condition (two-proportion z-test, z = 3.79, p < .0001). DF’s
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performance is in fact strikingly consistent with the discriminability of patterns of activation
measured with fMRI in the early visual cortex of healthy young participants (Kubilius et al.,
2011). DF’s reaction times also revealed the same reversal, with much faster performance in
the isolated line condition, though overall DF’s reaction times were much slower than
healthy controls (Figure 3).

Figure 1. The hypothesized read-out of parts and wholes in the visual hierarchy. Top and middle
rows: schematic depiction of DF’s visual lesion along the ventral stream. Functional MRI scans show
that DF lacks mid- and higher level visual areas in the ventral visual pathway particularly LO (James,
Culham, Humphrey, Milner, & Goodale, 2003) which forms part of the Lateral Occipital Complex
(LOC). Bottom row: representation of the assumed read-out of the content in early visual areas,
based on fMRI data (from Kubilius et al., 2011), DF’s performance, and a V1 model (HMAX layer C1;
Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999). The performance of age-matched and young controls presumably
reflects a read-out of representations available in LOC, given the consistency between the fMRI
decoding in this area and the behavioral advantage in normal adults (figure adapted from DiCarlo &
Cox, 2007; see Kubilius, 2013).
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This result is consistent with the hypothesis that early visual cortex is not sufficient to
produce compelling Gestalt representations. It might appear counterintuitive that DF should
not only reveal no configural advantage, but actually perform better in the isolated line
condition than in the configural condition. To address this issue further we compared DF’s
performance to different models of V1 that apply Gabor filters at various orientations,
spatial frequencies, and scales (Figure 1; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Xu, Yue, Lescroart,
Biederman, & Kim, 2009; see Figure 2 for comparisons to other models). Just like DF, these
models discriminated better between parts than whole shapes, indicating that at an early
stage of processing, the additional corner units simply add distracting noise or clutter that
requires further processing to be usefully organized as a genuine Gestalt.
Together, our results provide converging neuropsychological and computational evidence
that higher visual areas are instrumental in the emergence of these configural Gestalts. Thus,
while the primary visual cortex might show some sensitivity to certain grouping cues
(Wannig, Stanisor, & Roelfsema, 2011), our study highlights the critical importance of higherlevel vision in organizing visual input such that the whole becomes quantifiably different
from its parts. Viewed as a visual search task our results with the Configural Superiority
Effect also suggest that the representational differences that are most ‘salient’ for the visual
system are not computed in earlier areas, providing an important challenge to models that
assume that salience is computed by V1 (Li, 1999, 2002). More broadly, our results highlight
how neuropsychological patients can be used to test computational models by ‘unmasking’
the representations at earlier stages of processing (Mannan, Kennard, & Husain, 2009;
Ossandón et al., 2012).

Methods
Participants
Patient DF, aged 59, participated in the study. Twelve age-matched participants (6 females, 6
males; ages 51–61) participated in the study. The experiment was approved by the ethical
committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences at KU Leuven.
Software
The experiment was coded, presented, and analyzed in Python 2.7 (with an exception of
comparison of patient DF to control participants which was analyzed using custom software
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developed

by

Crawford,

Garthwaite,

and

Porter

2010,

accessible

http://homepages.abdn.ac.uk/j.crawford/pages/dept/SingleCaseMethodology.htm)

at
using

psychopy_ext extension (Kubilius, 2013) for PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007, 2009), pandas, and
matplotlib. Full source

code and all

collected data

are available

online

at

https://bitbucket.org/qbilius/df.
Model simulations

Figure 2. Discriminability between stimuli in simple V1 models: Pixelwise, Gabor Jet, and HMAX C1.
GaborJet and HMAX layer C1 outputs resembled both DF's performance and discriminability of
stimuli in the primary visual cortex (V1) of young participants tested in Kubilius et al. (2011).
Pixelwise model exhibited only a minute advantage of parts versus wholes (8.87×10-3 vs 8.54×10-3)
due to a large number of identical gray background pixels.

We used three simple models of V1:
i.

Pixelwise, where raw pixel values are used for comparing stimuli;

ii.

GaborJet (Xu, Yue, Lescroart, Biederman, & Kim, 2009), where a given image is
decomposed using eight orientations Gabor filters of five spatial scales at 100
image locations, resulting in a 4000-dimensional output vector;

iii.

layer C1 of the original HMAX model, presumably similar to V1 (Riesenhuber &
Poggio, 1999) where four orientations and 12 spacial scales of Gabor filters are
applied at each image location (layer S1) and pooled over a nearby locations and
sizes; Each model was provided with 256×256 px images of each configuration
observed by participants. Discriminability was computed using the dissimilarity
measure as proposed by Xu et al. (2009). Briefly, this measure reflects an
absolute value of a sine of an angle between the (vectorized) outputs of a model.
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If the two outputs are very similar, the angle is small, resulting in a low
discriminability. Conversely, if the two outputs are dissimilar, the angle is close to
90 degrees, resulting in a high discriminability value of nearly 1.
Additional details
For details about the experimental procedure and young participants (age 21–37) whose
behavioral and fMRI data we used in this study, please refer to an earlier report Kubilius et
al. (2011).

Figure 3. Response times (plotted for correct responses only) for patient DF, age-matched controls,
and young controls revealed a robust interaction (two-tailed p < .0001 using Crawford, Garthwaite, &
Porter, 2010). Moreover, there was a highly statistically significant difference between the parts and
whole conditions in each group (DF: generalized linear model using binomial distribution t(275) =
5.75, p < .0001; age-matched controls: two-tailed related samples t(11) = 9.64, p < .0001; young
controls: two-tailed related samples t(7) = 20.62, p < .0001).

Figure 4. Accuracies for all age-matched control participants. Dashed line indicates chance level
(25%).
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5 | Encoding of configural regularity in the
human visual system

The visual system is very efficient in encoding stimulus properties by utilizing
available regularities in the inputs. To explore the underlying encoding strategies
during visual information processing, we presented participants with two-line
configurations that varied in the amount of configural regularity (or degrees of
freedom in the relative positioning of the two lines) in a fMRI experiment.
Configural regularity ranged from a generic configuration to stimuli resembling
an “L” (i.e., a right-angle L-junction), a “T” (i.e., a right-angle midpoint Tjunction), or a “+”,—the latter being the most regular stimulus. We found that
the response strength in the shape-selective lateral occipital area was
consistently lower for a higher degree of regularity in the stimuli. In the second
experiment, using multivoxel pattern analysis, we further show that regularity is
encoded in terms of the fMRI signal strength but not in the distributed pattern of
responses. Finally, we found that the results of these experiments could not be
accounted for by low-level stimulus properties and are distinct from norm-based
encoding. Our results suggest that regularity plays an important role in stimulus
encoding in the ventral visual processing stream.

Kubilius, J., Wagemans, J., & Op de Beeck, H. P. (2014). Encoding of configural regularity in the
human visual system. Journal of Vision, 14(9), 11. doi:10.1167/14.9.11
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Introduction
The brain is subject to processing huge amounts of information, and thus, efficiency in
information encoding is often postulated as one of the major organizing principles in the
brain (Attneave, 1954, 1959; Barlow, 1961; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; Friston, 2009). In
the visual system, efficiency has been observed at many levels, including highly optimized
information transmission and redundancy in the retinal ganglion cells (Doi et al., 2012),
sparse encoding strategy of natural images in V1 (Vinje & Gallant, 2000), and utilization of
higher-order stimulus regularities in midlevel and high-level vision (Kourtzi & Connor,2011).
It is natural to expect that efficient representations would be maximally informative with
respect to the actual inputs in the world. In particular, stimuli that are more likely to occur
should be encoded more compactly. The primate visual system has long been known to
utilize such perceptual regularities (DiCarlo & Cox,2007; Wagemans, Elder et al., 2012;
Wagemans, Feldman et al., 2012). For example, in natural scenes, elements tend to be cocircular, and the visual system appears to be sensitive to such regularity (Geisler, Perry,
Super, & Gallogly, 2001; Sigman, Cecchi, Gilbert, & Magnasco, 2001). Another higher-level
strategy, known as norm-based encoding (Leopold, O'Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; Op de
Beeck, Wagemans, & Vogels, 2003; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006), utilizes one particular regularity
of the distribution of encountered exemplars from a given category, namely the center of
this distribution. For example, Leopold and colleagues (2001) demonstrated that adaptation
to faces results in a perceptual shift toward the center (“norm”) in the face space and that
single face-selective neurons in the macaque monkey are tuned to the average (Leopold,
Bondar, & Giese, 2006), arguing that such strategy minimizes resources the system needs to
learn and store stimuli.
In addition to the frequency of co-occurrence and centrality in a category, “coincidence
avoidance” has been proposed as a general principle of visual processing as well. In general,
the visual system prefers interpretations that are least likely to have resulted by accident
(Rock, 1983; Biederman, 1987). More formally, Feldman (1997, 2009) argued that the visual
system prefers the most regular (or most restricted) interpretation consistent with the input,
and he proposed a partial ordering of stimuli in terms of their regularity. Consider, for
example, the two-line configurations in Figure 1. At the top of the figure, configurations
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appear rather generic without any particular features that stand out. However, upon
constraining one degree of freedom at a time (angle or position of intersection), these
configurations gradually become more special in the sense that they contain more regularity
and are more readily perceived as a distinct configuration (Feldman, 1992, 1997). For
example, the upside-down T in Figure 1 is perceived to be a T in the 3-D world and not a
skewed T (called “midpoint T-junction” in Figure 1) even though under certain conditions a
skewed T could also project to an upside-down T. Given that such configurations can be
encoded using shorter (simpler) descriptions with fewer parameters (van Lier, van der Helm,
& Leeuwenberg, 1994; Leeuwenberg & van der Helm, 2012; van der Helm, 2014;
see Appendix) or simpler generative models (Feldman, 2009), taking an advantage of such
stimulus regularities might be both an optimal (maximally likely to be correct) and efficient
processing strategy.

Figure 1. Two-line stimuli used in Experiment 1. Each stimulus belongs to one of the three junction
classes, and within the class, stimuli are ordered by the degree of their regularity
(Feldman, 2003, 2007). The most generic configurations are assigned a degree of regularity equal to
zero (i.e., least regular). By constraining one degree of freedom at a time (in this case, angle or
intersection position), the degree of regularity is increased by one. According to this scheme, a plus is
the most regular two-line configuration (regularity is 3 in this hierarchy) with no degrees of freedom.
(See Appendix for a comparison of this regularity definition to the strict version of Minimal Model
Theory and SIT.)
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These largely theoretical proposals are potentially very important to understand how the
visual system encodes regularity and have received some support from behavioral studies.
For example, Feldman (2007) tested response times of detecting whether two dots
presented either on a particular two-line configuration (same object condition) or on a
separate line (different object condition). He hypothesized that more regular configurations
would be bound more strongly (or would be better Gestalts), resulting in a higher benefit for
within-object than between-objects task dot comparison. Feldman (2007) reported that, on
average, reporting dots on the same object was easier for more regular configurations (see
his Figure 9).
Using a different approach to regularity, van Lier and colleagues (1994) investigated
various overlapping shapes that had several possible interpretations of the occluded part of
a shape. For example, two overlapping rectangles could be interpreted as two rectangles
(the preferred interpretation) or as a rectangle and another rectangle that has a corner
missing (nonpreferred interpretation). They computed the complexity (or structural
information) of each interpretation and showed that the interpretation with a lower
complexity score tended to agree with the preferred interpretation (as determined by
observers) (see their figure 19).
However, very little is known about the neural encoding of this type of regularity. Hence,
in this study, we wished to investigate whether the human visual system is sensitive to the
available configural regularities in stimulus composition, defined as genericity or
nonaccidentalness. We constructed a precisely controlled stimulus set in which each
stimulus was composed of two lines but varied in the amount of intrinsic regularity. In two
fMRI experiments, we demonstrate a reliable decrease of fMRI signal strength with an
increase in stimulus regularity in the lateral occipital cortex (LO). Using model simulations of
the primary visual cortex responses, we further show that responses in early visual areas to
these stimuli are well described by their physical properties and similarity, but this effect is
vanished in higher visual areas, implying that the observed dependency on stimulus
regularity is (a) not a trivial consequence of low-level image processing, and (b) is distinct
from norm-based encoding.
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Experiment 1
Methods
All experiments, analyses, and simulations were coded in Python 2.7 using PsychoPy
(Peirce, 2007, 2009), psychopy_ext (Kubilius, 2014), pandas, and PyMVPA2 (Hanke et
al., 2009) packages (and their dependencies). Source code is available online
at https://bitbucket.org/qbilius/twolines.
Participants
Ten affiliates of KU Leuven (ages 20–29, five males, five females) participated in the
experiment. Two participants were excluded from further analyses after a failure to
reconstruct the surface of their brain in Caret, resulting in eight participants whose data are
reported here. The experiment was approved by the committee for medical ethics at KU
Leuven.
Stimuli
We used two equal line segments to generate the stimulus space (Figure 1). With two
segments touching or intersecting, only three classes of stimuli are possible: L-, T-, and Xjunctions. Within each junction, we manipulated stimulus regularity by constraining the
angle (either 90° or not) and the intersection of the two lines (either midpoint or not). Note
that these two dimensions were not arbitrary; in fact, manipulating them is the only way to
get from the most generic two-line configurations to the “L,” “T,” or “plus” stimuli. This
procedure resulted in two stimuli with L-junctions, four stimuli with T-junctions, and six
stimuli with X-junctions (12 stimulus conditions in total). Participants observed each stimulus
separately and equally often in a blocked fMRI experiment (see “Experimental runs”).
Junction index
We further confirmed that participants parsed stimulus space into three junction
categories by computing a “junction index,” which amounts to an average stimulus
dissimilarity across junctions minus an average dissimilarity within the junction. If this
junction index is significantly positive, it means that stimuli from a single junction type are
more similar than across junctions, indicating that participants perceived each stimulus as
belonging to a particular junction category. As expected, this computation yielded to a
higher similarity within a junction type, most robustly in behavioral ratings, two-tailed one95
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sample t test: t(7) = 12.8, p < 0.001, and LO, t(7) = 6.73, p < 0.001, but present in all regions
of interest (ROIs) except posterior fusiform (pFs) (ts > 2.64, ps < 0.033).
fMRI scans
The fMRI experiment consisted of two scan sessions, 2 hr and 1.5 hr long, during which
participants completed between 16 and 23 runs of the main task (248 s each), two localizer
runs (336 s each), and two meridian-mapping runs (if not done before in other experiments
with the same subjects; 336 s each). If not available from previous experiments, a highresolution anatomical scan was conducted after all runs were completed.
Functional and anatomical MRI (fMRI) data were obtained using a 3-T Philips Achieva
scanner with a 32-channel SENSE head coil using an echo-planar imaging sequence. For the
functional runs, we recorded 36 slices oriented downward for the full inferotemporal cortex
coverage (voxel size = 2.75 × 2.75 × 2.75 mm, interslice distance = 0.2 mm, acquisition matrix
= 80 × 80). Each run consisted of 124 (experimental runs) or 168 (localizer and meridianmapping runs) measurements; the interval between measurements (repetition time) was set
to 2 s with an echo time of 30 ms. The T1-weighted anatomical scan had 0.85 × 0.98 mm inplane resolution, 1.37 mm between the slices (acquisition matrix = 256 × 256), a 9.6-ms
repetition time, a 4.6-ms echo time, 182 coronal slices, and a duration of 383 s.
Experimental runs
Participants observed displays of four identical stimuli (although with some position and
orientation jitter) in the quadrants of the visual field (Figure 2). Stimuli were presented in
blocks of 8 s, during which they were smoothly moving (within ±5° for the rotation and
±0.25° for the position). Participants were asked to judge the similarity of the current display
to the previous display on a scale of 1 to 4. They responded using a two-button button box: 1
(very dissimilar) = button 1 twice, 2 (dissimilar) = button 1 once, 3 (similar) = button 2 once, 4
(very similar) = button 2 twice.
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Figure 2. Illustration of trial sequences for the three types of runs used in the study. In experimental
runs (top row), a display containing four identical two-line configurations was presented. A small
amount of random position and orientation jitter was added to each stimulus separately at each
frame, resulting in independent random smooth motion trajectories throughout the 8-s block. In the
localizer runs (middle row), each trial consisted of a 300-ms presentation of four images (one of
which did not match the others), followed by a 500-ms interstimulus interval. In the objects block,
the images were intact, and in the scrambled-objects block, the images were scrambled. In meridianmapping runs (bottom row), flickering wedges composed of checkerboard patterns were presented
along either the horizontal or the vertical meridian. Wedges in each orientation were displayed for
16 s each. Note that in both the localizer and the meridian-mapping runs, the stimuli were presented
in color.

Stimuli were composed of two lines equal in length (2° length, 0.3° width), intersecting at
either one fourth or one half of the line length at either a 60° or 90° angle. They were white
and presented on a gray background 3° away from the central red fixation dot (0.2° size),
which was used to maintain a stable fixation during the scans. All 12 stimuli in Figure 1 were
presented equally often in a palindromic order (determined by a Latin square), resulting in
each condition being presented twice per run. Stimuli were interleaved every four blocks by
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a fixation block in which only a fixation dot was present for 8 s. Also, each run started and
ended with an 8-s fixation block. In total, each experimental run took 248 s.
Localizer runs
The localizer runs were designed to localize both shape-selective and retinotopic brain
areas that were activated by the four stimuli locations in the experimental runs. We
modified a standard localizer containing intact and scrambled objects (Grill-Spector et
al., 1998) to present four identical images in the four quadrants (images taken from
morgueFile.com as permitted by the morgueFile free license and ImageAfter.com as
permitted by the ImageAfter license). Stimuli were presented in blocks of 20 (i.e., there were
20 different images and 20 different scrambled images in total) for 300 ms (followed by a
500-ms fixation display) approximately 3° away from a central fixation dot (with an offset
matching that of the stimuli) and subtended 3° of visual angle (to ensure we captured the
whole region occupied by the stimuli in the experimental runs). Participants were asked to
press a key when images were shown greatly reduced in contrast.
Meridian-mapping runs
We used a standard procedure for the meridian-mapping runs (Tootell et al.,1995). Two
vertically or horizontally oriented wedges (15° width) composed of a flickering (0.125 Hz)
color checkerboard pattern were presented for 16 s. Participants had no task to perform
other than fixating at the center of the screen.
MRI data processing
Preprocessing. Functional scans were preprocessed using a standard preprocessing
pipeline in SPM8. Preprocessing included slice timing correction; spatial realignment;
estimation of coregistration parameters of the mean and all images to an anatomical image;
and segmentation of the anatomical image, which, together with the coregistration
parameters, was subsequently used for normalization to the MNI space, followed by
smoothing with a 5.5-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel. An example of the
entire batch processing script is available at https://bitbucket.org/qbilius/twolines.
Statistical model specification. To analyze experimental runs, we used t values, which
were computed in SPM by contrasting parameter estimates for each condition against the
fixation condition (per participant).
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In the localizer and meridian-mapping runs, beta values were estimated with three
independent variables for the localizer and two independent variables for meridian mapping.
Definition of regions of interest. ROIs were defined in Caret 5.65 (Van Essen et al., 2001)
on a flattened image of the brain separately for each participant (Figure 3). First, the borders
between three regions—V1 and V2, V2 and V3, and V3 and higher regions—were defined by
observing where activations for the horizontal wedge were different from activations for the
vertical wedge in the meridian-mapping runs. Using this border information, ROIs were
selected based on the localizer runs. To identify ROIs in regions V1, V2, and V3, we identified
areas in which activations for all stimuli were greater than activations during fixation blocks.
For the shape-selective LO and pFs cortex, we identified brain regions in which activations
for intact objects were greater than activations for scrambled objects (Grill-Spector et
al., 1998). LO was defined as a lateral shape-selective region, and the pFs cortex was chosen
on the ventral surface.

Figure 3. Flattened image of the right hemisphere for one participant with the borders of ROIs (white
outlines). Black lines indicate borders between V1 and V2, V2 and V3, and V3 and higher regions, as
identified using meridian-mapping. White regions mark the identified ROIs using the contrast all
stimuli > fixation (V1, V2, V3; left panel; shown at t = 3.765 threshold) and objects > scrambled (LO,
pFs, right panel; shown at t = 5.70 threshold) in the localizer task.
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Degree of regularity computations
Based on the stimulus hierarchy, we computed the average neural response across each
degree of regularity (per participant). Next, for each participant, we computed the slope of
the fit of linear regression and tested whether the slope was significantly different from zero
using a two-tailed one-sample t test.
Simulations
Gabor-Jet model. We employed a simple Gabor-Jet model (Lades et al., 1993; Fiser,
Biederman, & Cooper, 1996) in order to compute the physical similarity of our stimuli and
estimate to what extent various regions in the brain reflect it in fMRI signals. In this model,
100 locations from an image (on a 10 × 10 square grid) are convolved with Gabor filters of
eight orientations (in steps of 22.5°) and five spatial frequencies, resulting in a vector with
4,000 elements. As this computation is done in the frequency domain, only the resulting
magnitude (not phase) is used in subsequent computations.
Stimulus generation for modeling. Model responses were computed using the actual
stimuli displays as shown to the participants during the experiments but scaled to 256 × 256
pixel size. Moreover, because stimuli were moving during the experiment, we used only a
single (first) frame for each condition.
Comparison to norm-based encoding. We wanted to compare whether our findings
could be explained by norm-based encoding (Leopold et al., 2006; Panis, Wagemans, de
Beeck, 2011). To that end, we generated 40 images per condition, computed the average
response of Gabor-Jet model outputs to these images, and calculated a dissimilarity between
each pair of images f and g (Panis et al., 2011):
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑓, 𝑔) = √

∑𝑖(𝑓𝑖 −𝑔𝑖 )2
𝑛

,

where n is vector length (number of pixels in each image for the pixel-wise model or the
4,000 components in the Gabor-Jet model), resulting in values between 0 and 256. Next,
these similarities were averaged per condition, and the resulting values were correlated to
the fMRI responses that they elicited. The idea behind this dissimilarity index is that the
“norm” or most average stimulus would have the lowest dissimilarity averaged across all
pairwise comparisons with other images.
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We verified the validity of this approach by generating 12 L-junctions with an angle
ranging from 180°·1/26 to 180°·12/26 in steps of 180°·1/26. As expected, this analysis
showed that the norm stimuli (i.e., stimuli with the smallest dissimilarity value) are stimuli 6
(angle 180°·6/26) and 7 (angle 180°·7/26). Their dissimilarity was 0.21, compared to a
dissimilarity of 0.34 for stimuli 1 and 12.
Results
In this experiment, we sought to investigate whether and how stimulus regularity is reflected
in the visual cortex. In particular, if degree of regularity played a role in encoding stimuli, we
should observe an increase or a decrease in response strength with an increase in the
regularity measure. To test this hypothesis, we computed an average fMRI signal intensity
(t values) in five common ROIs along the ventral visual pathway (Figure 3): early visual areas
V1, V2, and V3, and higher-level shape-selective LO and pFs. Figure 4 summarizes our basic
finding: An increase in stimulus regularity appears to correlate with a decrease in fMRI signal
strength in LO.

Figure 4. (Left) fMRI response dependency on the degree of stimulus regularity in each ROI and a V1
model output for comparison. Note a decrease in fMRI response to more regular configurations
(degrees 2, 3). Error bars represent within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994;
Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 2008). (Right) Slope of decrease of the fMRI response with an increase in
stimulus regularity. Only LO shows a reliable dependency between the fMRI response and regularity
(p = 0.028). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals across participants.

We quantified this effect by first estimating a slope of this decrease using a linear
regression (per participant) and then testing whether these slopes were consistently
different from zero (Figure 4, right). This analysis revealed a robust effect of regularity in LO,
two-tailed one-sample t test: t(7) = 2.76, p = 0.028, but not in other ROIs (ts < 1.86, ps >
0.10). In pFs, there is only a very small response overall, suggesting that we did not have a
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reliable signal in this region, which could be due to several causes (including small region
size, lack of functional involvement with these simple stimuli). When the estimated slope in
LO was compared against the slopes found in early visual regions V1, V2, and V3 (pooling
across the three ROIs), no significant difference was found, two-tailed pairedsamples t test: t(7) = 0.23, p = 0.82.
Comparison to other definitions of regularity
We also tested if other possible definitions of regularity would yield a similar pattern of
results. The regularity index used in our previous analysis is loosely based on the Minimal
Model Theory (Feldman, 1997), which makes sense in the context of our stimulus set (Figure
1), and it was also the index that we used in our (chronologically) first analyses. However,
several colleagues suggested that more formal definitions of regularity might make slightly
different predictions (P. van der Helm, personal communication, March 8, 2013; J. Feldman,
personal communication, March 19, 2013). In particular, stimulus ordering in Figure 1 is
based on the Minimal Model Theory (Feldman, 1992, 1997) but computed for each of the
three junction types separately (see Feldman, 2009, for discussion on choosing categories).
We compared this definition to the regularity measures based on the strict version of
Minimal Model Theory (i.e., no division into categories; Feldman, 1997) and another
prominent theory of encoding, namely, the Structural Information Theory (SIT; Leeuwenberg
& van der Helm, 2012; see Appendix for details). Neither of these more theoretical
approaches could capture the observed decrease in fMRI signal (Minimal Model: ts < 1.4, ps
> 0.21; SIT: ts < 0.74, ps > 0.48), possibly due to a pronounced categorization of stimuli into
three junction groups (see “Junction index” in Methods).
Comparison to V1-like model outputs
To understand better the differences in representations in the defined ROIs, we
employed a simple model of V1 (Lades et al., 1993; see Methods for details) as a means to
quantify physical differences in stimuli. For each stimulus display, we computed a mean
model response and correlated it with the mean fMRI responses in each ROI. Surprisingly,
we found that this simple V1 model explained at least 44% of variance in the early visual
areas (Pearson rs < −0.66, ps < 0.009). However, there was no correlation the between
model's responses and the fMRI signal in the LO (LO: Pearson r = −0.20, p = 0.27; pFs: r =
0.073, p = 0.41). These findings indicate that the observed dependence on stimulus
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regularity emerges only in higher visual areas and is not driven by physical stimuli properties.
In fact, if anything, model responses appear to show an opposite pattern of results: an
increase in response to more regular stimuli (see Figure 4, left).
Is the effect different from norm-based encoding?
Finally, we investigated if the observed dependency on stimulus regularity could be a
mere consequence of norm-based encoding. Norm-based encoding postulates that stimuli
elicit the smallest responses when they are (physically) closest to the mean of the stimulus
set (Leopold et al., 2006). Furthermore, this norm has been shown to be not some absolute
“prototype” stimulus but rather to depend on the particular set that a participant was
observing in an experiment, an effect that can emerge quickly over the course of an
experiment (Kayaert, Op de Beeck, & Wagemans, 2011; Panis et al., 2011; Van Rensbergen &
Op de Beeck, 2014). In order to quantify the norm in our stimulus set, we computed physical
dissimilarities between all stimulus pairs using the same model of V1. If the observed effect
is due to norm-based encoding, the “average” stimulus would be the least dissimilar from
others and would elicit the smallest response. We should therefore observe a robust positive
correlation between the two measures. However, we did not observe any reliable
relationship between the two measures in any ROI (absolute Pearson rs < 0.40, ps > 0.1),
indicating that a different process than norm-based encoding was taking place.
Taken together, these results support the idea that encoding of simple visual stimuli
composed of two lines is dependent upon the amount of regularity in their structure.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we found that the fMRI signal was informative about stimulus regularity.
However, the observed effect was small and based on a small number of participants.
In Experiment 2, we wished to replicate the observed effect with a more powerful study
(more imaging runs per participant) to investigate potential differences between early and
higher visual areas. Moreover, we wanted to gain a deeper insight into the potential
regularity encoding strategies: Is regularity only reflected in the overall fMRI response, or is
it also encoded in the finer scale changes in the fMRI pattern of response? For example,
observe that in our stimulus set regularity is dependent on right angles and midpoint
intersections. It is possible that the visual cortex selectively optimizes processing of these
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features, leading to both a decrease in the overall fMRI response and changes in the pattern
of responses. We could not address this question with the stimulus set in Experiment
1 because stimuli were not matched for their physical differences (V1 simulation results not
shown). Some stimuli appeared to be easier to distinguish than other stimuli, making it
difficult to know whether differences in decoding performance were due to genuine
sensitivity to stimulus regularity or merely reflected differences in the physical stimulus
similarity.
We therefore conducted a second experiment in which stimuli were matched in their
physical similarity but had an unequal amount of regularity (Figure 5). For this task, we
constructed a stimulus set based solely on the X-junction stimuli in Experiment 1 in order to
have as much homogeneity in stimuli as possible. First, a “base” stimulus (e.g., a right-angle
X-junction) was taken from Experiment 1. Then two more stimuli were created, one with an
additional degree of regularity (e.g., a cross), and the other had the same regularity (thus a
right-angle X-junction as well) but with a relevant property changed in the opposite direction
(in this case, the position of intersection between the two lines was shifted to the left).
Based on a similar manipulation used in the context of the generalized cones as well as in
several psychophysical and developmental studies (Biederman, 1987; Vogels, Biederman,
Bar, & Lorincz, 2001; Kayaert, Biederman, & Vogels, 2005; Ons & Wagemans, 2011), we call
these changes “nonaccidental” and “metric.”
Using this stimulus set, we performed Experiment 2 with a similar fMRI paradigm as
in Experiment 1. Experiment 2 replicated our basic finding in Experiment 1, showing a robust
sensitivity to stimulus regularity in LO. However, even with this more stringent design, we
failed to observe reliable differences between nonaccidental and metric changes in the
multivariate fMRI analysis. Our results indicate that stimulus regularity is reflected in a global
decrease of fMRI response.
Methods
We used a very similar procedure to Experiment 1. Below only the relevant differences are
described.
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Figure 5. (Top) Stimuli in Experiment 2ordered in terms of their regularity. (Bottom)
Metric/base/nonaccidental X-junction triplets that can be formed using these stimuli. For changes in
angle, the base stimulus has a 70° angle with its metric and nonaccidental variants at 50° and 90°,
respectively. For changes in position, the base stimulus has an intersection at one third of the
stimulus length with its metric and nonaccidental variants at one sixth and one half, respectively.
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Participants
Eight affiliates of KU Leuven (ages 21–31, four male, four female) participated in the
behavioral experiment (four of them participated in Experiment 1, which was conducted
about half a year prior to Experiment 2). The experiment was approved by the committee for
medical ethics at KU Leuven.
Stimuli
The stimulus set consisted of 13 two-line configurations, spanning 4° of regularity (Figure
5). In this experiment, we wanted to directly compare physically matched stimuli, so seven
metric/base/nonaccidental triplets were defined using these stimuli in which metric and
nonaccidental stimuli differed from the base stimulus to the same extent but in the opposite
directions. Consider, for example, a generic X-junction in which the two lines intersect at a
70° angle. Its metric variant (also a generic X-junction) has a 20° change in angle, resulting in
an intersection at a 50° angle. Its nonaccidental variant (a right-angle X-junction) also has a
20° change in angle, but in another direction, resulting in the intersection at a right angle
and thus an increase in its regularity (a right-angle X-junction is a more regular, or “special,”
configuration than just a generic X-junction).
As compared to Experiment 1, stimuli were made wider and thinner (3° length and 0.1°
line width) in order to enhance finer scale discrimination of stimulus properties.
fMRI experiment and analysis details
The fMRI experiment consisted of two scan sessions, 2 h and 1.5 h long, during which
participants completed between 28 and 32 runs of the main task (248 s each) and two
localizer runs (if not available from Experiment 1; 336 s each) in total. For all participants,
meridian-mapping and a high-resolution anatomical scan were used from previous studies.
Otherwise, experimental and analysis procedure was identical to Experiment 1 with the
addition of a multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) as detailed next.
MVPA analysis
fMRI data was processed using the PyMVPA2 package (Hanke et al., 2009). First, we
normalized data by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation across
voxels in each run for each condition separately (Misaki, Kim, Bandettini, &
Kriegeskorte, 2010). For each pair of stimuli, a linear ν support vector machine (SVM; from
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the LIBSVM package by Chang & Lin, 2011) was trained on all but eight runs in a pairwise
classification task (i.e., for all pairwise combinations of stimuli) and then cross-validated on
the average of the remaining eight runs. This procedure was repeated 100 times, each time
using a random sample of cross-validation runs. Performance is reported as the proportion
of correct identification of the test data labels.
Results
First, we confirmed that we could replicate the basic finding in Experiment 1, namely, the
decrease in fMRI response in LO with an increase in stimulus regularity (Figure 6). We found
that despite limiting the stimulus set to a single junction type, and thus vastly increasing
homogeneity, the effect in LO was, in fact, even more pronounced, two-tailed onesample t test: t(7) = 4.13, p = 0.004, consistent with the fact that the data was obtained from
roughly 50% more imaging runs. However, in other ROIs (including pFs), the effect was not
statistically significant (ts < 1.86, ps > 0.10). In fact, we found a reliable difference between
the estimated slopes in LO and the early visual cortex, V1, V2, and V3 pooled together: twotailed paired-samples t test: t(7) = 2.93, p = 0.022, suggesting potential differences in
regularity encoding across the visual hierarchy.

Figure 6. (Left) fMRI response dependency on the degree of stimulus regularity in each ROI and a V1
model output for comparison. Note a decrease in fMRI response to more regular configurations.
Error bars represent within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994; Cousineau, 2005;
Morey, 2008). (Right) Slope of decrease of the fMRI response with an increase in stimulus regularity.
Only LO shows a reliable dependency between the fMRI response and regularity (p = 0.004). Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals across participants.

Another way to look at regularity effects in the visual cortex is to compare responses to
nonaccidental and metric stimuli in each triplet from Figure 5. By construction,
nonaccidental stimuli are always more regular in a particular triplet than the metric ones. In
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accordance with this prediction, we found lower, on average, responses to nonaccidental
stimuli than to metric stimuli (Figure 7, left), LO: t(7) = 6.21, p < 0.001, other ROIs: ts >
2.73, ps < 0.029.

Figure 7. (Left) Differences in fMRI signal between metric and nonaccidental stimuli for stimuli
triplets in Figure 5 (t values). Metric (M) stimuli (i.e., less regular) elicited stronger responses than
nonaccidental (NA) stimuli in all ROIs, most robustly in LO. (Right) Differences in SVM decoding for
stimuli triplets in Figure 5. Decoding of a metric versus base stimulus did not differ significantly from
decoding a nonaccidental versus base stimulus with a trend of a higher similarity between the base
and the nonaccidental variant, opposite to our prediction. Note that in both cases there was no
difference based solely on physical stimulus properties (V1 model). Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals across participants.

Comparison to V1-like model outputs
We also computed responses of the V1 model to this stimulus set and compared them to
the fMRI signal. Unlike in Experiment 1, we did not find a relationship between model
responses and fMRI signal (absolute Pearson rs < 0.10, ps > 0.37), consistent with our choice
to use a more homogenous set of stimuli (i.e., X-junctions) in this experiment. In particular,
in Experiment 1 but not Experiment 2, there were vast differences between stimuli in terms
of their junction type (see “Junction index” in Methods), potentially driving the robust
correlation between model response and fMRI.
Moreover, in the norm-based encoding analysis, we also did not observe a reliable
dependence between stimulus similarity and fMRI signal (Pearson rs < 0.32, ps > 0.14),
further establishing regularity encoding as a separate process from norm-based encoding.
Support vector machine analysis
Next, we asked if differences in degree of regularity were reflected in the fMRI patterns of
response. In particular, using a linear SVM, we computed the average decoding accuracy
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between each possible pair of stimuli (in each ROI). This accuracy reflects the amount of
dissimilarity in stimuli: The greater the accuracy, the more distinctly the two stimuli are
represented in that ROI. We compared dissimilarity for stimuli with the same degree of
regularity (metric changes) to the stimuli with a difference in one degree of regularity
(nonaccidental changes). We predicted that if regularity was reflected in the fMRI pattern of
response, the computed dissimilarities should be greater for nonaccidental changes (in
which there is a difference in degree of regularity) than for metric changes (in which both
stimuli have the same amount of regularity). Note that despite these perceptual differences
in the stimuli, they were well matched in terms of their physical similarity as shown by the
V1 model simulation (Figure 7, right). Also note that fMRI response patterns were
normalized to zero mean and a standard deviation of one (see Methods) so that only
differences in response patterns but not in overall response magnitude or variance could be
picked up by the classifier.
Contrary to our prediction, there was no consistent advantage in decoding nonaccidental
stimuli pairs. If anything, there was a trend toward metric stimuli being more dissimilar than
nonaccidental (two-tailed one-sample t test: ts < 2.1,ps > 0.077). Note that overall decoding
was highly above chance (50%) for all stimuli—81% in early areas, ts > 7.87, ps < 0.001; 61%
in LO, t(7) = 9.18, p < 0.001—as well as for the selected metric/nonaccidental comparisons—
70% in early areas, ts > 5.49, ps < 0.001; 55% in LO, t(7) = 4.56, p = 0.003—suggesting that
lack of difference was not caused by lack of power. We therefore conclude that sensitivity to
the perceptual regularity is reflected in the overall signal intensity and not in the pattern of
responses.

Discussion
Relationship between configural regularity and signal changes
In this study, we sought evidence that the visual system utilizes perceptual regularities in
encoding stimuli. In two fMRI experiments, we observed a reliable dependency between the
amount of regularity and fMRI signal intensity. The effect was most prominent in the higherlevel shape-selective area LO where more regular configurations elicited smaller fMRI
responses. In contrast, early areas of visual cortex appeared to reflect physical stimulus
properties, significantly differing from representations in LO in Experiment 2. Interestingly,
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this result is consistent with behavioral, fMRI, and neurophysiological studies by Biederman
and his collaborators (Biederman, 1987; Kayaert et al., 2005; Amir, Biederman, &
Hayworth, 2011; Kim & Biederman, 2012) in which LO (in humans) or IT (in monkeys) have
been reportedly found to be sensitive to nonaccidental changes (similar to
our Experiment 2). In contrast to these studies, in which a full 3-D shape or at least a
silhouette was used, we chose our stimuli to be simple to maximize chances of observing any
effect at lower visual areas. The fact that we failed to observe a dependency in these earlier
regions suggests that regularity is more likely to be a higher-level computation even with
simple pairs of line segments. However, given that all ROIs reflected dependency of
configural regularity to some extent, differences between regularity encoding in lower and
higher visual areas remains open for further investigations.
Configural regularity in SVM analyses
We further investigated the finer scale of the observed effect by comparing physically, but
not perceptually, equidistant stimuli pairs. Although decoding of each stimulus type was
highly above chance, indicating the reliability of the acquired data set, we could not find
reliable finer-scale differences between nonaccidental and metric stimuli pairs. Note that
following a standard SVM analysis practice (Misaki et al., 2010), response patterns were
normalized to avoid classification based on differences in the overall magnitude or variance
of responses(see Methods for details). Taken together, these results indicate that regularity
computation is manifested not in finer-scale changes in the pattern of response but rather in
the global modulation of an overall neural activity, most robustly in area LO.
When is regularity computed in the brain?
The observed reduction might reflect an increase in efficiency in coding stimuli in the
system. In such an encoding scheme, the most regular shapes could be processed and stored
using the smallest number of features or parameters, thus decreasing the amount of
computation and the related neural activity. However, in this study, we used a very simple
stimulus set in which only two parameters (angle and intersection position) controlled
regularity. In contrast, natural scenes are much more complex, and a straightforward
attempt to estimate stimulus regularity directly from the input is unlikely to succeed.
Instead, we speculate that the computation of regularity is bound to higher visual areas such
that it would only be computed after the shape is properly segmented from the background
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clutter, drastically reducing the complexity involved in such computation (Li, Cox, Zoccolan,
& DiCarlo, 2009; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2009). For example, in these areas, representations
might already encode the structure of an object in terms of boundary fragments (Kourtzi &
Connor, 2011) or geons (Biederman, 1987). For such representations, encoding regularity
increases the efficiency of the representation, and computing it is simple (Hummel &
Biederman, 1992; Feldman,1997). However, given the observed tendencies even in the
lower visual areas to reflect the degree of regularity, and the poor temporal resolution of
fMRI, the precise role of lower and higher visual areas in regularity computation remains
elusive.
Relationship to set size
An alternative approach to interpreting our results comes from noting that more regular
stimuli, by definition, belong to a smaller class of possible configurations (Garner, 1974): two
lines can form many different X-junctions but only a single plus. Thus, it is plausible that the
visual cortex has more “junction detectors” tuned to frequent, more generic configurations
but few tuned to such unlikely configurations as a plus. This idea is, however, at odds with
evidence for specialized detectors in the higher visual cortex. For example, Hegdé and Van
Essen (2007) reported a dramatic increase in the number of neurons tuned to pluses in
monkey V4 as compared to V2. Moreover, the prevalence of such feature detectors is likely
shaped by natural input statistics, but the distribution of generic configurations in the
natural input statistics is not clear and might be interesting to explore using large data sets
of urban environments, such as Google maps (Doersch, Singh, Gupta, Sivic, & Efros, 2012).
Effect of symmetry
In a similar manner, it is also possible that the observed effect is, in fact, due only to
symmetry in stimuli configurations rather than a broader class of configural regularities. In
particular, notice that in both experiments, stimuli with the highest degrees of regularity
(two or three) are necessarily symmetric, and lower degrees of regularity mostly do not lead
to symmetries in stimuli. We tested this possibility by collapsing our data according to
symmetry but found a significant difference only in V1 in Experiment 1, two-tailed pairedsamples t test: t(7) = 3.11, p = 0.017. Moreover, notice that in the particular set that we
used, several stimuli in level 1 (e.g., some of right-angle X-junctions) are also symmetric (see
red numbers in Figure 9 in the Appendix for a visualization). When analyzed by strictly
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adhering to this categorization, our data does not show reliable differences between
symmetric and asymmetric stimuli. Furthermore, symmetry is explicitly encoded in SIT but
the theory fails to account for our data (see Appendix). Of course, it is possible that
participants perceived these stimuli as coming from a larger class of stimuli (e.g., all rightangle X-junctions) that usually do not have these regularities. In this case, however, a larger
set of stimuli with more variation in degrees of regularity would be necessary to conclusively
determine whether sensitivity to regularity can be driven by regularities other than
symmetry.
Other definitions of regularity
Finally, we found that the observed pattern of results could not be explained using
alternative approaches to regularity in the strict interpretation of the Minimal Model Theory
and SIT (see Appendix). Such discrepancy is not new. For example, Feldman (2007) found a
match between his theory and behavioral results for some but not all conditions that he
investigated. Given their purely mathematical basis, these theories might be limited in the
extent that they can account for neural data although we could not rule out the possibility
that regularity computations adhering to these theories might be implemented somewhere
in the brain. Moreover, notice that while our results are not explained by the Minimal Model
Theory in its strict sense, it is nonetheless quite compatible with it when stimulus ordering is
computed within chosen categories as discussed by Feldman (2009). Finally, we used a very
restricted set of stimuli with only a few parameters changing across stimuli, so it is possible
that in a wider set defined by more parameters we would have observed a greater
consistency with one or both of these theories. However, this study was not designed to
compare these theories but rather to investigate whether they carry any relevance to the
neural processing of visual information. Our results show that they do.
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Appendix: A comparison of different definitions of regularity
In this study, we used an intuitive notion of regularity, namely, that more constrained
configurations are more regular. However, other authors have investigated the concept of
regularity more extensively, building theoretical frameworks for regularity in visual
perception. In this appendix, we consider and compare our results to two such prominent
theories: Minimal Model Theory and Structural Information Theory.
Minimal Model Theory
Introduced by Feldman (1997), Minimal Model Theory defines regularity as “a class of
configurations that an observer tends to utilize or recognize when it occurs.” Although
particular features that influence stimulus regularity are not stated by the theory, Feldman
has proposed possible hierarchies of two-line configurations (Feldman, 1992) and
investigated behavioral differences in their processing (Feldman, 2007). Our notion of
regularity is based on this idea but with an additional division into subclasses (junction types)
based on an intuition of what relevant classes could be (Feldman, 2009). In
comparison, Figure 8 shows our stimulus set regularity for Experiment 1 according to the
strict interpretation of the Minimal Model Theory.
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Figure 8. Stimulus set for Experiment 1arranged according to stimulus regularity, or codimension, as
it is known in the Minimal Model Theory (compare to figure 7 in Feldman, 1992).

Structural Information Theory
Regularity also plays in the Structural Information Theory (SIT; Van Lier et al.,1994;
Leeuwenberg & van der Helm, 2012; van der Helm, 2014), which postulates that
perceptually preferred interpretations are within the minimal information load and can be
described by the shortest code or the least number of parameters (known as “the simplicity
principle”). Unlike the Minimal Model Theory, which is oblivious to the kind of regularities
used, SIT defines a set of operators, such as symmetry, that are used to describe stimuli. As
such, SIT provides clear numerical predictions about stimulus complexity, which we here use
as a measure of stimulus regularity. Figure 9 shows our stimulus set regularity
for Experiment 1 and relevant computations according to the SIT.
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Figure 9. Stimulus set for Experiment 1and structural complexity computations according to SIT.
Yellow boxes indicate complexity for a one-object interpretation, and blue boxes show complexity for
a two-object interpretation. White boxes indicate the strength of a two-object interpretation over a
one-object interpretation, which we use as a final regularity measure to correlate with the fMRI
signal.

Can these models explain the observed pattern of results?
We investigated whether these formulations of regularity could explain the observed
pattern of results, namely, the decrease in fMRI signal with an increase in stimulus
regularity. We performed the same degree of regularity analysis as explained in the main
text but did not find any reliable relationship between fMRI signal and these regularity
measures (Minimal Model: ts < 1.4, ps > 0.21; SIT: ts < 0.74, ps > 0.48).
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6 | Sensitivity to nonaccidental configurations of
two-line stimuli

According to recognition-by-components theory, object recognition relies on a
specific subset of three-dimensional shapes called geons. In particular, these
configurations are a powerful cue to a three dimensional object reconstruction
because their two-dimensional projection remains viewpoint-invariant. While a
large body of literature has demonstrated sensitivity to changes in these socalled nonaccidental configurations, it remains unclear what information is used
in establishing such sensitivity. In this study, we explored a possibility that
nonaccidental configurations can already be inferred from the basic constituents
of objects, namely, their edges. We constructed a set of stimuli composed of two
lines corresponding to various nonaccidental properties and configuration of
geons, including collinearity, alignment, curvature of contours, curvature of
configuration axis, expansion, cotermination, and junction type. Using a simple
visual search paradigm, we demonstrated that participants were faster at
detecting targets that differed from distractors in a nonaccidental configuration
than in a metric one. Given that such sensitivity emerged from a configuration of
only two lines, our results open a possibility that nonaccidental configurations
could be encoded at the earliest stages of the visual information processing.

Kubilius, J., Sleurs, C., & Wagemans, J. (in preparation). Sensitivity to nonaccidental configurations of
two-line stimuli.
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Introduction
Which principal factors lead to an efficient organization of a visual scene into objects and
backgrounds? Since the early days of experimental psychology, Gestalt grouping laws, such
as proximity, similarity, and good continuation, have offered a powerful means to
understand and predict the structure of our percepts (Wertheimer, 1912; Wagemans et al.,
2012a, 2012b). Based on these grouping principles, separate elements and parts in an image
can be grouped together into larger clusters or coherent wholes in the presence of clutter or
noise.
Gestalt grouping principles are not the only basis to perceive structure in a scene though.
For example, observing that two elements are parallel is important because this relationship
remains constant from nearly any viewpoint. If the goal is to perceive the three-dimensional
(3D) structure of an object or to recognize its identity, such viewpoint-independent relations
can be very informative. Although it remains true that an image can result from infinitely
many different 3D scenes, to find a particular type of regularity in the image for noncorresponding regularities in the world would be quite accidental. Indeed, it usually only
happens with one specific viewpoint. Under the assumption of a generic viewpoint,
therefore, these image regularities usually signal corresponding scene regularities. For this
reason, these image regularities are called “nonaccidental properties” (Lowe, 1984).
Examples

of

nonaccidental

properties

(NAPs)

include

curvilinearity,

collinearity,

cotermination, parallelism, and skew-symmetry. In contrast, observing that the two parts
intersect at a particular angle is much less informative since the projected angle on the
retina is viewpoint-dependent.
According to the Recognition-By-Components (RBC) theory (Biederman, 1987), these
NAPs play an essential role in quickly deriving the essential building blocks of objects and
interpreting our surroundings in terms of objects. In particular, Biederman proposed that
object recognition relies on a small set of 3D geometric primitives called “geons” that are
derived from nonaccidental edge configurations. For example, a brick and a pyramid differ in
the parallelism of the edges and are thus rarely confused in their 2D projection to the eye,
despite changes in viewpoint. Conversely, a brick and a cube do not differ in terms of
nonaccidental features and thus cannot be reliably distinguished in their 2D projections.
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Biederman and colleagues have accumulated an impressive body of evidence that the
primate visual system indeed is sensitive to NAPs. For example, Kayaert et al. (2003)
compared neural responses in the monkey inferotemporal cortex by presenting stimuli
differing from a base stimulus (e.g., a pyramid) either in a NAP (resulting in a brick) or a
metric property (MP) equally distant from the base stimulus (resulting in a shallower
pyramid). They found that neurons responded more vigorously to objects that differed in
NAPs than when they differed in MPs. Similarly, by measuring accuracy in a match-to-sample
task, Amir et al. (2012) found that participants were more sensitive behaviorally to both 2D
and 3D geons differing in a wide range of NAPs (see also Todd et al., 2014). This sensitivity to
NAPs appears to be a very general property of the visual system, observed in infants
(Kayaert & Wagemans, 2010), children (Ons & Wagemans, 2011), non-urban cultures
(Biederman et al., 2009), and non-mammalian species (Peissig et al., 2000; Gibson et al.,
2007; Lazareva et al., 2008). Neural measurements in monkeys pointed to the
inferotemporal cortex as a possible locus of such sensitivity (Vogels et al., 2001; Kayaert et
al., 2003, 2005) and recently the shape-selective lateral occipital cortex (LOC) in humans has
also been shown to respond to changes in NAPs (Amir et al., 2011; Kim & Biederman, 2012).
Finally, NAPs have also been claimed to play an important role in scene recognition.
Recently, Walther and Shen (2014) showed that at least some NAPs, namely, junctions and
junction angles, might also underlie scene categorization by humans.
Despite its prominence and the amount of evidence demonstrating the psychological
relevance of NAPs in 2D and 3D object and scene processing, RBC theory has not been
adopted in models of vision (Dickinson & Biederman, 2014). While theoretically very
attractive due to its simplicity and compact alphabet of primitive shapes, RBC theory proved
to be difficult to implement for realistic inputs. In order to use NAPs, the contour of a shape
needs to be extracted from the image, which is typically a very challenging task. In a recent
paper, we have outlined the different computational processes needed to extract and
represent essential structures and objects from natural images (Kubilius et al., 2014).
Here we demonstrate that the visual system is sensitive to NAPs even in the absence of
objects or shapes. In this study, we constructed a set of stimuli composed of two line
segments only, corresponding to the nonaccidental configurations in the original geons.
Despite the lack of any shape or 3D information, we found a pronounced sensitivity to NAPs.
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Our results open an exciting possibility that the visual system might encode NAPs at the
earliest stages of the visual information processing prior to extracting contour or shape
information from the input image.

Methods
Participants
Ten master’s students from KU Leuven participated in the experiment (age: 21-23; males: 3,
females: 7). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were paid €8 for
their participation. The experiment was approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of
Psychology and Educational Sciences.
Stimuli

Figure 1. An example how geons were translated into two-line stimuli.

Our aim was to investigate if the visual system was sensitive to nonaccidental configurations
even when no object context was provided. We therefore translated geons and
configurations of geons used in various experiments by Biederman and his colleagues into
stimuli composed of two line segments only (Figure 1; Kim & Biederman, 2012; Amir,
Biederman & Hayworth, 2012), resulting in twelve experimental conditions (Figure 2):
1. Between objects:
a. Alignment: whether objects are aligned or not.
b. Collinearity: whether objects are on the same line or not.
c. Junction type: the kind of junction that two objects are forming:
i. Generic to L
ii. Generic to T
iii. Generic to X
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iv. T to L
v. X to T
2. Within-object:
a. Cotermination: whether edges of an object are coterminating or not.
b. Expansion vs. constant: whether edges of an object are at a constant distance or
expanding
c. Collinearity: whether edges of an object are collinear or not
d. Curvature:
i. Edges: whether edges of an object are straight or curved
ii. Axes: whether object’s axis is straight or curved

Figure 2. Examples of stimuli for each of 13 conditions in the experiment. In each triplet, the middle
stimulus is the base, the one on the left is its metric variant, and the one on the right is the
nonaccidental variant. Note that in the actual experiment we had many more exemplars for each
condition (78 triplets in total), constructed by mirroring the shown stimuli upside-down or left-right.

We also had an additional condition where the stimulus consisted of a single line segment
and its curvature was manipulated. This condition served as a control for the two curvature
conditions where participants could discriminate between the variants not based on the
nonaccidental configuration but the curvature alone.
Note that not all NAPs defining geons could be translated to two-line configurations, such
as a straight versus a curved cross section (Dickinson & Biederman, 2014).
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For each stimulus, which we refer to as the base stimulus, two variants were created. The
nonaccidental variant featured a very similar configuration that differed from the base in
terms of a single nonaccidental property. In contrast, the metric variant had the same
configuration as the base but differed to the same extent as the nonaccidental variant but in
the opposite direction such that there was no change in nonaccidental properties.
Setup
Experiments and analyses were coded in Python 2.7 using PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007; Peirce,
2009), psychopy_ext (Kubilius, 2013), and pandas packages (source code available at
https://bitbucket.org/qbilius/twolines). A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed in R.
A trial was initiated by a key press. The participants saw a central fixation spot for 300 ms,
followed by the onset of four stimuli, presented in the four quadrants of the display
(Figure 3). Three of these stimuli were identical, while the remaining one (the target) was
different, and participants were instructed to indicate via a key press as quickly and as
accurately as possible which one of the four quadrants contained the target stimulus. The
target was either the metric or the nonaccidental variant, and the three distractors were
then the base stimuli, or the target was the base stimulus and the distractors were either
three identical metric or nonaccidental variants. All possible combinations were tested only
once, resulting in 1248 trials in total, 78 (stimuli types) x 2 (metric vs. nonaccidental variant)
x 2 (target vs. distractor) x 4 (target positions).

Figure 3. Experimental design. At each trial, participants were presented with four stimuli and
indicated which one was different. In half of the trials, the odd stimulus differed from the rest in a
nonaccidental change of configuration. In the other half, the odd stimulus was identical to the other
stimuli in terms of its nonaccidental properties but differed in some metric property (e.g., angle) to
the same amount as its nonaccidental counterpart. Note that in the actual experiment the stimuli
were white and were presented on a grey background.
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The stimuli subtended 3° in visual angle and were presented 5° away from the central
fixation spot. The gap between the centers of the two line segments was approximately 1.5°.
To make the task more challenging, in each trial random jitter was added to the position
(within ±.25°) and orientation (within ±5°) of each stimulus independently. Trials were
presented in a random order. The experiment lasted approximately an hour.

Results
Typically, reaction time measures are distributed not normally and thus computing mean
reaction times per participant might lead to a poor estimate. After a graphical inspection
that normality was indeed violated, we first computed the median reaction time per
participant, and used that estimate to compare reaction times to the nonaccidental and
metric variants across participants.

Figure 4. Average response times per condition across. Error bars denote the standard errors of the
mean across participants (n = 9). * denotes p-value significant at α-level = .05, ** denotes p-value
significant at α-level = .01, *** = p-value significant at α-level = .001 (after the Bonferroni correction).

We found that in almost all conditions participants detected nonaccidental variants faster
than their metric counterparts (Figure 4). In particular, changes in junction type resulted in
significantly faster detection times (conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 with respectively t(9) = 5.5264,
p = .0004; t(9) = 4.2023, p = .0023; t(9) = 8.1347, p < .01; t(9) = 4.6459, p =.0012; t(9) =
4.0996, p = .0026), which is comparable to the result of our cotermination condition 12 (t(9)
= 7.6240, p < .01). Furthermore, collinearity was detected faster than non-collinear variants
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too, when altered by angle as well as by position of two lines (conditions 6 and 7, with
respectively t(9) = 4.6465, p = .0012; t(9) = 6.1091, p = .0002). Next, metric transformations
in alignment appeared much more difficult to distinguish from base stimulus than
nonaccidental changes (condition 8, t(9) = 3.9829, p = .0032). Moreover, changes in
curvature induced significant sensitivity levels in conditions 9, 10, 13 (t(9) = 4.2844, p =
.0020; t(9) = 8.6856, p < .01; t(9) = 7.0312, p < .01, respectively).
Finally and unexpectedly, no significant difference was found in the expansion condition
(condition 11, t(9) = 2.2853, p = .0481, which did not survive the Bonferroni correction). The
lack of the difference might have resulted from a type II error where the true effect was not
detected by chance. We estimated the probability of this possibility by computing the
statistical power given the expected effect size (the average of all 13 conditions) at α-level =
.05/13 = .0038. We found that the power was .992, meaning that there was only a .008
chance of not finding the effect when it was truly present, which is very unlikely.
Alternatively, it is possible that the two line segments appeared so close together in the
metric variant that participants perceived them as coterminating, which is an undesirable
nonaccidental change. To test if this was the case, we plan to recruit 12 more participants to
perform the task again but this time with a slightly larger gap between the two lines.
We further asked if the observed effects for curvature in conditions 9 and 10 were due to
configural sensitivity per se or resulted solely from participants’ sensitivity to curvature in a
single line. To address this question, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA. We found
no significant difference in the effect of distance (NA vs. M) between condition 9 and 13
(F(1,9) = .001, p = .971). In contrast, the effect of distance was significantly stronger in
condition 10 than condition 13 (F(1,9) = 9.239, p = .014). Therefore, participants could have
relied on judging the curvature of single line in condition 9 but not condition 10 where the
configural information between the two lines disproportionately influenced participants
decisions.

Discussion
Taken together, we demonstrated that the participants were sensitive to various
nonaccidental configurations even in the absence of object information. These results are
consistent with earlier theoretical, behavioral, and neural studies that reported sensitivity to
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the regularity in configurations of two-line stimuli (Feldman, 1997, 2007; Kubilius et al.,
2014).
Based on these findings, we propose that the encoding of configural information in
principle could occur at the earliest stages of the visual information processing where
nonaccidental relations between primitive shape features, such as edges, angles, and curves,
could already be detected and communicated to the next processing stages. Notice that this
suggestion reveals a broader range of configural information encoding than proposed by
earlier studies where only angles and curved segments have been shown to be encoded
(Pasupathy & Connor, 1999; Ito & Komatsu, 2004).
How could these configurations be computed early on? One possibility arises from recent
demonstrations that primate visual area V2 computes summary statistics of edge-based
responses (Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011; Freeman et al., 2013). Such summary statistics
might be sufficient to reflect differences between metric and nonaccidental property (see
also Kubilius et al., 2014, for a broader discussion of summary statistics computations in the
visual cortex). Future studies could explore this possibility in depth.
On the other hand, in a similar two-line stimuli setup, Kubilius et al. (2014) only observed
sensitivity to these configurations in human lateral occipical cortex (LOC) but not earlier.
Given that previous studies using three-dimensional geons consistently reported LOC or
monkey IT being sensitive to geon properties, our results indicate a possibility that LOC
computes configural information between edges rather than comparing full surface-based
representations or matching to geon templates. Moreover, computationally, our approach is
much more tractable because abstraction from a naturalistic image into a three-dimensional
(line-based) geometric primitive is a challenging task that has not been addressed
convincingly yet (Dickinson, 2009).
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7 | A conceptual framework of computations in
mid-level vision

If a picture is worth a thousand words, as an English idiom goes, what should
those words—or, rather, descriptors—capture? What format of image
representation would be sufficiently rich if we were to reconstruct the essence of
images from their descriptors? In this paper, we set out to develop a conceptual
framework that would be: (i) biologically plausible in order to provide a better
mechanistic understanding of our visual system; (ii) sufficiently robust to apply in
practice on realistic images; and (iii) able to tap into underlying structure of our
visual world. We bring forward three key ideas. First, we argue that surfacebased representations are constructed based on feature inference from the
input in the intermediate processing layers of the visual system. Such
representations are computed in a largely pre-semantic (prior to categorization)
and pre-attentive manner using multiple cues (orientation, color, polarity,
variation in orientation, and so on), and explicitly retain configural relations
between features. The constructed surfaces may be partially overlapping to
compensate for occlusions and are ordered in depth (figure-ground
organization). Second, we propose that such intermediate representations could
be formed by a hierarchical computation of similarity between features in local
image patches and pooling of highly-similar units, and reestimated via recurrent
loops according to the task demands. Finally, we suggest to use datasets
composed of realistically rendered artificial objects and surfaces in order to
better understand a model's behavior and its limitations.

Kubilius, J., Wagemans, J., & Op de Beeck, H. P. (2014). A conceptual framework of computations in
mid-level vision. Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 8, 158. doi:10.3389/fncom.2014.00158
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Vision as an image understanding system
The visual system of primates processes visual inputs incredibly rapidly. Within 100 ms
observers are capable of reliably reporting and remembering contents of natural scenes
(e.g., Potter, 1976; Thorpe et al., 1996; Li et al., 2002; Quiroga et al., 2008). Such fast
processing puts tight constraints on models of vision as most computations should be done
roughly within the first feed-forward wave of information. Efforts to understand how this is
possible have led to the so-called standard view of the primate visual system where objects
are rapidly extracted from images by a hierarchy of linear and non-linear processing stages,
where simple and specific features are combined in a non-linear fashion, resulting in
increasingly more complex and more transformation-tolerant features (Fukushima,
1980; Marr, 1982; Ullman and Basri, 1991; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; DiCarlo and Cox,
2007; DiCarlo et al., 2012; see Kreiman, 2013, for a review).
In particular, in primate visual cortex the earliest stages of visual processing are thought
to act as simple local feature detectors. For example, retinal ganglion and lateral geniculate
nucleus cells preferentially respond to blobs with center-surround organization (Kuffler,
1953; Hubel and Wiesel, 1961), while neurons in primary visual area V1 respond to oriented
edges and bars (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; see Carandini et al., 2005, for a review). These
detectors act locally (within their receptive field) and thus are very sensitive to changes in
position or size. In contrast, neurons in the final stages of visual processing in the inferior
temporal cortex respond to complex stimuli, including whole objects (Tanaka, 1996; Kourtzi
and Kanwisher, 2001; Op de Beeck et al., 2001; Huth et al., 2012), faces (Desimone et al.,
1984; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Tsao et al., 2006), scenes (Epstein and Kanwisher,
1998; Kornblith et al., 2013), bodies (Downing et al., 2001; Peelen and Downing, 2005) and
other categories. At this stage, neurons have large receptive fields and thus are tolerant to
changes in position, size, orientation, lighting, and clutter (DiCarlo and Cox, 2007). While the
exact details of the properties of neurons at the low and high visual areas remain an area of
active research, in our view the most puzzling question is the following: What computations
are performed at the intermediate steps of information processing in order to bridge simple
local early representations to highly multidimensional representations of objects and
scenes?
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In primates, inspired by Hubel and Wiesel's (1965) proposal of the hierarchical processing
in the visual cortex, a number of studies focused on demonstrating sensitivity to the
increasing complexity of features along the visual hierarchy. For example, in V2 angle or
curvature detectors have been reported (Dobbins et al., 1987; Ito and Komatsu, 2004). In V4,
neurons are sensitive to even more complex curved fragments and three-dimensional parts
of surfaces (Pasupathy and Connor, 1999, 2001, 2002; Yamane et al., 2008). Thus, the idea is
that intermediate layers are responsible for gradually combining simpler features into more
complex ones (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; Rodríguez-Sánchez and Tsotsos, 2012).
However, building a system that could robustly utilize such a connection scheme on
natural images is difficult. On the one hand, combining simpler features into more complex
ones is complicated due to the presence of clutter. Robust mechanisms are necessary to
combine the “correct” features and leave out the noise. Similarly, in order to detect complex
features, enormous dictionaries must be built since the number of possible feature
combinations is huge, so this process is highly resource-intensive (but see Fidler et al., 2009,
for an inspiring approach to the issue). On the other hand, focusing solely on edges and their
combinations into shapes misses a number of other useful cues in the images—such as
differences in color, texture, motion and so on—and thus may lack the necessary power
both to process object shapes and to be useful for other tasks that the visual system is
performing (e.g., interaction with objects in a scene, navigation, or recovering spatial
layout; Regan, 2000).
Thus, in computer vision, partially due to the described limitations of the standard view of
primate visual system and partially due to the development of robust algorithms for dealing
with large numbers of features, the actually implemented models of vision have bypassed
thinking about intermediate representations altogether in their implementations. Instead,
such models rely solely on the established features of V1 (namely, oriented edge detection)
and directly apply sophisticated machine learning techniques (such as support vector
machines) to detect what object categories are likely to occur in the given image. Somewhat
surprisingly, this idea works very well for a number of complex tasks. For example, in the
famous algorithm by Viola and Jones (2001), faces are detected using several simplistic
feature detectors, reminiscent of the odd and even filters of V1. In Oliva and Torralba's GIST
framework (2001, 2006; Torralba and Oliva, 2003), scene categorization is achieved by
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computing global histogram statistics of oriented filter outputs. Flat architectures of SIFT
(Lowe, 2004) or HoG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) that largely rely on oriented feature detection
have seen a wide adoption for a variety of visual tasks in computer vision, and, in
combination with multi-scale processing (Bosch et al., 2007), for a long time these models
that have no hierarchies have been the state-of-the-art approach.
However, eventually hierarchical models that contain intermediate representations
ultimately proved superior in many complex visual tasks. While such deep networks have
been proposed several decades ago, (Fukushima, 1980; LeCun et al., 1989; Schmidhuber,
1992), only recently upon development of more robust procedures for learning from large
pools of data (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Boureau et al., 2010) such networks
managed to achieve state-of-the-art object identification performance on demanding
datasets that contain millions of exemplars, such as the Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (Deng et al., 2009; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Sermanet et al., 2013; Szegedy et al.,
2014), or that demand fine-grain discrimination as in the case of face recognition (Lu and
Tang, 2014; Taigman et al., 2014). Moreover, these networks have been reported to perform
extremely well on a number of visual tasks (Razavian et al., 2014). While many challenges
remain (Russakovsky et al., 2013), the fact that base-level object categorization and
localization have been very successful and in some cases even approaching or superseding
human-level performance (Serre et al., 2007; Lu and Tang, 2014; Taigman et al., 2014) is
greatly encouraging. Importantly, representations learned by such deep networks have been
shown to match well the representations in the primate V4 and IT (Yamins et al., 2014),
demonstrating the relevance of these models to understanding biological vision.
Naturally, the success of these object recognition models begs the question whether we
now understand how the visual system processes images. It is tempting to conclude that
weakly organized collections of features are sufficient for object and scene categorization,
and, by extension, scene understanding. However, it is important to realize that, engineering
advances aside, each layer in these architectures is based on the same principles
characterized in the early visual processing of the primate brain. Is there really nothing more
going on in the intermediate stages of processing?
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In the following section, we consider what the computational goal of mid-level vision
might be (cf.Marr, 1982). Based on these insights, in Section “Intermediate computations”
we propose basic computational mechanisms that we hypothesize to be sufficient to
account for processes occurring at intermediate stages. Finally, we discuss what model
evaluation procedures could help in guiding the implementation of such a system.

What do mid-level visual areas do?
Feature interpolation
Typically, a model of vision is operationalized as a feature extraction system. Features that
are present in the input image need to be detected, so that a veridical (or at least useful)
representation of the world (or objects in it) can be reconstructed. However, visual inputs
are necessarily impoverished (e.g., due to collapsing of the third dimension as the image is
projected on the retina), incomplete (e.g., due to some objects partially occluding others),
ambiguous (e.g., due to shadows), and noisy. As a consequence, the problem of vision is not
only feature detection but also feature inference (Purves et al., 2014).

Figure 1. Feature interpolation. (A) A second-order boundary stimulus as used by von der Heydt et
al. (1984). (B) A stimulus with an illusory contour is perceived in the white gap between the two parts
of the white rectangle, as used by von der Heydt et al. (1984). The arrow indicates that the white
rectangle was moving. (C) A stimulus where a shape is defined entirely by second-order cues (that is,
a difference in orientation), used in many figure-ground segmentation studies (e.g., Lamme, 1995).

A number of studies have shown that mid-level vision is heavily involved in feature
inference. Consider, for example, the seminal series of studies by von der Heydt et al.
(1984), von der Heydt and Peterhans (1989), who compared neural responses to the typical
luminance-defined stimuli and the neural responses to the same stimuli defined by cues
other than luminance. In one of their conditions, a stimulus was composed of two regions
containing line segments but with one region shifted with respect to the other, forming an
offset-defined discontinuity in the texture, which we refer to as a second-order edge
(Figure 1A). Importantly, a simple edge-detecting V1 model would not be able to find such
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edges, so if some neurons in the visual cortex were responding to such stimuli, it would
mean that a higher-order computation is at work that somehow is capable of integrating
information across the two regions in the image.
Consistent with the known properties of early visual areas, the researchers observed a
robust response to the luminance-defined edges. However, in addition they also
demonstrated that some neurons in V2 responded to the second-order edges, and, in fact,
often

with

the

same

orientation

preference

as

to

luminance-defined

edges.

Moreover, Lamme et al. (1999) reported that V1 neurons were also responding to this
boundary roughly 60 ms after stimulus onset and suggested iso-orientation suppression as a
mechanism behind such fast second-order edge detections. These findings have since been
replicated in V2 and V4 (Ramsden et al., 2001; Song and Baker, 2007; El-Shamayleh and
Movshon, 2011; Pan et al., 2012) and also reported for discontinuities in orientation (Larsson
et al., 2006; Allen et al., 2009; Schmid et al., 2014), motion (Marcar et al., 2000), and
contrast (Mareschal and Baker, 1998; Song and Baker, 2007; Li et al., 2014). Taken together,
these findings demonstrate that even in the absence of luminance-defined borders in the
inputs, mid-level areas infer potential borders from differences in other cues. Importantly,
this operation is different from the typical feature detection and combination scheme
because in this case a feature is computed that is not present in the input (that is, a secondorder border).
An even more extreme example of such feature inference has been demonstrated by
another condition in von der Heydt and colleagues' experiments where they used a stimulus
inspired by the Kanizsa triangle (Kanizsa, 1955). The stimulus was defined as a white bar
moving over two black bars, separated by a white gap (Figure 1B)—thus, although physically
there were no edges connecting the two halves of the white bar, subjectively observers
would nonetheless report seeing the complete white bar, effectively interpolating its
borders or surface across the white gap. We refer to such borders as illusory contours.
Surprisingly, for this condition, von der Heydt et al. (1984) also reported neurons in V2
responding to these illusory contours, and, in fact, nearly as vigorously as to the luminancedefined ones.
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If these examples appear only as curious cases of feature inference in artificial setups,
imagine a typical cluttered image where multiple objects are partially occluded. Just like in
the two previous cases, the visual system appears to interpolate occluded parts of objects at
the early stages of visual information processing (a process known as amodal
completion; van Lier et al., 1994; Ban et al., 2013). For example, Figure 2A is interpreted as a
gray blobby shape partially occluded by the black blobby shape, both on a dotted
background, as in Figure 2C. In fact, we cannot help but perceive the gray shape inferred
behind the black occluder and our phenomenology is most certainly not captured by
segmentation into separate non-overlapping regions as in Figure 2B.

Figure 2. Seeing is not the same as perceiving. Observers report perceiving the configuration
in (A) to be composed of full shapes as depicted in (C) rather than as in (B) which reflects the physical
inputs where shapes are fragmented and two portions of background are separate. In (C), the gray
shape has been interpolated behind the black shape (depicted in green), indicating that mapping of a
two-dimensional surface in a three-dimensional space is already necessary to represent depth
relations. Furthermore, the background is also a single surface rather than two separate regions and
also with its statistical properties (polka dot pattern) filled in. Some observers will also see the black
shape interpolated behind the gray one (depicted in red), but this percept is much less consistent
among observers than the completion of the gray shape behind the black one, indicating that surface
inference might not be precise and rather indicate probabilities of possible contour and surface
properties.

Similarly, the background appears to continue behind the two shapes even though there
is no physical connection between the left and the right portion of it, demonstrating that
filling-in is not confined to objects but applies in a more generic manner to any occluded
region in the input. Moreover, at least phenomenologically, this filling-in appears to involve
not only surface interpolation but also the spread of feature statistics. In our example,
observers would report that the occluded part of the background is likely to continue the
pattern of polka dots (van Lier, 1999).
Moreover, just like in the other two cases (second-order borders and illusory contours),
the amodal interpolation has been reported to be established relatively fast, already in 75–
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200 ms (Sekuler and Palmer, 1992; Ringach and Shapley, 1996; Murray et al.,
2001; Rauschenberger et al., 2006), and has also been observed in the early modulation of
the occluded parts of shapes in monkey V4 (Bushnell et al., 2011; Kosai et al., 2014).
Taken together, we see that the visual system actively performs feature inference and it is
an early process that may be initiated already with the first wave of information. It is
important to note that in all of these cases, the inference does not necessarily produce a
complete feature or a shape. Rather, it may reflect a rough estimate of statistical properties
of the shape (cf. “fuzzy completions”, van Lier, 1999) or the probability of possible
completions where the missing part of the shape may occur (D'Antona et al., 2013).
Relational information and surface construction
But what is the purpose of feature extraction or interpolation? In many object recognition
models, for example, the extracted features are used directly to perform categorization.
Notice that such an output lacks the explicit assignment of the features to one object or
another, that is, object shapes are not explicitly represented. Such model behavior is
strikingly at odds with our phenomenology dominated by explicit object shapes or surfaces.
This idea has been nicely illustrated by Lamme (1995) who investigated neural responses to
a shape entirely defined by a second-order boundary. His stimulus consisted of a field of
oriented noisy elements embedded in a background of an opposite orientation (Figure 1C).
In order to perceive this shape, the visual system must be able to (i) infer second-order
borders and (ii) combine them into the shape as a whole. Lamme (1995) showed that
neurons in monkey V1 with receptive fields inside that shape reliably respond more than
those outside, that is, the visual system explicitly represents where the figure is. Moreover,
the observed enhancement was not instantaneous but rather developed in three stages (as
described in Lamme et al., 1999). Early on, only responses to local features were observed.
Within a 100 ms, responses to the second-order boundary emerged. Finally, neurons in V1
corresponding to the figural region of the display started responding more than the
background. This effect was later shown to be the effect of feedback from higher visual
areas such as V4, where such figure-ground assignments are thought to emerge (Poort et al.,
2012). Taken together, this example demonstrates that the visual system gradually extracts
not only the contour of a shape but also its inside, resulting in a full surface reconstruction.
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More broadly, it has been argued that surface-based representations form a critical link
between early- and high-level computations (Nakayama et al., 1995; see also Pylyshyn,
2001). Moreover, the presence of a surface strongly influences even the earliest
computations of the visual information processing such as the iso-orientation suppression
(Joo and Murray, 2014). Finally, surface-based representations can also be beneficial for
object identification tasks because surfaces are topologically stable structures and thus
largely invariant to affine transformations (Chen, 1982, 2005). For example, a hole in a
surface remains present despite drastic changes in its position, orientation or rotation in
depth, or to the changes in surface structure (Chen, 1982; Todd et al., 2014).
In general, we argue that encoding spatial relations—whether between features, or
deciding which features belong to the same object or surface, or ordering the surfaces in
space—provides a tremendous wealth of information (Biederman, 1987; Barenholtz and
Tarr, 2007; Oliva and Torralba, 2007): Knowing that a car is on the road or above the road
makes a big difference, but using only features without relations between them might fail to
capture these differences (Choi et al., 2012). One influencial account of the power of spatial
relations has been provided by Biederman (1987), who noticed that certain spatial relations
between features, known as nonaccidental properties, remain largely invariant to affine
transformations in space. For example, short parallel lines nearly always remain parallel
despite changes in viewpoint. He proposed that these relations might be used to encode
different object categories, and later Hummel and Biederman (1992) developed a model
illustrating how such a system might work. While the exact purpose of such structural
representations in recognition has been heavily debated since (Barenholtz and Tarr, 2007),
consistent with this idea a number of studies demonstrated that observers are very sensitive
to changes in these invariant features of a shape (Wagemans et al., 1997, 2000; Vogels et al.,
2001; Kayaert et al., 2005a,b; Lescroart et al., 2010; Amir et al., 2012).
Similarly, Feldman (1997, 2003) and van Lier et al. (1994) argued that configural
regularities of the inputs are used to organize features into objects, and human visual
system has been shown to be sensitive to such configural relations (Kubilius et al., 2014).
Moreover, Blum (1973) proposed that the configuration of shapes is encoded in the visual
system by representing their skeletal, or medial axis, structure, and Hung et al.
(2012) showed that neurons in monkey IT indeed respond both to the contour of a shape
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and its medial axis structure. Taken together, these studies highlight the fact that the visual
system utilizes configural relations between features and surfaces in the higher visual areas,
and therefore an explicit encoding of these relations should be supported by mid-level
computations.
Representations for multiple tasks, not only object recognition
We argued that mid-level vision was involved in feature detection and surface construction,
such that in the end the shape of an object could be reliably extracted from the image.
However, the long quest for superior object identification algorithms has somehow
overshadowed the fact that visual cortex can achieve more than just object identification.
Vision is our means to understanding the world, whereas a mere object-based
representation provides only a tiny fraction of information needed for successful behavior in
the world. This point is particularly pertinent in lower species such as rodents for whom
navigation is a more immediate task than object identification (Cox, 2014). In fact, much of
our visual input is not composed of well-defined objects and thus trying to parse them into
objects makes little sense. A richer description is thus needed if we were to capture the
essence of information about the world (Gibson, 1979).

Figure 3. The hierarchy of objecthood. Objects are not the most important piece of information in
every image. While (A) has a well-defined object, it is already less clear in (B) what should count as
one: The row of houses? Or each house separately? Or each of the windows? In (C), there are three
mountains but where each of them begins and ends is neither clear nor very important, and
in (D) layout rather than object identity dominates perception, although one can see trees, trunks,
etc. (Image credits from left to right: bengt-re, 2009, Snowdog, 2005, Reza, 2009, Σ64, 2012. All
images are available under the Creative Commons Attribution License or are in the public domain.).

To stress the point of the inadequacy of object-based representations, let us consider a
series of images in Figure 3. In some cases, like Figure 3A, where the object (“a car”) is
clearly separate (self-contained) from the rest (the road), object identification and
localization provides the most important information about the scene (“there is a car”). But
consider a row of buildings, for example (Figure 3B). While one still clearly describes each
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house as a distinct object, they are impossible to detach from other items (other houses and
the ground). A more extreme example is depicted in Figure 3C, where even though a
mountain is sticking out from the ground surface, it is no longer very clear where the
mountain ends and the ground begins. Is the visual system really concerned about finding
objects in such images then? In fact, as we go further away from close-up views into
panoramic scenes, identifying objects does not appear to be the default mode any longer. In
Figure 3D, we know that the image is composed of individual trees, grass and other stuff but
we no longer can count them. Rather, a percept of various textures and layouts appears to
dominate. Thus, talking about individual objects is largely irrelevant in these scenarios and
instead describing texture properties and characteristics that allow navigation through the
terrain, or a global level semantic labeling of “a forest” or “a lawn” often seems to be the
more immediate task for vision (Oliva and Torralba, 2001; Torralba and Oliva, 2003).
Therefore, we point out that surfaces that mid-level areas construct are not only meant
to represent the outline of objects in images but also (or primarily) to summarize the
properties of textures and surfaces in the environment.
Representations prior to identification
Finally, we point out that intermediate representations do not have to rely on being able to
identify the contents, consistent with the idea that they are computed early on. We do not
need to know what we are looking at to be able to describe its three-dimensional shape,
texture, and spatial relations to other items in an image. For example, notice that in
Figure 2 surface interpolation occurs despite us never having seen these particular shapes
before and having no categorical label for them, indicating that this phenomenon could be
performed by mid-level computations prior to categorization. This observation also holds for
a more realistic image depicted in Figure 4, where we can easily agree that five objects
situated in different depth planes are depicted. We can describe their shape and imagine
acting upon them despite partial occlusions present in the image. This is clearly a more
advanced representation of the image contents than a mere V1 filter output, yet not so
advanced as to require any categorization, recognition or identification (naming) of the
objects in it.
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Figure 4. Recognition is not crucial for scene or object understanding. In this artificially generated
scene we see five novel objects, we can describe their three-dimensional shape despite partial
occlusions, and navigate around them without having to know the identity of those objects.

The idea of intermediate representations being established without recognition of
contents is well-known in psychology (Witkin and Tenenbaum, 1983; Nakayama et al., 1995).
To provide an illustrative example, the famous visual agnosia patient DF cannot report the
identity or even orientation of most objects, yet her ability to act on these objects remains
intact, a finding that has led Goodale and Milner (1992) to propose the vision-for-action and
vision-for-perception division in the visual information processing in the brain. It thus
appears that our visual system is adept in processing inputs even lacking knowledge about
what they are, pointing to the idea that scene segmentation into objects might be more
basic or more immediately performed than recognition. We do not claim that recognition is
irrelevant for segmentation, as it has been shown that recognition can bias figure-ground
assignment (Peterson, 1994), but our point is that it can largely be done successfully without
any knowledge about the identity of objects.
Conclusion
Taken together, we claim that the goal of mid-level areas is the construction of surfacebased representations that segment the input images into objects, background surfaces, and
so on, together with their textural properties, because such format of representations is
sufficiently rich for the variety of high-level tasks, including three-dimensional reconstruction
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of the scene, navigation in it, interaction with objects or restricting attention to them. The
idea of the primacy of the surface-based representation is also supported by empirical
studies showing that some form of figure-ground organization would be established already
shortly after feedforward inputs reach higher visual areas and is consistent with the
observation that segmentation does not require knowledge of the identity of the objects
involved. Importantly, given the computational complexity, this organization is probably not
computed globally but rather is restricted to parts of visual inputs that fall at fixation or
where an observer is attending.
It is also important to understand that the segmentation we describe here is not the same
as what is commonly meant by this term. Many algorithms of segmentation only divide the
image into a mosaic of non-overlapping regions without any information about the depth,
that is, which region is in front of another one (see also Section “Current Approaches”).
However, whenever something is occluded, that is a cue for depth ordering. Therefore, we
consider a process that not only divides the image into separate regions but also infers
figure-ground relations between these regions. Since this process often involves the
inference of occluded parts, we refer to such interpolated regions as a surfaces.
Finally, such depth ordering is necessarily an oversimplification. For example, observe in
Figure 2Cthat we do not perceive the whole of the black shape in front of the gray one. In
fact, at least for some observers, part of the black shape (shown in red in Figure 2C) appears
to be behind the gray shape, suggesting a three-dimensional form of the two shapes (Tse,
1999). This example demonstrates that the resulting representations cannot be captured by
splitting an image into several depth planes, and thus require more flexibility. Such
representation presumably would be followed by a full rectification of a three-dimensional
volume at the later stages of visual information processing.

Intermediate computations
We proposed that intermediate processing stages produce surface-based representations
from

two-dimensional

static

images.

What

computations

could

produce

such

representations?
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Current approaches
In computer vision, many early image segmentation approaches considered segmentation as
a global optimization problem of finding the best boundaries, grouped regions, or both. For
example, Mumford and Shah (1989) proposed a functional that estimates the difference
between the original image and its segmentation with constraints for smoothness and
discontinuity at region boundaries (see also Lee et al., 1992). Finding the best segmentation
amounts to finding the global minimum of this functional. Similarly, in a boundary-based
contour extraction model, Elder and Zucker (1996) considered finding the shortest-path
cycles in the graph containing boundary elements.
However, solving for a global optimum deemed to be a complicated task, often leading to
unsatisfactory results. In 2000, Shi and Malik proposed a reconceptualization of the image
segmentation problem as a graph cut problem. When features in an image are represented
in a graph, finding the best segmentation amounts to finding groups of features in this graph
that are maximally similar within a group and maximally dissimilar from other groups. Shi
and Malik (2000)showed that their normalized cuts algorithm could provide a good
optimization of this criterion and, based on this approach, they later developed one of the
best-known image segmentation models (Arbeláez et al., 2011; see also Felzenszwalb and
Huttenlocher, 2004 and Sharon et al., 2006, for much faster implementations of this idea).
Partitioning a graph in a fixed way, however, cannot capture the inherently hierarchical
structure of images (a part can be part of another part; see the windows of houses in
Figure 3B), nor can it adapt to the task demands. Therefore, in recent years much effort in
image segmentation research has been devoted to the development of methods for the
probabilistic generation of region proposals (Arbeláez et al., 2014) that could then be refined
using a higher-level task such as categorization (Leibe et al., 2008; Girshick et al.,
2014; Hariharan et al., 2014) or would be flexibly reconfigured based on Gestalt principles
(Ion et al., 2013).
How could such partitioning of an image graph into high-similarity clusters be
implemented in a biologically-plausible architecture? Based on behavioral and neural
evidence, Nothdurft (1994)hypothesized that image segmentation involves (i) suppression of
responses in homogenous feature fields, and (ii) local pooling of features for boundary
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detection. Unlike the global optimization approaches considered above, this idea is based on
completely local computations that are attractive due to their low complexity and biological
plausibility. The implementation of this idea can be found in models by Grossberg
(1994) and Thielscher and Neumann (2003), where texture segmentation is performed by
enhancing edges that group together by the good continuation cue (using the “bipole cell”
idea), and suppressing other locations in the image. Repeated over several iterations, this
computation leads to the formation of the outline of the shape. This idea accounts well for
Nothdurft's (1994) observations, and also provides an integrated framework of using both
texture and boundary information to perform segmentation. Moreover, Thielscher and
Neumann (2005)also demonstrated that this approach produces differences in convex and
concave boundary appearance, in line with Nothdurft's (1994) observations.
Segmentation into distinct regions is only the first step though. As discussed in the
previous section, this is not sufficient because an explicit surface construction and figureground relation computation need to occur as well. Some approaches (Roelfsema et al.,
2002) attempted to explain figure-ground segmentation simply as an effect of increasing
receptive field sizes (thus, decreasing spatial resolution) in higher visual areas. The model
operates by initially detecting boundaries in the inputs and then pooling them together in
higher visual areas as a result of increasing receptive-field sizes. Eventually, the whole shape
is represented by a unit with a sufficiently large receptive field. Then, the figure-ground
assignment can be propagated down via feedback to the early visual areas, as observed in
the experiments by Lamme (1995).
However, it is unlikely that such scheme would work in more complex displays with more
overlapping shapes and more variation in texture. Moreover, smaller shapes always produce
higher responses in higher-level areas because their boundaries are closer together. Since
these responses represent the figure-ground signal, smaller shapes are always bound to be
on top of larger shapes that produce a weaker figure-ground signal. One possibility to
resolve some of these issues is to use corners as indicators of the figural side. Since figures
tend to be convex, the inside of a corner reliably indicates the boundary of a figure. Based on
this observation, Jehee et al. (2007) proposed an extended version of the model
by Roelfsema et al. (2002) that could produce more reliable border assignments.
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Figure 5. An illustration of border-ownership assignment. (A) Initially, each edge in the image (red
arrows) can belong to one of two sides (green arrows): either the gray surface or the white surface.
The goal of border ownership computation is to figure out which side is the figural side. In this case,
the edges should belong to the gray surface. (B) Using the convexity assumption (objects tend to be
convex), we can easily determine border ownership in the local neighborhood. Edges that “agree”
(green arrows are “looking” at each other) are preferred. (C) Pooling these edges together results in
a curved segment with the correct border-ownership assignment. (D) After this computation is
carried out in the local neighborhood, border ownership is largely but not fully correct. We can
improve it by using the same convexity assumption over larger areas (e.g., over the entire
image). (E) Global border-ownership computation results in a correct assignment of all
segments. (F) With pooling, two separate surfaces emerge. Note that the blue one is missing a
boundary at the intersection with the yellow object. This implies that the blue object is partially
occluded by the yellow one. (G) Using this information, a correct local depth ordering is established
and the missing piece of the blue object is interpolated.

The idea of using convexity can be applied more generally across the entire shape outline
and not only at its corners. To illustrate how that could work, consider the two shapes in
Figure 5A. The two edges shown in red can either be the boundary of the gray surface or the
boundary of the white one, as indicated by the green arrows pointing to both directions. Of
course, in this case it is clear that these edges must belong to the gray surface because the
white one is just the background. But how would a model know? If we assume that objects
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tend to be convex, edges that are in agreement (the green arrows that are pointing toward
each other) might belong to the same surface (Figure 5B). This simple computation in the
local neighborhood followed by pooling into curved segments (Figures5C,D) results in a
largely correct border ownership. If it is further computed globally over a few iterations,
local inconsistencies (e.g., a concavity of the lighter gray object) can be resolved (Figure5E;
see Figure 5B in Craft et al., 2007, for a working example), resulting in the proper assignment
of edges to one of the two objects (Figure 5F), which is the desired initial image division into
surfaces.
Importantly, because of border-ownership, we also learn which parts of objects are
occluded. If a certain surface is partially bounded by a boundary that it does not own, it is a
sign of an occlusion. For example, in Figure 5F, the yellow object is partially occluding the
blue one, and border-ownership assignment indicates that edges along the yellow object
belong to it. That leaves the blue object lacking a closed contour, meaning that part of it is
occluded. An interpolation of surface results in a more perceptually compelling
segmentation into whole shapes (van Lier et al., 1994), and consequently provides an
ordering of surfaces in depth (Figure 5G).
The existence of such border-ownership cells has been reported in the visual area V2
(Zhou et al., 2000; see Zucker, 2014, for a good overview) and a number of models based on
this idea have been proposed since (Zhaoping, 2005; Craft et al., 2007; Layton et al.,
2012). Kogo et al. (2010) extended this framework by also using L- and T-junctions to
determine not only figure-ground assignment for luminance-defined figures but also to
produce the correct output in the case of illusory contours (Kanizsa's figures). Importantly,
unlike earlier proposals (e.g., Grossberg, 1994), their approach is capable of yielding the
correct representations of comparable yet non-illusory displays without ad hoc deletion of
interpolated contours (see Figure 1B in Kogo et al., 2010).
Similarly, extending their work on bipole cells, Thielscher and Neumann (2008) showed
that T-junctions could be used to infer figure-ground relations for multiple figures (not just
figure and ground) in their architecture, and more recently, Tschechne and Neumann
(2014) extended their earlier work to a full model of figure-ground segmentation. Initially,
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bipole cells, curvature and corner detectors are used to produce the consistent outline of a
shape. Then, contextual cues are used to compute border-ownership.
Taken together, current biologically-inspired approaches to image segmentation largely
concentrate on discovering boundaries in an input image and resolving figure-ground
assignment by computing border-ownership of the boundaries in an image. However, unlike
purely computer vision algorithms, these approaches are typically not tested with realistic
inputs, thus their applicability and robustness on the wide variety of natural images remains
unclear. Moreover, some models are better at segmentation but do not perform feature
interpolation and figure-ground relation computations, and vice versa, while others focus on
using second-order features but are not robust for segmentation using multiple cues, and so
on. In other words, each of them only implements several aspects of processes in mid-level
vision but the proposed mechanisms are not mutually compatible to build a unified
architecture. Could there be several basic mechanisms that could account for the majority of
the available data?
Our approach
In a nutshell, we are interested in understanding conceptually what computations could
suffice to account for the following biologically-plausible image processing strategy:
1. Region property and boundary extraction.
2. Clustering of boundary and region features into separate surfaces (segmentation).
3. Surface interpolation and depth ordering (figure-ground organization).
4. Representation refinement via recurrent loops.
Moreover, we want these computations to be sufficiently robust such that they would
apply across various features in the images and could therefore be used in the typical
computer vision setups such as deep networks.
To implement steps 1 and 2, we propose two basic mechanisms for intermediate
computations, generalizing the vast majority of approaches discussed in Section “Current
Approaches” (Figure 6):
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•

similarity statistics that compute correlations between local patches of the input, and

•

pooling that combines together highly similar (well-correlated) patches.

Figure 6. Computation of intermediate representations in the visual hierarchy. In each layer,
various features are extracted first at each location, forming a feature vector. Next, correlations are
computed in the local neighborhood between each pair of a weighted feature pair, leading to
similarity statistics (red arrows). (The optimal weights need to be learned by training the model.)
Finally, these patches are pooled together into clusters that contain similar statistics. These new
clusters are used in the next layers for the same similarity and pooling over increasingly larger
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neighborhoods. Note how the resulting intermediate representations are interpolated behind
occlusions and are ordered in depth (e.g., the tree is in front of the forest). These representations can
now be used for higher-level tasks such as categorization, attention to specific objects or interaction
with them, or for navigation. They are also rather coarse initially (e.g., trees on the right are
incorrectly lumped together), and can further be refined iteratively via feedback loops (if attention is
directed to that region). Moreover, notice that not all steps must necessarily be carried out as certain
shortcut routes (e.g., the gist computation) using simpler statistics can occur.

These two computations are implemented hierarchically, processing over increasingly
larger patches of the input image and resulting in a coarse mid-level representation of
surfaces and their properties upon the first roughly feedforward processing wave. As a result
of feature inference at multiple layers, the constructed surfaces are partially overlapping,
providing information for depth ordering at the highest stages of this architecture (step 3).
The resulting representations will be very coarse and probably inconsistent, so an iterative
refinement of these representations by reapplying similarity and pooling operations over
smaller parts of an input image is important as well (step 4; see also Wagemans et al.,
2012b). We briefly discuss the role of feedback in Section “The dynamic nature of
intermediate representations.”
Similarity estimation and pooling
Let us start by considering the output of a typical low-level computation such as edge
detection, as illustrated in Figure 5A. The red arrows in this figure show the locations and
orientations of salient edges in the image. While this is a useful description of potential
boundary positions in the image, this information does not suffice to understand the
organization of the image contents. In particular, it does not indicate which edges are likely
to define the same surface, as shown in Figure 5B. At this stage the system only knows about
separate salient edge positions, and further processing is needed to group both boundary
and textural elements into coherent surfaces.
Finding

which

edges

might

group

together

can

be

achieved

with

a

simple similarity measure, such as a correlation between two locations in an image. If the
similarity is high, the two edges might belong to the same smooth contour (since edges at
nearby locations of a smooth curve have similar orientation) or the same surface composed
of similarly oriented elements (e.g., the wood texture in Figure 4). In contrast, a low
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similarity indicates a potential discontinuity in an image, or a second-order edge, just like the
one between the ground and the object in Figure 1C.
Of course, similarity computation need not be restricted to oriented edges only and can
be applied across other properties (e.g., spatial frequency, phase bands, color) and even
across summary statistics within a local patch (e.g., mean and variance of orientation).
Notice that by incorporating multiple cues, this single computation of similarity among the
adjacent locations provides a natural approach to dealing with both boundary and textural
cues in images. In particular, wherever there is sufficient dissimilarity, textural properties are
actively used to generate boundary elements that are further used to construct full surface
boundaries.
Freeman et al. (2013) provided evidence that such similarity measures are indeed
computed early in the visual system. They constructed synthetic textures with specific
higher-order statistical dependencies, such as marginal statistics, local cross-position,
orientation, scale and adjacent-phase correlations, and demonstrated that such neurons in
primate V2 (but not V1) were particularly sensitive to these built-in statistics, suggesting that
V2 computes similarity between features. When used in textures, such summary statistics
apparently are sufficient for the synthetic generation of similar-looking textures (Portilla and
Simoncelli, 2000). When used on natural images, these statistics appear compatible with
percept in peripheral vision (Freeman and Simoncelli, 2011;Freeman et al., 2013) and can
also account for certain effects in crowding (Balas et al., 2009) and visual search (Rosenholtz
et al., 2012).
Similarity statistics alone are not sufficient, however. While they are clearly useful in
providing rich descriptions of the inputs, the number of parameters in the system increases
dramatically since these statistics are computed pairwise between many small patches.
Maintaining all these parameters does not appear to match our phenomenology where
integrated shapes or regions dominate over local fragmented interpretations. Moreover,
natural scenes contain substantial redundancy and the visual system appears to take
advantage of it via efficient coding strategies (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Simoncelli and
Olshausen, 2001; Olshausen and Field, 2004; DiCarlo and Cox, 2007). For instance,Vinje and
Gallant (2000) demonstrated that V1 neurons use a sparse encoding scheme that matches
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the sparse structure of natural scenes. Other researchers have demonstrated that sparsity
constraint leads to the development of simple and complex cells in computational models
(Olshausen and Field, 1996; Hyvärinen and Hoyer, 2000, 2001).
It thus appears that a higher-order statistic, one that would summarize similarity
statistics, is necessary. We call this computation pooling to reflect the idea that separate
units are now pooled together according to the strength of the previously computed
pairwise correlations. Computationally, such pooling operation is very simple, for example, a
single-link agglomerative clustering of patches that correlate above a certain threshold
(Coates et al., 2012) or mean-shift (Paris and Durand, 2007; Rosenholtz et al., 2009). The
threshold can be flexible (i.e., a free parameter in the model) reflecting individual
differences between participants.
While either similarity or pooling have been utilized in various formats separately by
many models, exploring the power of their combination is rare. Geisler and Super
(2000) showed that a similar similarity and pooling scheme could account for a number of
typical perceptual grouping displays. One successful demonstration of this combination on
real images was reported by Yu et al. (2014)who found that a super-pixel segmentation
followed by mean-shift clustering accounted surprisingly well for visual clutter perception. In
a notable example that such scheme can be both powerful and efficient even for practical
applications (due to parallelization), Coates et al. (2012), using K-means and agglomerative
clustering, achieved robust unsupervised learning of face features using tens of millions of
natural images.
Hierarchical similarity estimation and pooling
While it would be possible to perform similarity and pooling globally across the whole image,
such strategy would be very inefficient and probably not very accurate. Instead, we propose
that these computations are performed hierarchically, such that first similarity and pooling
are done locally, then over somewhat larger neighborhood using the newly inferred
features, and finally globally using few but rather complex features that result from these
computations at earlier stages.
The initial computation of a similarity and pooling would yield longer straight or curved
segments (Figure 7A, right). A low correlation, on the other hand, would indicate the
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presence of second-order edges that are formed between adjacent surfaces with differently
oriented elements. For example, in Figure 7B, left, there is no clear edge separating the
object from the ground since their overall luminance is quite similar, and thus segmentation
could not be done with a simple V1-like edge detection model. The desired segmentation
becomes trivial when the difference in orientation content is observed. The dominant
orientation of the object is different from that of the ground and can therefore be used to
determine a boundary between the two textures, which is indicated by the low similarity
measure (Figure 7B, right).

Figure 7. Examples of feature inference. (A) Pooling similarly-oriented features (red) result in the
inference of curved fragments (yellow). (B) In contrast, a dissimilarity between oriented features
(red) result in the inference of second-order edges (yellow) between textures.

Of course, detecting second-order edges in this fashion can also yield spurious results.
Boundary element orientation can change significantly at inflection points (i.e., junctions)
leading to low similarity measures, and yet these do not imply the presence of a secondorder edge. One solution to the problem could be to use only sharp edges for defining
boundaries, and otherwise assume that edges define textures (the insides of a surface).
Consistent with this idea, Vilankar et al. (2014)reported that edges defining an occlusion
tend to have steeper changes in contrast than non-occlusion edges (reflectance difference,
surface change, cast shadows) and that a maximum likelihood classifier could predict the
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type of edge with 83% accuracy in their database. Another possibility is that junctions are
not detected during the initial processing and only computed later when the global estimate
of the shape is already available from the higher-level areas. Consistent with this
idea, McDermott (2004) reported that participants were unable to report T-junctions using
local natural image information (small patches of image) only (but see Hansen and
Neumann, 2004; Weidenbacher and Neumann, 2009).
However, in general, the visual system is not so much interested in the features as such
but in the surfaces they define. Other cues than boundaries can therefore be important in
the local computations of which features should be combined into a single surface. As
discussed above, convexity is an important cue for border-ownership assignment. Measuring
consistency in edge polarity (where the brighter side is) can also provide information if they
are likely to belong together (Kogo and Froyen, 2014). In fact, Geisler and Perry
(2009) observed that edges with an inconsistent polarity are less likely to belong to the same
contour. Recently, it has been reported that even low-level cues, such as the sharpness of an
edge or local anisotropies in spectral power can be informative about figure-ground
organization (Ramenahalli et al., 2014; Vilankar et al., 2014).
So, at each location where a boundary element has been found or inferred, we can list all
these cues as a long vector and then compute the similarity between these vectors in the
local neighborhood. Sufficiently similar locations are then pooled together, resulting in new,
more complex features at a higher layer of this hierarchy. Now again, the similarity of these
new features over larger scales can be computed, and similar features pooled together into
even more complex features, such as parts of boundary (Brincat and Connor, 2006) or
surface patches (Yamane et al., 2008) with a complex geometry. Finally, these features are
pooled again over the entire image, producing the initial segmentation of an image into
proto-surfaces.
Neural representation of pooled units
By definition, a pooling operation combines outputs of several units and treats them as
belonging to the same group (same contour, shape, or surface). Several alternatives have
been proposed how such groups could be represented in the visual system. Perhaps the
most straightforward way to implement this representation is by having dedicated grouping
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cells. Such idea has been used in a computational model of border-ownership assignment
by Craft et al. (2007). They implemented neurons with donut-shaped receptive fields that
can pool together units lying on that donut. However, such grouping cells have yet to be
found in the visual system. It is possible however that cells with large curved receptive fields
that exist in V4 might suffice to perform the border-ownership computation (as the authors
themselves suggest on p. 4320 of their paper).
Another simple strategy is an increase of the mean neural response of units belonging to
the same group (Roelfsema et al., 2004). However, this strategy also implies that only a
single group can be maintained at a time. If another group needs to be processed, such as
when shifting attention from one object to another, the integration computation would have
to be performed again. While it may appear somewhat limiting, it should also be noted that
in many tasks, such as multiple object tracking, observers show a rather poor ability to
maintain representations of multiple groups at the same time.
A very different idea has been proposed by von der Malsburg (1981). He hypothesized
that representations are held together by synchrony in neuronal firing. Such idea, if true,
would in theory allow for multiple stable representations to co-exist in the visual system.
While such synchrony has been observed in the visual cortex (Singer and Gray, 1995), its
functional role is heavily debated, questioning whether it indeed plays a causal role in
representing groups (Roskies, 1999; Roelfsema et al., 2004).
Finally, a similar idea has been put forward by Wehr and Laurent (1996). They provided
evidence that locust's olfactory neurons fire in a certain unique temporal patterns to various
combinations of scents. For example, while an overall response to an apple and to a mint
and an apple scents might appear comparable, at a finer temporal scale differences emerge
in the number and timing of these higher frequency peaks (three peaks for the apple scent
but only two for mint and apple). In other words, each stimulus receives a unique code of
neural firing which can serve as a tag for belonging to a certain group. Importantly, just like
binary code in computers, this code can accommodate a large number of stimuli without
running into the combinatorial explosion.
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The dynamic nature of intermediate representations
The visual processing need not stop with the feedforward formation of the intermediate
representations. Probably the best we can expect at this first pass of processing is a very
coarse representation capturing the most salient aspects of the input. For example, the
initial representations may lack global consistency: it is likely that not all parts of an object
will be bound into a single entity, and there can also be errors of the bounding of parts. For
instance, the legs, body, and arms of a human body might be separate initially if there is not
enough similarity between them. As a result, these parts may also have conflicting figureground assignments, such that the body is computed to be behind a chair but the legs are in
front. If necessary for the task, a reconfiguration of these components could be formed
iteratively until a global minimum is found, resulting in a stable percept of the configuration.
For instance, the border-ownership model by Zhaoping (2005) resolves the direction of
border-ownership by iteratively computing which side is more likely to be the figural side.
The iterations are necessary because, for example, borders in concave parts of a shape might
initially have the wrong border-ownership (toward the convex side) but over several
iterations the assignment is gradually reversed since other parts of the global shape
influence the decision that the concavity should be part of the whole shape. There are also
cases where several interpretations are similarly plausible (e.g., the Necker cube or the vaseface figure; see Wagemans et al., 2012a), and thus iterative computations will lead to
continuous switches between these interpretations.
In many cases, the refinement of representations will also be necessary. In particular, the
initial representation formed in mid-level areas might only capture the gist of the input.
Details will be necessarily lost due to agglomerative pooling operations. In order to extract
finer details, representations in earlier layers can be reaccessed via feedback loops
(indicated by backward arrows in Figure 6), as conceptualized by the Reverse Hierarchy
Theory (Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002). Such feedback connections are abundant in the
primate visual cortex and have been implicated to be important for various purposes
(Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Angelucci et al., 2002; Roelfsema et al., 2010; Arall et al.,
2012). For example, intermediate representations could be used as saliency maps to direct
attention to a particular part of an image or a particular feature (Walther and Koch,
2006; Russell et al., 2014). Then irrelevant inputs would be inhibited while the relevant ones
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would receive an enhanced weight (Mihalas et al., 2011; Arall et al., 2012; Wyatte et al.,
2012), and the whole similarity and pooling computation would be repeated again. Such
approach could be particularly important for resolving complicated parts of images that
require high spatial resolution (Bullier, 2001), serial (or incremental) grouping of image
features (Roelfsema, 2006), and could play a major role in learning features from input
statistics (Roelfsema et al., 2010).
Iterative computations also provide the necessary flexibility for dealing with the
inherently hierarchical composition of scenes. Consider, for example, Figure 3B, where all
buildings could be represented by a single surface, or could be further divided into separate
surfaces for each building, or even further for each window or any other detail in the image.
Task demands, the mental state of an observer, and other factors can have a strong
influence to the percept at any given moment. Utilizing the recurrent connections, the
dynamics of the percept could be modeled in our framework by updating the pooling
threshold (Sharon et al., 2006; Ion et al., 2013).
Of course, the proposed system need not be strictly hierarchical. For certain
computations, it makes sense to have fast bypass routes (indicated by the dashed arrow at
the top of Figure 6) whenever construction of intermediate representations is too slow or
unnecessary, as could be the case for face detection where Viola and Jones' (2001) approach
proves sufficient, or for a rapid scene categorization using the gist computation (Torralba
and Oliva, 2003). Moreover, including such bypass routes naturally provides the visual
system with the flexibility to both build detailed representations gradually and also to
produce global impressions of the input statistics rapidly (Bar, 2004). The gist of the scene
can provide informative priors (category, context, memory associations, and so on) that
could guide processing and segmentation at intermediate layers (Peterson, 1994; Rao and
Ballard, 1999; Oliva and Torralba, 2007).
Finally, we want to stress that although recurrent processing can improve surface
representations and help in task performance, figure-ground segmentation does not require
it. For example, Supèr and Lamme (2007) observed that removing most of feedback
connections from higher visual areas to V1 reduced but did not abolish figure-ground
perception. In fact, Qiu et al. (2007) reported that border-ownership signals emerge pre159
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attentively, and a purely feedforward model of figure-ground segmentation has been
proposed by Supèr et al. (2010), consistent with a limited role of feedback in figure-ground
assignment process (also see Arall et al., 2012, and Kogo and van Ee, 2014, for a discussion).
Evaluating performance
The proposed architecture is meant to simulate the representations residing in mid-level
vision. Given that this is not the final stage of the visual processing, evaluating the model's
performance is not trivial. Often, models of vision are evaluated using standard object
identification or scene segmentation datasets such as the ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) or
the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSDS500; Arbeláez et al., 2011), where the goal for a
model is to produce labels or segmentations as close as possible to the correct answers
defined in that dataset. So, one simple solution for testing our architecture could be to
extend it to perform one of these tasks. In this section, however, we discuss how blindly
applying standard benchmarks can be misleading and highlight the need for good, carefully
constructed tests and datasets that would help to detect shortcomings in the model and
guide its development (Pinto et al., 2008).
First of all, there is always the question of the “ground truth.” For example, which of the
two segmentations in Figure 8A, left, is the ground truth? Both seem reasonable to a human
observer and, in fact, they have been annotated by hand, making them, by definition, not
objective. For example, smaller objects might be missing, subordinate categories might
remain not annotated, and there may even be a disagreement among raters as to what
constitutes an object and what is only a part of an object. While it is possible to step away
from human raters altogether by obtaining ground-truth data using motion and depth
information (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002), only obtaining more precise measurements is
not solving the major issue. In particular, the differences in ratings are largely driven not by
imprecise annotation of boundaries but rather reflect individual differences in how people
perceive images and what task they think they need to do. In other words, there is no
ground truth to natural images because, as we have repeatedly pointed out in this paper,
perception (and thus the definition of objects) is observer- and task-dependent. Another
pertinent example to illustrate this point are images that contain occlusions (Figure 8A,
right): What sense does it make to ask about the ground truth if it could be anything behind
this occlusion, and we will never be able to tell from the incomplete data in the image? It
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only makes sense to ask what it looks like to a particular observer, so by forcing models to
match the “ground truth,” we may in fact be pushing them to solve the wrong problem.

Figure 8. Several potential problems with image datasets. (A) Lack of ground truth (photo credits:
Sheila in Moonducks, 2010, and Camera Eye Photography, 2013). (B) Misleading influence of
semantic knowledge (image from the dataset described in Arbeláez et al., 2011). (C) What counts as
correct? (photo credit: bengt-re, 2009). (D) Black box models (photo credit: Berbezier, 2008; inspired
by Landecker et al., 2013). (E) Contextual influence. All photos are available under the Creative
Commons Attribution License.

Similarly, raters are subject to their semantic knowledge. A human figure in a yellow skirt
(Figure 8B) might be annotated as a human figure rather a body and a skirt separately. But
for a model lacking extensive semantic knowledge (or statistical co-occurrences of higherlevel entities), there is no reason why that yellow blob that happens to be a skirt could not
be an occluder, unrelated to the human (like a flying broomstick). Regardless of whether or
not the model combines the two into a single object, it does not mean that the model
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performed an incorrect initial segmentation. Thus, one needs to be very careful when
defining what a correct segmentation is for a given model. A ground truth for one model
might not be a ground truth for another.
Perhaps due to the lack of the ground truth, object localization is usually treated as
accurate if at least 50% of the box containing the object overlaps with the box proposed by
the model (Russakovsky et al., 2013). While finding the bounding box can often provide a
good first guess of an object's location, as discussed in Section “Feature interpolation,” it is
clear that this measure is far from the explicit human knowledge of the precise boundary
and location of an object (Figure 8C). As a result, a model that is performing well according
to this benchmark might be doing so in a completely different way than we expect or want.
For example, an interesting study by Landecker et al. (2013) attempted to track down which
parts of an image end up being most important for classification in hierarchical networks.
Curiously, they found that sometimes object classification decision was based on completely
irrelevant information, such as a background whose statistics happened to match certain
object characteristics (Figure 8D). Szegedy et al. (2013) provided another striking example
where they showed that in a standard deep learning setup for every image it was possible to
construct another perceptually indistinguishable image that would nevertheless be
categorized incorrectly by the same network. Similarly, analyzing top-performing models in
the Image Net Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2012, Russakovsky et al.
(2013) observed that while such models tend to provide rather accurate locations of
detected objects, their performance deteriorates significantly with more objects or clutter. If
object shapes were explicitly represented, clutter would play a much smaller role in
localization errors. Finally, Torralba and Efros (2011) showed that models trained on one
dataset often perform poorly on another dataset for the same categories of objects. What
these models are learning then remains rather questionable. (However, note that there are
also examples of models that are capable of generalizing across datasets; seeRazavian et al.,
2014.)
Finally, a model's output is extremely context dependent. For example, imagine that you
are presented with a screen with one stimulus at a top and three below, as in Figure 8E, left.
You are asked to indicate which item at the bottom matches best the one at the top. Most
people would probably choose “Q.” But now imagine the stimuli were slightly changed
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(Figure 8E, right). Most people would now go for “X.” But how would a model know that? It
should somehow take it into account that the colors of “O” and “X” match while “T” and “Q”
have some other colors and it should also know that color is more important to the visual
system than shape. In other words, it needs a lot of basic knowledge, or basic reasoning
skills, that are arguably even harder to build in the system than vision itself.
To avoid some of the listed problems, we suggest using artificially generated scenes, such
as the one in Figure 4. They can be rendered to contain many difficult features that are
abundant in natural images, including shadows, occlusions, clutter, and realistic textures.
However, unlike natural images, such scenes do have a well-defined ground truth because
they are rendered from three dimensional models. Moreover, since they lack known objects,
a good model should be completely capable of dividing an image into surfaces all on its own
with little or no mistakes. If the model fails, it is a clear indication that intermediate
representations are not being constructed properly yet.
Another possibility to evaluate model's performance is to use the extracted statistics to
synthesize new images. This approach was taken by Portilla and Simoncelli (2000) who
convincingly showed that their texture synthesis model was accurate by presenting an
original texture and synthetically generated ones using the computed statistics. Arguably,
such approach would be much trickier to implement for a synthesis of objects (Portilla and
Simoncelli's procedure fails to produce coherent objects) but then the model's performance
would be more directly observable and would point to issues where the algorithm needs an
improvement.

Limitations and conclusion
In this paper, we provided a synthesis of the classical works in psychology and recent
advances in visual neuroscience and computer vision into a single unified framework of midlevel computations. We hypothesized that two basic mechanisms, namely, similarity
estimation and pooling, implemented hierarchically and reiterated via recurrent processing,
appear to be sufficient to account for the computational goals of mid-level vision and the
available empirical data.
Admittedly, many details in the proposed framework remain speculative at this point.
While we provided the sketch of each processing stage (including the initial feature
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extraction, junction and curvature computation, region growing, border-ownership
assignment, and figure-ground organization), it remains to be seen to what extent these
computations are robust in natural image processing. Similarly, while the framework can
flexibly operate in various feature spaces, we do not propose which features in particular
should be included and how different cues could be combined. Learning the weights of these
cues is crucial if we want the proposed framework to apply for real images. One possibility is
that the proposed computations can be implemented in the standard deep learning
networks (by replacing non-linearity and normalization steps with similarity estimation, and
also performing feature inference instead of a simple filtering).
Another possibility, given that, unlike deep networks, the proposed architecture does not
require semantic knowledge to be trained, observing certain feature co-occurrences
(see Geisler, 2008, for a review) would be a simpler way to learn and adjust these weights.
Even more powerful cues would be available from dynamic or stereo-defined inputs, given
their tremendous role in bootstrapping the visual system (Ostrovsky et al., 2006, 2009)
Furthermore, we restricted the scope of our discussions to the construction of the initial
figure-ground organization briefly after stimulus onset. This choice has been motivated by
our interest to advance the idea that image segmentation and figure-ground organization
might be rapid, nearly feedforward computations. However, recurrent processing loops are
undoubtedly necessary to improve the constructed surfaces and meet task demands. We
considered several alternatives for such computations in Section “Evaluating performance,”
but the details of such top-down refinement remain to be worked out.
More than anything, this paper is our manifesto on the importance of intermediate
computations. We are calling for a reconsideration of the role of mid-level vision and
propose that implementing several basic mechanisms might provide an significant step
forward in understanding the functioning of primate visual system.
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Summary of main results
In a series of studies, we demonstrated that at least some configural information is encoded
in the ventral pathway of human visual cortex. Specifically, in Chapter 3 we showed that
configural information of simple line displays emerges in shape-selective visual areas LO and
pFs. In Chapter 5, we extended this idea by showing that these areas not only contain more
configural information than separate parts but also that they are sensitive to different
amount of regularity within configurations.
Our experiments with patient DF who lacks these shapes-selective areas (Chapter 4;
Bridge et al., 2013) further established a causal role of these shape-selective areas in
producing configural percepts. Moreover, even if such configural information existed in the
dorsal visual pathway (Xu & Chun, 2009), patient DF could not access it reliably, despite the
fact that she acquired visual agnosia more than 20 years ago when we tested her and might
have developed compensatory mechanisms to help her in everyday tasks.
To what extent are the reported effects truly configural? We argued that adding a corner
to the parts stimuli in the configural superiority experiment (Chapter 3) did not change the
amount of information that could be used for identifying the odd stimulus because the
corner was identical at all four positions. Thus, any observed advantage in the whole
condition is due to the configural information that emerged upon adding the corner.
However, while this argument is certainly valid if we consider a system that is only capable
of detecting oriented edges in an image, primate visual system is detecting more complex
features than separate lines, for example, as early as V2, corners are already detected (Ito &
Komatsu, 2004). In our experiment, the target triangle had three corners while the distractor
arrow had none, and this difference could have been sufficient to detect the target faster
than in the parts condition where no such differentiating feature was present. (Notice that
here for the sake of argument we consider corner as a feature rather than as a configural
relation between two line segments. In practice, either possibility is a viable option as
discussed in the General introduction.)
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There are several reasons though why the observed results are likely to reflect the
configural effects of the stimuli. First, the configural superiority effect does not appear to be
limited only to the cases where new features are formed. Figure 1a depicts another example
where a robust advantage of configuration has been observed (Pomerantz et al., 1977).
However, unlike before, in this example there is no simple discriminative feature that would
suffice to detect the target. Distractors differ from the target square only by a single line
segment displacement, but since there are more such line segments in the display, this
particular feature is non-discriminative. Rather, either encoding the configuration between
features is necessary or a rather specific feature detector must be available for the visual
system (that is, a filter resembling the top half of the target shape).

Figure 1. (a) Another example of the configural superiority effect and the corresponding target
detection times from Pomerantz et al. (1977). (b) An example where adding extra information only
impedes the performance even though discriminative features are available in the whole condition.

Similarly, not all new features result in the configural advantage, as illustrated in Fig. 1b
where, similar to the configural superiority display in Chapter 3, an identical corner was
added to obliquely oriented line segments, but this time the corner was attached to the
midpoint of the segment. Although a new, discriminative feature resulted from this
configuration, Pomerantz and colleagues (1977) found that the observers were in fact slower
at detecting the odd element in this display.
Finally, the experiments reported in Chapter 5 are also rather inconsistent with the
feature-based encoding account. In particular, although many stimuli in our stimulus set
shared similar features (for example, all X-junction stimuli had an X-junction), the neural
response in LOC was modulated depending on the particular configuration of the two line
segments and not on the junction type. Similarly, we did not observe any evidence for norm-
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based (or template-based) encoding where responses to the stimuli could be modeled as
coming from the neurons tuned to a single template (the “+”).
In Chapter 6, we aimed to understand what kind of configural information is relevant for
the visual system. Biederman (1987) considered that nonaccidental configurations, defined
as shape properties that do not change with a change in viewpoint, might be critical in object
recognition, and provided a large body of evidence that the visual system is indeed sensitive
to these properties, as discussed in Chapter 6. We hypothesized that computing such
nonaccidental configurations might in fact be the default computation for any visual
information, irrespective of a task. Thus, we used two-dimensional configurations of simple
line segments that did not impose recognition or three-dimensional shape reconstruction.
We reported that observers were nonetheless more sensitive to detecting nonaccidental
configurations among distractors than to physically equivalent shapes with no nonaccidental
configurations, suggesting that the visual system might detect nonaccidental configurations
prior to their three-dimensional reconstruction.
Moreover, these results suggested, very speculatively, that sensitivity to nonaccidental
configurations might emerge early in the visual information processing pipeline, perhaps
even before object recognition. This idea is also supported by the double-dissociation
between early and higher visual areas reported in Chapter 3, suggesting that at least some
configural processes might occur in a feedforward manner and therefore might be an
indispensable part of early visual processing in the visual cortex.
What computations might lead to the extraction of such configural information? As
discussed in Chapter 1, state-of-the-art computer vision models do not adequately address
this question. In an attempt to propose a simple, biologically plausible scheme of such
configuration-preserving computations, in Chapter 7 we reviewed a large body of literature
and suggested two key mechanisms operating at the early processing stages in the visual
cortex: similarity computations between features and pooling of highly similar features.
Taken together, this thesis provides evidence for configural processing in the ventral
visual pathway. Moreover, our behavioral studies support the idea that configural
information might be extracted already early on during visual processing. These observations
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culminated in a framework for the rapid computation of featural and configural information
in the visual system.

Ongoing work and future studies
Cue-invariant visual processing in rats
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Figure 2. Left: Rat performance on detecting a horizontal rectangle defined by luminance cues. Rats
achieve over 80% performance in this task in four sessions. Middle: Rat performance when the target
rectangle is defined by orientation cues. Albeit markedly slower, the rats are capable of learning to
perform this task at the 80% criterion. Right: Rat performance when local luminance cues were
gradually removed in comparison to performance on the orientation-defined stimuli (denoted as
“Textures” in the figure). The luminance cues were removed by applying a gray mask with apertures
on the stimulus in the middle panel. When the contrast of the mask was 100%, the stimulus was
identical to the one shown in the middle panel. When the contrast was 0%, only local Gabor-like
patches of the stimulus remained visible, as shown in this panel.

If the proposed mechanisms were truly basic, just like edge detection mechanisms are
thought to be the first step in visual information processing, they might be shared across
species. In a recent study, we demonstrated that rats are sensitive to differences in texture
orientation and can use them to make perceptual decisions (De Keyser et al., submitted),
consistent with the similarity computation proposed in Chapter 7. Specifically, we presented
rats with two displays, one containing a vertical rectangle, and another one containing a
horizontal rectangle, and trained them to touch the screen that had a horizontal rectangle
present. Initially, the rats were presented with luminance-defined rectangles (that is, a white
rectangle on a black background, Fig. 2, left). As expected, they quickly learned to detect the
target display. Next, we manipulated the cues that define these rectangles. For example, in
one condition, the rectangles were defined by a difference in texture orientation (Fig. 2,
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middle). Despite the minimal amount of luminance differences between the rectangles and
their backgrounds, rats could detect the target rectangle just as well as in the initial, purely
luminance-defined condition.
Finally, in an attempt to control luminance cues more precisely, we superimposed a mask
with circular apertures over the orientation-defined rectangles (Fig. 2, right). This mask
effectively removed any luminance artifacts along the boundary of the rectangles. If rats
could still detect the target under these conditions, it would indicate that, as hypothesized in
Chapter 7, they could perform a similarity computation where orientations of neighboring
patches are compared. Consistent with this prediction, rats could detect the target robustly
above chance in this condition.
Does segmentation influence rapid scene categorization?

Figure 3. Experimental design. In Exp. 1 and 2, segmentation cues were shown 300 ms prior to
stimulus onset. The cues consisted of four colored rectangles (color was used to increase their
saliency; here shown in gray even in the electronic form because the colors depended on the
experiment; see Fig. 4) and a yellow occluder (light gray strip in print), implying segmentation of the
display into two rectangles. In Exp. 3, no segmentation cues appeared before stimulus onset. Two
horizontal (depicted here) or vertical photographs from four categories appeared for 100 ms on the
screen, followed by a mask. Due to the yellow occluder, however, the participants saw just the parts
of images and were informed that there were in fact only two photographs presented. To encourage
the participants to actively try and combine the four images in the correct way, they were asked to
provide only two categories when responding. In the congruent condition, the segmentation cues
supported the correct organization of the four images into the original two photographs. In the
incongruent condition, the segmentation cues suggested the wrong organization of the screen. (Cue
and image orientation was counterbalanced.)

The proposed framework also predicts that at least some configural information could be
computed in a feedforward manner. We tested this prediction by presenting observers with
a multiple scene categorization task. Converging evidence from behavioral, neural, and
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computational investigations has led to the theory that rapid scene categorization can be
performed based on the extraction of simple, low-features (e.g. oriented edges, colors, etc.)
and does not necessarily require an organization of these features into coherent parts,
objects, or surfaces (Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Li et al., 2002). This idea is also consistent with
findings that many perceptual grouping tasks and image segmentation in general involve
computationally expensive processes requiring multiple iterations of feedback (Lamme &
Roelfsema, 2000), whereas scene categorization is assumed to be rapid and feedforward
(Thorpe et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2009). In a series of three experiments, we questioned
whether segmentation processes indeed did not play a role in the rapid scene
categorization. In particular, if categorization were only based on feature extraction, with
relations between features or objects playing only a minor role, segmentation cues should
not influence categorization accuracy. If, however, categorization was also based on the
relations between these features, misleading segmentation cues should impede
categorization performance.

Figure 4. Participant accuracy (correct response means that responses in all four quadrants are
correct). Experiment 1: Segmentation cues appeared 300 ms prior to stimuli, one red, one blue (t(9) =
5.76, p < .001). Experiment 2: Segmentation cues appeared 300 ms prior to stimuli, both red (t(9) =
4.11, p < .01). Experiment 3: Segmentation cues appeared together with the stimuli, one stimulus
was slightly red, the other was slightly blue (t(9) = 3.05, p < .05). Note that colors are more saturated
here for display purposes. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean across participants
(n = 10). The number of participants was determined a priori from a pilot experiment by conducting a
power analysis with α = .05 and power = .8.
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In each trial, we presented participants with two scenes divided into four parts, using
segmentation cues displayed for 300 ms prior to image onset (Figure 3, top). These cues
established either a congruent (supporting the correct image segmentation into two scenes)
or incongruent (pushing observers to incorrectly group scene segments) figure-ground
segmentation on the display (Fig. 3, bottom).
We found that participants were less accurate in scene categorization when incongruent
segmentation cues were presented (Figure 4), indicating that segmentation plays a role in
rapid categorization decisions. Moreover, the effect remained robust even when the cues
were presented concurrently with the images, suggesting that whilst scene categorization
might be rapid, it also interacts with equally fast mechanisms of scene segmentation.
Internal representations of rapidly perceived scenes
Our results also suggest that even with short stimuli presentations, some structure of the
scene might be extracted, in a stark contrast to most accounts of rapid visual processing
based on featural representations that assume that configural processing is too slow to be
computed in a feedforward way (Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Serre et al., 2007). Would it be
possible to tap into these representations more directly? Recently, Greene et al. (2014)
proposed a method for visualizing observer’s internal representations of natural scenes from
visual noise that matches natural scene statistics. First, participants were instructed to
imagine a particular scene, for instance, a typical street. Then, at each trial, they were
instructed to choose between two images generated from noise that matched their internal
representation better. Depending on their choices, new images were generated via a genetic
algorithm by mixing and matching previously selected scenes. Over the course of about an
hour, participants were capable of reconstructing highly idiosyncratic images that
convincingly depicted the given scene.
However, the proposed method is slow and thus unsuitable for visualizing rapidly
presented scenes. We therefore took a different approach and asked professional artists (in
their second year of drawing studies at Sint Lucas University College of Art and Design,
Antwerp) to depict these rapid representation as accurately as possible. After an extensive
training, they were briefly presented with trials containing natural scenes for 50 ms,
followed by a phase-scrambled mask, and had one minute to depict exactly what they saw.
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After each trial, they were also asked to label these scenes and objects in them. While the
analysis of this experiment is still ongoing, it is clear that, consistent with our predictions, in
many instances the artists had highly structured representations formed in 50 ms, far from
the Bag of Features idea that rapid visual perception research seems to suggest (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Several handpicked examples of low-, medium-, and high-complexity (left column) and their
depictions by artists (right column). Artists were presented with the original images for 50 ms,
followed by a mask, and had one minute to draw what they saw. The full set of drawings can be
found at http://drawgist.klab.lt. (Images are from the LabelMe database (Russell et al., 2008).)

Comparison of rapid representations between humans and machines
In the General introduction, I contrasted featural and configural processing and pointed out
that state-of-the-art object recognition models were not designed well to handle configural
information. While such deficiency might appear a consequence of their feedforward nature,
studies reported in this thesis indicate that configural processing might already be
performed at the initial stages of the visual information processing in human visual cortex.
On the other hand, it is possible that such configural effects play only a small role in the
initial object processing and that the majority of computations are dedicated to feature
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extraction. I therefore want to compare human and convolutional neural network (CNN)
ability to process this information in the rapid visual categorization task, such as detecting
whether there was an animal in a briefly presented image.
In a series of experiments, observers would be presented with a number of natural
original and manipulated photographs where features and configuration of a target object
would be systematically altered (see various possibilities in Figure 6). These experiments
would provide important clues as to what information is relevant for humans in making
rapid categorization decisions. For example, do participants detect the deer when only its
head is present (Fig. 6c)? What if the head is in the wrong configuration with the rest of the
body (Fig. 6f)?

(a) original

(b) replaced by a distractor

(c) discriminative feature only

(d) only texture

(e) change in shape

(f) change in part configuration

(g) deer behind a tree

(h) deer in front of the background

Figure 6. Various featural and configural manipulations of a natural image in (a). (Original photo
credits: Brown (2013) and pbkwee (2013); available under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0
license.)

Next, human performance would be compared to the performance of a publically
available of-the-shelf state-of-the-art CNN trained on a large set of naturalistic images, such
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as the GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2014) trained on the ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). If CNN
performance matches human accuracy, these studies will demonstrate that a genericallytrained CNN is a suitable baseline model for rapid visual perception. However, based on our
empirical and theoretical considerations, I predict a significant departure of CNNs from
human performance where configuration is drastically altered.
As a follow-up question, we can also investigate whether CNNs are capable of learning to
discriminate between configurations at all. Training a CNN of the ImageNet does not subject
it to learning the importance of a configuration because there are no negative examples in
the dataset (like those in Fig. 6c-f where some examples should not be categorized as a
deer). However, including negative examples in the training set is not a trivial task because
typically CNNs need to be trained on millions of images (Russakovsky et al., 2014) and
constructing so many negative examples by hand is simply not possible.
To bypass this problem, we may rely on training CNNs on artificial stimuli. One possibility
is to construct a dataset of images containing simple shapes (such as radial frequency
patterns) whose configurations could be precisely manipulated. However, it is unclear
whether after being trained on such a dataset the model could generalize to discriminating
configurations in naturalistic images.
Therefore, recently we started developing an automated approach to generating artificial
yet photorealistic images. We use scenes and objects created in Blender, a professional 3D
computer graphics program, to automatically produce different combinations of scenes and
objects and render them in a photorealistic way (Figure 7). In particular, this approach
provides a way to generate multiple examples of the same object from various viewpoints
and occluded to various degrees.

Figure 7. Examples of artificially generated photorealistic scenes in Blender.
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Metamers of rapid visual processing
Based on these investigations, could we determine what information is extracted in these
brief presentation tasks? One simple possibility is low-pass filtering, such that low spatial
frequency components reach higher visual areas first (Bar, 2004). Another and much more
constraining possibility is that high spatial frequency content is not discarded but rather
information is summarized as described in Chapter 7. In particular, Portilla and Simoncelli
(2000) proposed a method to summarize naturalistic textures in a couple of hundreds of
parameters, such that these textures could be regenerated back into realistically looking
textures. Curiously, Freeman and colleagues (2011, 2013) demonstrated later that visual
area V2 appears to compute these so-called summary statistics in the periphery of the visual
field.
I hypothesize that when subject to rapid visual processing constraints, the visual system
applies a similar pooling strategy where the size of pooling windows is dependent not only
on the eccentricity but also on contrast differences. Neighborhoods around strong edges are
passed on largely intact because they contain important information (the bridge and the rail
track in Figure 7). In contrast, neighborhoods without strong edges are not very informative
and thus information is summarized over a large area (sky and bushes in Figure 8).

Figure 8. Simulation of the putative dependency of the pooling window size on the edge strength
during rapid visual processing. Notice that pooling windows are only shown at several selected
locations (left panel); in reality, that are no empty spots and the windows are overlapping, resulting
in an output image where sharp edges are emphasized and other image regions smoothed out (right
panel).

We can generate stimuli using both of these ideas and compare their perception in a
simple psychophysical two alternative forced-choice paradigm. If participants fail to report a
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difference between the original and some of the manipulated versions, we will have found
the bottleneck of rapid information processing. We could then try to reduce the number of
parameters involved in generating each image to find the minimal number of parameters
sufficient to produce metamers of rapid visual perception.
Importantly, however, if successful, this study would connect for the first time the
computations occurring early on in the visual system and the resulting perception. Knowing
the first step in visual processing, it might be easier to investigate the next one, that is, how
recurrent processing changes this initial representation.
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Appendix A | From what scale of representation
does multivariate pattern analysis decode
information?
Kubilius, J., & Baeck, A. (2010). From What Scale of Representation Does Multivariate Pattern
Analysis Decode Information? J. Neurosci., 30(20), 6811–6812. doi:10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1153-10.2010

A review of Swisher et al. (2010)
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is severely limited in the extent of detail that
it can reveal. In practice, most fMRI studies investigate large areas subtending centimeters,
such as the primary visual cortex or face-selective regions. Electrophysiological recordings,
however, have demonstrated much smaller scales of organization, for example, columns
coding only for specific orientations within the primary visual cortex. These orientation
columns are substantially smaller than the conventionally available fMRI resolution of 3 × 3
mm, so it was assumed that fMRI would be insensitive to these finely spaced orientation
columns.
Nonetheless,

by

using

multivariate

analysis

techniques, Kamitani

and

Tong

(2005) demonstrated that it is possible to decode orientation information in the human
brain even with conventional fMRI resolution. These multivariate techniques combine the
information of multiple voxels (Haxby et al., 2001), thereby revealing a sensitivity to
different orientations, even though individual voxels provide only a very weak sensitivity to
this distinction. This sensitivity was argued to result from an unequal distribution of different
orientation columns within each voxel, providing a subtle bias that multivariate techniques
can exploit to discriminate between orientations [for review, see Norman et al.
(2006) or Haynes and Rees (2006)].
However, given that there are also larger scales of organization within the primary visual
cortex, such as those deriving from a preference for radial orientations (Sasaki et al., 2006)
or the overrepresentation of cardinal orientations (Furmanski and Engel, 2000), is it plausible
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to suppose that the demonstrated decoding depends on fine-scale columnar organization
rather than these larger structures? A possible role for such larger scales of organization was
suggested by the demonstration by Op de Beeck (2010) that the decoding of orientation was
unaffected by large-scale (8 mm) smoothing. If orientation decoding really depends on finescale variability in the distribution of columns, it is unclear how this signal could still be
detected when blurred via smoothing. Swisher et al. (2010) attempted to resolve this
question regarding the scale of representation that contributes to a successful orientation
classification by testing classification performance with high-resolution fMRI in cats (9.4 T)
and humans (7 T) who viewed oriented gratings. In the fMRI data, the authors considered
classification performance by applying high- or low-pass spatial filters, enabling them to
determine the contribution of different spatial scales to successful multivariate classification
analysis.
On one level, the results of Swisher et al. (2010) are clear: when scanning at very high
spatial resolution, both human and cat orientation decoding performance appear to depend
on a small, millimeter scale of organization. In particular, the authors found that including all
spatial scales up to 1.2 mm in cats and 4–5 mm in humans results in a saturation point,
beyond which adding even larger spatial scales does not improve multivariate pattern
classification [Swisher et al. (2010), their Fig. 1B and Fig. 2B, red lines]. This result therefore
rules out the possibility that orientation decoding relies on larger scales of organization in
this case and suggests that the critical information for classification performance is included
within these millimeter scales of activation. There are, of course, large-scale orientation
maps present as well, such as radial bias and differential sensitivity to cardinal versus oblique
orientations, but, crucially, the authors show that these organizations only manifested at a
centimeter scale and were undetected at the fine scales where successful orientation
decoding was achieved. These large-scale maps could be decoded when no fine-scale
information was present, but this decoding ability increased as more of this fine-scale
information was included [Swisher et al. (2010), their Fig. 1B and Fig. 2B, blue lines].
Thus, Swisher et al. (2010) successfully demonstrated that orientation columns can, in
principle, contribute to multivariate orientation decoding. However, as the authors suggest,
this evidence should not be taken as a confirmation that decoding necessarily results from
columns. To illustrate this point, consider the fact that even at scales substantially larger
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than orientation columns (greater than a few millimeters), the decoding performance
remains significantly above chance. It is possible that there is some information of
orientation columns remaining at these scales, which enables successful decoding. But it is
also possible that such decoding results from some millimeter-scale organization, based on
some local orientation grouping. Indeed, several alternatives have already been described in
the literature, including pinwheel organization at ∼1.5–2 mm and a relationship between
the ocular dominance columns and the orientation columns (Yacoub et al., 2008). In fact,
other scales of organization might also be present, yet unknown at this point. Therefore,
understanding the levels of orientation column organization and its strength might be
interesting not only for the field of multivariate pattern analysis, but also in a broader
context of investigating the organizational principles underlying the primary visual cortex.
Potentially, such scales of organization could be observed in spatial autocorrelations of the
orientation map data. Consider, for example, supplementary Figure 2 in Yacoub et al. (2008),
where such autocorrelation reveals a curious increase at the scale of 1.5 mm (as compared
to shuffled maps), presumably indicating some columnar grouping at a few millimeter scale.
At different scanning resolution, these millimeter scales might become more important for
decoding than the columns themselves.
A comparison study between the present results and the commonly used 3 × 3 mm
resolution scanning could address these questions. Although Swisher et al. (2010) found
orientation columns to contribute most to the decoding at 1 × 1 mm resolution, this result
might not generalize to lower-resolution scans. In particular, at lower resolutions fine spatial
frequency signals are greatly diminished, while millimeter-scale organization might become
more prominent. Thus, at this lower resolution (typically used in decoding studies), the
decoding might actually reflect ways in which orientation columns are organized in groups
rather than inhomogeneous biases in columnar placement. Swisher et al. (2010) provide
data consistent with this possibility when reanalyzing Kamitani and Tong's (2005) original
data (collected at a conventional 3 × 3 mm resolution), in which large amounts of smoothing
diminished classification performance only slightly, as if there was a stronger influence of
larger-scale maps. A comparison of classification performance of the data collected at a
lower resolution and smoothed data of high-resolution data on the same subjects could
clarify this issue. If similar levels of organization are used in decoding orientation, both cases
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should elicit similar classification performance. Such results would be a strong indication that
even in conventional fMRI, orientation decoding is closely linked to columnar organization
and not millimeter-scale maps. However, until this evidence is obtained, at a conventional
resolution orientation decoding can only be regarded as related to any organization from
subvoxel-size columns to local groupings of a few millimeters.
Another possibility for addressing this question stems from the observation by Swisher et
al. (2010) of a correspondence between the average distance of columns with a similar
orientation preference and the saturation point in cats. The saturation point reflects the
stage at which adding even larger-scale information stops contributing to increased
classification performance, which is achieved at 1.2–1.4 mm for cats [Swisher et al. (2010),
their Fig. 1B]. If column-level structures really underpin classification performance, there
should be a link between a saturation point and a column size. While for cats this notion is
intuitive, as an average orientation column size matched the saturation point, it is less
obvious for humans, where the saturation point was ∼4–5 mm (much greater than the
average spacing of columns). There are many reasons for such a difference, for example, the
increased head motion in humans (compared to anesthetized cats) or different voxel sizes
used (0.3125 × 0.3125 mm in cats, and 1 × 1 mm in humans), since noise will be diminished
more rapidly when adding together information from smaller voxels, resulting in earlier
saturation. On the other hand, the difference could in fact reflect millimeter-scale
organization, and not columns, contributing mostly to the decoding. So if the orientation
columns were indeed underlying decoding performance in this case, in principle, such a
relationship would be reflected in correlations between the observed individual differences
in column size (Yacoub et al., 2008) and individual differences in the saturation point.
In summary, the observation that orientation decoding could be achieved by multivariate
techniques within the primary visual cortex was originally assumed to reflect sensitivity to
random biases in the placement of different orientation columns. However, the existence of
larger scales of organization in the primary visual cortex suggested another scale of
organization that could underpin successful decoding. Swisher et al. (2010) provide an
important advance on this debate by demonstrating that, although such larger scales of
organization exist, they do not contribute to classification performance. Challenges lie ahead
in trying to dissociate the source of such information between subvoxel scale (columns) and
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millimeter-scale (local clusters of columns) organization. We have highlighted several steps
that could be taken to further our understanding of the scale of organization exploited with
conventional fMRI resolutions. In particular, we proposed several ways to test the possibility
that there may exist scales of organization smaller than the cardinal and radial bias ruled out
by the reviewed paper that might reflect some means by which columns are organized to
group together.
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Appendix B | A framework for streamlining
research workflow in neuroscience and
psychology

Successful accumulation of knowledge is critically dependent on the ability to
verify and replicate every part of scientific conduct. However, such principles are
difficult to enact when researchers continue to resort on ad-hoc workflows and
with poorly maintained code base. In this paper I examine the needs of
neuroscience and psychology community, and introduce psychopy_ext, a
unifying framework that seamlessly integrates popular experiment building,
analysis and manuscript preparation tools by choosing reasonable defaults and
implementing relatively rigid patterns of workflow. This structure allows for
automation of multiple tasks, such as generated user interfaces, unit testing,
control analyses of stimuli, single-command access to descriptive statistics, and
publication quality plotting. Taken together, psychopy_ext opens an exciting
possibility for a faster, more robust code development and collaboration for
researchers.

Kubilius, J. (2014). A framework for streamlining research workflow in neuroscience and psychology.
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Introduction
In recent years, Python and its scientific packages emerged as a promising platform for
researchers in neuroscience and psychology, including PsychoPy for running experiments
(Peirce, 2007, 2009), pandas1 and statsmodels2 for data analysis, PyMVPA (Hanke et al.,
2009) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for machine learning data analyses,
and NeuroDebian (Halchenko and Hanke, 2012) as an overarching platform providing an easy
deployment of these tools. Together, these tools are increasingly opening possibilities for
development, sharing and building upon experimental and analysis code.
However, with most software focusing on facilitation of the various parts of scientific
routine, up till very recently there were few if any options to directly foster the key
principles of science, namely, transparency and reproducibility. Even with an increasing
interest in Open Science, it is very infrequent that a researcher publishes the entire log of
her work that would allow for a perfect reproduction of each and every step of that work. In
fact, while open access to publications is largely perceived as desired, open sourcing
experiment and analysis code is often ignored or met with a grain of skepticism, and for a
good reason: many publications would be difficult to reproduce from start to end given
typically poor coding skills, lack of version control habits, and the prevalence of manual
implementation of many tasks (such as statistical analyses or plotting) in neuroscience and
psychology (Ince et al., 2012). As many practicing scientists know, organizing different
research stages together into a clean working copy is a time-consuming and thankless job in
the publish-or-perish merit system. Yet these tendencies are troubling because lacking
software engineering skills, researchers are more likely to produce poor quality code, and in
the absence of code sharing, errors are hard to detect (Joppa et al., 2013), leading to
reproducible research in theory but not in practice.
I argue that the primary reason of such irreproducible research is the lack of tools that
would seamlessly enact good coding and sharing standards. Here I examine the needs of
neuroscience and psychology community and develop a framework tailored to address these
needs.

To

implement

these

ideas,

I

introduce

a

Python

package

called psychopy_ext (http://psychopy_ext.klab.lt) that ties together existing Python packages
for project organization, creation of experiments, behavioral, functional magnetic resonance
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imaging (fMRI) and stimulus analyses, and pretty publication quality plotting in a unified and
relatively rigid interface. Unlike PsychoPy, PyMVPA, pandas, or matplotlibthat are very
flexible and support multiple options to suit everyone's needs, the underlying philosophy
of psychopy_ext is to act as the glue at a higher level of operation by choosing reasonable
defaults for these packages and providing patterns for common tasks with a minimal user
intervention. More specifically, it provides extensive and well-structured wrappers to these
packages such that interaction between them becomes seamless.

Design
Philosophy
The overarching philosophical stance taken in psychopy_ext can be summarized in the
following manner: Tools must act clever. This statement implies several design choices for a
software package:
1. Reasonable defaults. When a package is designed with the idea that it must act
clever, reasonable expectations from an end user can be matched. Unfortunately,
many packages lack this quality. For example, while matplotlib excels in producing
plots, by default it lacks publication-quality polish which is a reasonable expectation
from a user.
2. Minimal user intervention (top-down principle). A package should be capable of
producing a working end product with little effort on a user's part. Importantly,
various components in the workflow should be aware of each other and able to
transfer information.
3. Intuitive interface. A user should not struggle to grasp how to perform a certain task.
Rather, as explained in PEP 203, “There should be one—and preferably only one—
obvious way to do it.”
4. Encourage good habits. In Python, code layout is not left up to a user—it is part of
language specification, resulting in inherently highly readable code as compared to
other programming languages. Similarly, I maintain that software should be clever
enough to encourage or even require using such habits by design.
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Implementation
The aim of psychopy_ext is to streamline a typical workflow in psychology and neuroscience
research that is depicted in Figure 1. In particular, an ideal tool should:
1. Streamline as many workflow steps as possible (“be clever”).
2. Seamlessly tie together these workflow steps.
3. Facilitate reproducibility of the entire workflow.

Figure 1. A typical research workflow in neuroscience and psychology. For each task, modules
from psychopy_ext that streamline the particular task are listed. Figure adapted from Kubilius (2013).

To reach this goal, psychopy_ext aims to abstract common routines encountered in a
typical research cycle, and wrap relevant existing packages in the format that makes them
easily available to an end-user. By adhering to the design philosophy explained above, the
goal is to anticipate common user's needs and provide a “magic” (or “all taken care of”)
experience. This goal is achieved by employing several means.
First of all, psychopy_ext makes many choices for a user. For example, while there are
many formats to store data collected during an experiment, only several of them facilitate
sharing (White et al., 2013). Thus, unlike many other packages, psychopy_ext imposes that
data is saved solely to a comma-delimited.csv file in the long format, which is versatile and
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widely adopted, and it does not support exporting to tab-delimited or Microsoft Excel's
xsl/xslx files which can be potentially problematic (White et al., 2013). Such consistency in
data output structure both improves project organization and significantly simplifies
functions that use this data.
Moreover, psychopy_ext has a large number of built-in functions that ensure that an
experiment or an analysis can be up and running with minimal effort on the user part. Very
few things have to be specified by a user to generate working experiments, control stimuli,
or produce nice looking plots. Importantly, unit testing and version control are built-in
features of psychopy_ext, gently encouraging a user to embrace good programming
practices. Similarly, access to simple image processing models is provided, allowing
researchers to quickly rule out potential confounds in their stimuli prior to conducting a
study and resulting in better controlled research paradigms.
Finally, psychopy_ext strives to integrate well with Python in order to improve coding
habits. In my experience, experiments are often understood and coded as a sequence of
commands. However, this intuitive model quickly breaks when more sophisticated routines
and reuse of parts of code are necessary, resulting in a poor codebase organization overall.
Therefore, in psychopy_ext experiments and analyses are defined as classes with their
methods intended for a single task only. Such design subjects users to learn and actively
benefit from object-oriented programming (OOP) and modularity. Moreover, the code
automatically becomes more readable.
While adopting a particular workflow might induce a steep learning curve, I maintain that
common templates facilitate code clarity, comprehension, and reproducibility (Wilson et al.,
2012). In fact, multiple automations featured in psychopy_ext are solely possible due to this
rigid structure. On the other hand, introducing such templates does not impede flexibility
because in the OOP approach a user is free to customize everything to her own needs.

Technical details
Scope and audience
Psychopy_ext is a Python package that wraps together other Python tools for streamlining
research, including PsychoPy, pandas, matplotlib, and pymvpa2. As such, it is not a
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standalone tool; rather a user is expected to have Python with relevant dependencies
installed (which is the case for PsychoPy users that psychopy_ext is directly targeted to).
Moreover, users are expected to be at least somewhat familiar with OOP
as psychopy_ext takes an extensive advantage of it.
Dependencies
Psychopy_ext depends on PsychoPy4 (version 1.70+) and pandas5 (version 0.12+), both of
which are provided by the Standalone PsychoPy distribution. To benefit from automatic
docstring

conversion

to

instruction

displays

during

experiments, docutils6 is

required. Seaborn7 (version 0.1+) is also highly recommended for extremely beautiful plots
(otherwise

it

defaults

to

good-enough

pandas parameters).

For

fMRI

analyses, pymvpa28 (version 2.0+) and nibabel9 are required.
Installation
Psychopy_ext is part of the Standalone PsychoPy distribution. Inexperienced users are
encouraged to obtain it by downloading this distribution because it comes packaged
with psychopy_ext dependencies as well as a number of other scientific packages. More
advanced users can install psychopy_ext using the standard pip installation procedure (pip
install psychopy_ext) provided they have dependencies already installed. However, for
maximal

flexibility

users

are

encouraged

to

download

the

source

package

of psychopy_ext and place it together their experiment projects without ever installing it.
Documentation
Psychopy_ext provides an extensive user manual and a growing list of demos, including
behavioral and fMRI experiments, single and multiple task experiments, and fixed length and
adaptive (staircase) paradigms.
Creating your own project
The easiest way to get started on psychopy_ext is to copy the entire demos folder, choose a
demo most closely resembling user's paradigm, and adjust it accordingly.
License
Psychopy_ext is distributed under GNU General Public License v3 or later10.
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Stability
Psychopy_ext has been 4 years in development and has reached a stable core architecture
with the current release of version 0.5. It is included in the Standalone PsychoPy distribution
since version 1.79. All modules in the package except for fmri (which is provided as
a beta version) are automatically tested with unit tests.

Overview of currently available tools
Below I evaluate currently available tools using these criteria and highlight
where psychopy_ext could be used to provide a better user experience in the context of
psychology and neuroscience.
Streamlining within package
Most currently available tools for researchers excel at providing building blocks for specific
tasks but typically lack standard routines (or templates) to easily integrate these blocks
together. For example, creating a Gabor stimulus in PsychoPy is simple and achieved by
calling a single command. However, a real experiment is never limited to a mere
presentation of a stimulus but rather consists of a series of manipulations on these primitive
building blocks. Crucially, however, many of these manipulations are not pre-defined
in PsychoPy. For instance, instructions are usually shown at the beginning of the experiment,
trials consist of showing several stimuli in a row (e.g., fixation, stimulus, fixation, and
recoding participant's response), data and runtime logs are recorded to data files, yet none
of these steps have the same single command access as the Gabor patch.
Presumably, such limitation is not a shortcoming but rather the wide-spread philosophy
that each experiment might require a different approach and a user should be free to
combine building blocks for a particular task at hand. However, as illustrated above, upon
imposing certain assumptions even complex workflows can often be abstracted and thus
streamlined to a large extent, in effect requiring only minimal customization on the user
part.
Many other packages used by researchers suffer from a similar limitation. For example,
while matplotlib can quickly produce plots, with default settings they are rather unappealing
and a lot of handiwork is required each time to prepare figures for publication. It is possible
that publishable quality is not the major goal of matplotlib or, similarly to PsychoPy,
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requirements

for

figures

might

be

thought

to

vary

case-by-case.

However,

as seaborn successfully demonstrates, pretty publication quality plots can be made even for
complex analyses by default, and it is therefore incorporated in psychopy_ext.
Integration across packages
Most currently available tools for researchers address only a single step of the typical
workflow depicted in Figure 1. For example, PyMVPA and pandas are powerful libraries for
data analysis but they make little or no assumptions how data was obtained and what its
structure could be. Lack of such assumptions make these tools very flexible and applicable to
nearly all contexts but, unfortunately, at a cost of users having to connect separate workflow
steps manually.
Consider, for example, pandas' generic Split-Apply-Combine routine which allows users to
split data into groups according to a certain criterion, then apply a function to each of those
groups, and combine the results into a new data structure. Such routine is clearly useful for
data analysis in general. However, many psychologists will end up using this routine to
compute average response time or accuracy among participants. With the existing SplitApply-Combine routine it would be somewhat tedious to implement this computation, but
given the ubiquity of it a researcher can rightfully expect it to be available out of the box.
However, pandas is not specialized for neuroscience and thus cannot provide such function.
Similarly, PsychoPy, the leading Python package for designing and coding experiments,
currently does not provide an interface for conducting data analysis either.
To the best of my knowledge, there are no tools currently that would directly connect
experiments, analyses, and simulations. However, there have been several attempts to
better integrate research workflow. One notable effort in neuroscience community is
the NeuroDebian project (Halchenko and Hanke, 2012) that provides a platform with many
tools used by neuroscientists available with a single installation command. Since the entire
operating system and packages can be wrapped in a Virtual Machine, this project provides a
viable solution to a difficult problem of sharing the entire research workflow in such a way
that anybody would be guaranteed to be able to run the project.
Alternative solutions include research-oriented workflow management systems such as
VisTrails11, Taverna12, Galaxy13, and ActivePapers14 that link separate workflow components
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together into one. These systems are very powerful and versatile yet might be too elaborate
for the typically modest workflows that neuroscientists and psychologists share. Moreover, a
user nonetheless has to implement many types of communication between nodes in the
workflow manually.
There are also a number of tools that integrate analysis output with manuscript
production. Most notably, Sweave and knitr are popular packages for dynamic report
generation that enable embedding R code outputs into text documents (see Open Science
Paper15 and Wallis

et

al.16, 2014,

for

examples

of

usage

in

research).

A

similar Python implementation of Sweave is available via Pweave. There are also a number of
alternatives for incorporating text into Python code, such as IPython Notebook (Perez and
Granger, 2007), pylit17, pyreport18, or for incorporating Python code into LaTeX documents
(pythonTeX19), as well as language-independent solutions like dexy.it20. However, it is not
clear at the moment which of these approaches will be adopted by the community at large,
but in the future one of these packages could also be integrated in the psychopy_ext
framework.
Reproducibility
Research output should be completely reproducible. However, in practice, this is often not
the case. Researchers often fail to organize their code base and analyses outputs, do not
keep track of changes, neglect to comment code, and usually complete a number of steps in
their workflow manually, which make an exact reproduction of output hardly possible even
for the original author. Unfortunately, few efforts have been put forward to address these
issues.
One simple way to improve reproducibility is provided by version control systems such
as git or Mercurial (hg). These systems document changes in code, potentially allowing going
back and inspecting parameters that produced a particular output. A similar but somewhat
more focused towards research approach is implemented in the Sumatra package (Davison,
2012). Sumatra is meant for keeping records of parameters in projects based on numerical
simulations. It keeps a record of parameters used at each execution, and also allows
providing comments about simulations, link to data files and so on. Both version control
systems and Sumatra can significantly increase organization and transparency. However, due
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to their relative complexity and a requirement of a special commitment from a researcher to
maintain a log of activity, such systems are not widely adopted by researchers in the field.
Arguably, such tools would work best if they were implemented to work implicitly, which is
the approach that psychopy_ext enacts. Moreover, reproducibility is usually poor due to lack
of instructions how to reproduce given results and what parameters should be used rather
than because of a mere lack of code history. An ideal tool should therefore encourage code
documentation and overall organization.
Conclusion
Overall, a number of excellent specialized Python packages are available to researchers
today yet there does not appear to be a package that would match the three criteria I
proposed for an “ideal” tool. Current tools largely do not provide a top-down approach to a
typical scientific routine. In particular, the entire workflow should be possible to run largely
automatically with only an occasional user intervention where customization to particular
needs (such as defining stimuli or selecting analysis conditions) is necessary.

Psychopy_ext components
Overview
Psychopy_ext is

composed

of

six

largely

distinct

modules:

user

interface

(extends argparse and psychopy.gui), experiment creation (extends PsychoPy), (generic) data
analysis (extends pandas), fMRI data analysis (extends pymvpa2), modeling and plotting
(extends matplotlib). The modules easily combine together in order to streamline user's
workflow (Figure 1).
Project structure
Psychopy_ext assumes the position that all project-related materials must reside together,
organized in a rigid and consistent folder and file naming structure (Figure 2). Data and other
output files are stored in separate folders for each study, all of which reside in the Project
folder (unless specified otherwise). Such organization already improves researcher's habits
with no extra effort and significantly facilitates collaboration and reproducibility.
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Figure 2. A recommended project structure.

A Project is assumed to consist of multiple Studies, each defined by a separate Python
script (Figure 3). A Study consists of experiment, analysis, simulation, and any other userdefined classes. Any non-private methods defined by these classes (such as running the
experiment, displaying all stimuli, plotting average response times and so on) can be called
via GUI or a command-line interface (see User interfaces). It is also possible to limit callable
methods by providing actions keyword to the class constructor.

Figure 3. A typical project structure. A project is composed of one or more studies that are defined
in separate scripts, and each of them can have experiment, analysis, simulation, or fMRI analysis
classes defined. Experiments can have one or more tasks (like a training paradigm and then testing
performance), that can be further subdivided into smaller blocks, providing short pauses in between
the blocks. Each block has a list of trials that are composed of a list of events. For fMRI analyses,
computations occur per participant per ROI.

All these scripts are not meant to be called directly. Rather, a single file, run.py, is used in
order to provide a unified interface. Running this file will open a GUI where a user can
choose which study to run and what parameters to use, or parameters can be passed
directly via a command-line interface. Finally, parameters specific to particular setups, such
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as monitor sizes and distances, can be specified in computer.py file, providing a seamless
functioning across multiple machines.
User interfaces
To facilitate the goal of unifying all research steps, psychopy_exp module ui automatically
generates command-line (CLI) and graphic user interfaces (GUI) from user's code. It scrapes
through all scripts (using Python's inspect module) seeking for non-private classes and
functions,

and

extracts

initialization

parameter

values

stored

in

a name, info and rp variables. A name is used as an alias in CLI to call that class. info is a
concept inherited from PsychoPy's extraInfo and is defined as a dictionary of (key,
value) pairs of information that a user wants to later save in an output file (e.g., participant
ID). Finally, rp define parameters that will not be saved in the output but control how a script
runs. For example, they could control whether output files are saved or not, whether unit
tests should be performed and so on. A number of standard rp options are already built-in
(see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Graphical user interface (GUI). Psychopy_ext converts info and rpparameters found in the
class definition of an experiment or an analysis into GUI widgets, and methods into buttons. Note
that this GUI is completely automatically generated from a class definition and does not require user
intervention.

When run.py file is called, a GUI is generated using these parameters (Figure 4). A GUI is a
wxPython app where different studies are presented in a wx.Listbook, and each task (running
the experiment or performing analyses) is nested in its tabs as a wx.Notebook with input
fields generated from info and rp (note different widgets for different input types) and
buttons created for available actions (e.g., plot response time data or plot accuracy). As
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such, psychopy_ext significantly extends PsychoPy's functionality where only a simple dialog
box is available via its gui module.
Most users will benefit from the automatically generated GUI for a number of reasons.
First, running and rerunning experiments or analyses while manipulating various parameters
becomes much easier, merely a matter of ticking the right boxes and clicking buttons rather
than editing source code every time. Moreover, when a button is pressed, a new subprocess
is initiated to run a particular task. Thus, a user can keep the GUI open and continue
changing and rerunning the code with the same parameters, which greatly speeds up
development. Finally, rerunning the project becomes much easier for other researchers.
Some users will also appreciate a powerful CLI for running tasks. CLI allows users to call
required tasks directly without the intermediate GUI step. It uses syntax comparable to
Python's argparse with a difference that positional arguments (script, class and function
names) are before optional arguments, for example (also see Figure 3):
python run.py main exp run ––subjid subj_01 ––no_output

If no arguments are provided (i.e., python run.py), a GUI is generated instead.
Note that using Python's default argparse would be considerably less convenient as one
would have to manually update argparse definitions every time a new option or function is
introduced to a class.
Moreover, it is important to understand that such user interfaces would not otherwise be
possible if a particular code structure were not imposed by psychopy_ext. In order to be able
to use an interface, a user is forced to organized her code into classes and functions, and
immediately choose which parameters can be manipulated by a user. Such organization
brings significant clarity to the code (variables are not scattered around the code) and
teaches a user the benefits of OOP. Moreover, reproducibility is inherently built in the code
and does not require any special preparation before publishing. In fact, the significant time
investment in preparing code for public is often cited as one of the reasons researchers do
not publish their code by default (Barnes, 2010), thus psychopy_ext might help to alter this
tendency.
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Running experiments
The experiment module exp provides a basic template and multiple common functions for
presenting stimuli on a screen and collecting responses. An experiment is created by
defining a class that inherits from the Experiment class, thus gently introducing the concept
of inheritance. This may be somewhat unusual to many users used to linear experimental
scripts but the advantage is that a number of functions can readily be used from the parent
class or overridden if necessary. Only stimulus definition, trial structure, and trial list creation
are always defined in the child class (see Figure 5; Listing 1). Again, a good practice of
modularity becomes natural in this setting.

Figure 5. A typical experiment and analysis structure. A user executes run.py file either without any
arguments (resulting in a GUI) or with them (as shown in this example). Then, relevant scripts
(brown), classes (purple) and methods (black) are found and performed. A minimal structure of the
script is depicted in the lower panel. The user only has to specify stimuli, trial structure, and the list
of trials for experiment, and an analysis method for analysis.
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import pandas
from psychopy import visual
from psychopy_ext import exp
import computer
PATHS = exp.set_paths('exp1', computer)

# where data should be stored

class Exp1(exp.Experiment):
"""
Instructions (in reST format)
=============================
**Hit 'j'** to advance to the next trial, *Left-Shift+Esc* to exit.
"""
def __init__(self,
name='exp',
info=exp.OrderedDict([('subjid', 'exp1_'),
('session', 1)]),
rp=None,
actions='run'):
super(Exp1, self).__init__(name=name, info=info,
rp=rp, actions=actions,
paths=PATHS, computer=computer)
# user-defined parameters
self.ntrials = 8
self.stimsize = 2 # in deg
def create_stimuli(self):
"""Define your stimuli here, store them in self.s
"""
self.create_fixation()
self.s = {}
self.s['fix']= self.fixation
self.s['stim'] = visual.GratingStim(self.win, mask='gauss',
size=self.stimsize)
def create_trial(self):
"""Define trial composition
"""
self.trial = [exp.Event(self,
dur=.200, # in seconds
display=[self.s['stim'], self.s['fix']],
func=self.idle_event),
exp.Event(self,
dur=0,
display=self.s['fix'],
func=self.wait_until_response)]
def create_exp_plan(self):
"""Define each trial properties. The experiment will go over the
self.exp_plan list and present trials one by one.
"""
exp_plan = []
for trialno in range(self.ntrials):
exp_plan.append(OrderedDict([
('trialno', trialno),
('onset', ''), # empty ones will be filled up
('dur', ''),
# during runtime
('corr_resp', 1),
('subj_resp', ''),
('accuracy', ''),
('rt', '') ]))
self.exp_plan = exp_plan

Listing 1. The simplest fully functional experiment (with data and log files generated) that shows
eight trials of Gabor grating and waits for response in between them.
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Listing 1 shows how to create a simple experiment in psychopy_ext consisting of a single
task only. To have more than one task (e.g., first training on a particular set of stimuli and
then testing performance), multiple Task classes (inheriting from the exp.Task class) can be
defined separately with the same basic structure as demonstrated above (see Figure 3). The
tasks should be stored in a self.tasks variable in the main Experiment class, which would
then call each task one by one during the runtime. Each Task can further be divided into
Blocks with short pauses in between by defining a self.blockcol variable that refers to a
particular column in self.exp_plan variable where block number is stored. Blocks consist
of Trials that consist of Events (e.g., show a fixation, show a stimulus, show a fixation and
wait for response). The flow of these components is handled by the exp module; a user is
required to only define these structures (though a deeper customization is a matter of
overriding the default methods, of course). Experiment, Task, and Block classes
have before and after methods that allow to customize what happens just before and right
after each of them are executed. These methods are typically useful to define instruction or
feedback displays between tasks.
Beyond streamlining experiment creation, the Experiment and Task classes offer several
methods to address typical researcher needs. First, every experiment inherited from these
classes has a built-in automatic running functionality which allows users to quickly go
through the entire experiment, in the essence acting as unit testing. Moreover, keyboard
input is simulated such that responses could be collected and analyzed. A user can even
define simulated responses such that they would match the expected outcome of the
experiment. Such manipulation is especially handy when a novel analysis technique is used
and the user is not confident that it was implemented correctly. Together, this function
enables users to quickly verify that both experimental and analysis code are working
properly prior to collecting any data.
The Experiment class also simplifies study registration and data collection processes by
integrating with version control systems git and Mercurial (hg). If an appropriate flag is
selected, at the end of experiment new data and log files are committed and pushed to a
remote repository. Therefore, this feature allows an automatic data sharing among
collaborators, creates an instant backup, and prevents users from tampering with raw data.
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Data analysis and plotting
Data analysis (stats) and plotting (plot) modules aim to simplify basic data analysis and
plotting. The stats module tailors pandas functionality for typical analysis patterns in
neuroscience and psychological research. In particular, it provides the aggregate function
which splits data into groups according to a certain criterion (e.g., a participant ID) and
applies a requested function to each group (an average, by default), returning
a pandas.DataFrame. For example, to aggregate response times for each participant
separately and then plot averaged data in two subplots (per session) with three levels on the
x-axis and two conditions in different colors with error bars (Figure 6, bar plot), the following
command is used:
agg = stats.aggregate(df, rows='levels',
subplots='subplots', cols='cond',
yerr='subjID', values='rt')

This results in a DataFrame with subplot, level, and condition labels its index, and an
average per participant (as specified by yerr keyword) in columns.

Figure 6. Plots generated by the plot module. Left panel: bar plot, line plot, and scatter plot; right
panel: bean plot (Kampstra, 2008) and matrix plot. The pretty color scheme is applied by default and
subplot layout, tick spacing, labels and other plot properties are inferred from the original data
without any manual input. *p < 0.05, **p< 0.01.
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The agg variable can be directly used for plotting, vastly simplifying and improving
plotting experience:
plt = plot.Plot()
agg = plt.plot(agg, kind='bar')
plt.show()

On top of plotting data, the plot function also:
•

creates the required number of subplots

•

formats and labels axes

•

formats legend

•

draws error bars

•

for line and bar plots, performs a t-test (either one-sample or two-samples) and
displays results with one or more stars above

•

chooses pretty color and layout options reminiscent of R's ggplot2 using seaborn,
or pandas default color scheme if seaborn is not available.

Observe that the resulting plot is immediately correctly formatted because
the aggregate function recorded data layout information in the index and column names.
Moreover, in many cases it has enough information (labels, error bars) and polish for
publication, in part thanks to seaborn package. (In future releases, a tighter integration
with seaborn is planned.)
Also note that plotting module takes a slightly different approach from matplotlib by
requiring to initialize the Plot() class for each plot. Due to this change, it becomes possible to
easily and automatically create figures with multiple subplots. For example, a subplot does
not need to be created prior to plotting; it is automatically created upon the next call of
the plot function.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analysis
Preprocessing of functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) data has become mainstream as a
result of a number of robust and free analysis tools, such as SPM (Ashburner and Friston,
2005), FreeSurfer21, or AFNI (Cox, 1996). More recently, multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA)
has become available to many researchers thanks to packages such as PyMVPA (Hanke et al.,
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2009). However, similar to stimulus presentation packages, many free fMRI analysis tools
lack standard “plug-and-play” routines that would allow users to carry out data analysis
automatically. For example, setting up a generic routine in PyMVPA that would go over all
participants, extract relevant regions of interest (ROIs), perform and plot correlational or
support vector machine (SVM) analysis is not possible because researchers usually have their
own preferred workflows.
However, in psychopy_ext this goal becomes viable due to a well-controlled data
structure. The fmri module consists of the Preproc and the Analysis classes that only require
relevant participant ID's and ROIs to be specified to carry out analyses in full.
The Preproc class generates batch scripts to compute beta- or t-values using Statistical
Parametric Mapping toolbox (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). In future releases, this
functionality could be extended to automate the entire preprocessing workflow
using Nipype (Gorgolewski et al., 2011) or Lyman22 packages. The Analysis class uses
preprocessed data to display regions of interest, plot changes in the fMRI signal intensity and
perform univariate (BOLD signal averages for each condition) and multivariate (MVPA)
analyses (however, group analyses are not implemented).
For MVPA analyses, two most popular analysis approaches, namely, correlational and
SVM analyses, are provided. Both are implemented in a similar fashion. First, data is
normalized for each run by subtracting the mean across conditions per voxel (for
correlational analyses) or across voxels per condition (for SVM analyses; Kubilius et al.,
2011). Next, data is divided in two halves (for correlations) or into roughly 75% of training
data (to train the SVM) and 25% of test data (to test the SVM performance). Pair-wise
correlations or pair-wise decoding for all possible combinations are then computed. For
SVM, by default a linear nu-SVM kernel is used and an average of the test set is taken to
improve the performance (Kubilius et al., 2011). In order to achieve a more stable
performance, this computation is performed for 100 iterations by randomly choosing the
splits

of

samples.

Outputs

of

these

computations

are

provided

in

a

standard pandas DataFrame format, which can further be used to plot the results within the
same psychopy_ext framework.
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Although this module is experimental at the moment due to the lack of relevant unit
tests, it has already been used in several published or submitted papers (Kubilius et al., 2011;
Kubilius et al., unpublished results). Moreover, a user can easily adapt a particular analysis
details to her liking while still benefiting from the implementation of the global routine.
Simulations
In many vision experiments it is important to verify that the observed effects are not a mere
result of some low-level image properties that are not related to the investigated effect.
Several simple models have been used in the literature to rule out such alternative
explanations, including computing pixel-wise differences between conditions (e.g., Op de
Beeck et al., 2001), applying a simple model of V1 such as the GaborJet model (Lades et al.,
1993), or applying a more complex model of the visual system such as HMAX (Riesenhuber
and Poggio, 1999). Psychopy_ext provides a wrapper to these models so that they could be
accessed with the same syntax, namely, by passing filenames or numpy arrays of the images
that should be analyzed and compared:
model = models.HMAX()
model.compare(filenames)

To get raw model output, the run command can be used:
model = models.HMAX()
out = model.run(test_ims=test_fnames,
train_ims=train_fnames)

Pixel-wise differences model is the simplest model for estimating differences between
images. Images are converted to grayscale, and a Euclidean distance is computed between
all pairs of stimuli, resulting in an n-by-n dissimilarity matrix for n input images (Op de Beeck
et al., 2001).
GaborJet model (Lades et al., 1993) belongs to the family of minimal V1-like models
where image decomposition is performed by convolving an image with Gabor filters of
different orientation and spatial frequency. In the GaborJet model, convolution is performed
using 8 orientations (in the steps of 45°) and 5 spatial frequencies on a 10-by-10 grid in the
Fourier domain. The output consists of the magnitude and phase of this convolution (arrays
of 4000 elements), and the sampled grid positions. For comparing model outputs, only
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magnitudes are usually used to compute an angular distance between the two output
vectors (Xu et al., 2009). In psychopy_ext, the code has been implemented in Python by
following the MATLAB implementation available on Irving Biederman's website23.
HMAX model (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999) has been proposed as a generic
architecture of the visual cortex. It consists of four image processing layers and an output
layer. Initially, a convolution between the image and Gabor filters of four orientations (in the
steps of 45°) and 12 spatial frequencies (range: 7–29 px) grouped into four channels is
computed (layer S1). Next, a maximum of outputs of the same orientation over each spatial
frequency channel is taken (layer C1). Outputs of this operation are pooled together in 256
distinct four-orientation configurations (for each scale; layer S2), and a final maximum across
the four scales is computed (layer C2), resulting in an output vector with 256 elements. If
training data is provided, these responses can further be compared to the stored
representations at the final view-tuned units (VTU) layer. In psychopy_ext, the code has
been implemented in Python by following the MATLAB implementation by Minjoon Kouh
and the original implementation available on Max Riesenhuber's website24. (Note that the
current implementation of HMAX as provided by Poggio lab is much more advanced than the
one implemented in psychopy_ext.)

Limitations
Psychopy_ext debuted publically in November 2013 and thus has not been adopted and
extensively tested by the community yet. It is therefore difficult to predict the learning curve
of the underlying psychopy_ext philosophy and to what extent it resonates with the needs of
the community. For example, many researchers are used to linear experimental and analysis
scripts, while psychopy_ext relies on object-based programming concepts such as classes
and modular functions in order to provide inheritance and flexibility. However, objectoriented approach also means that whenever necessary functions are not available directly
from psychopy_ext or do not meet user's needs, they can be overridden or used directly
from the packages that are extended, often (but not always) without affecting the rest of the
workflow.
Furthermore, psychopy_ext was

designed

to

improve

a

workflow

of

a

typical PsychoPy user. Researchers that use other stimulus generation packages or even
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different programming languages (such as R for data analyses) will not be able to benefit
from psychopy_ext as easily. Such limitation is partially a design choice to provide workflows
that depend on as few tools as possible. Python has a large number of powerful packages
and psychopy_ext is committed to promoting them in favor of equivalent solutions in other
languages. Nonetheless, when an alternative does not exist, users can easily interact with
their R (via rpy225), C/C++ (via Python's own ctypes), MATLAB (via pymatlab26or mlab27) and a
number of other kinds of scripts.

Discussion and future roadmap
Four years into development, psychopy_ext is already successfully addressing a number of
issues encountered in streamlining a typical research workflow and its reproducibility. By
design, it enables researchers to produce well-organized projects with a number of typical
steps automated, providing prebaked templates and interfaces for common tasks, and
implementing default unit testing in a form of customizable simulations. These projects can
be rapidly developed as psychopy_ext requires only a minimal customization by a user to run
and are easily reproducible via an automatically generated GUI.
In future releases psychopy_ext will introduce more tools to streamline typical routines
encountered by psychologists and neuroscientists. Beyond small improvements, there are
several intriguing possibilities that psychopy_ext could explore.
To begin, an interesting and, arguably, quite intuitive approach to reproducibility has
been recently introduced by Stevens et al. (2013) in their Python package called Lancet.
Often, reproducibility is understood as a post-hoc feature where a researcher cleans up and
organizes her code just prior to publication. Since this final code has a very different
structure from a naturally exploratory format of code in day-to-day research, extra effort is
required from a researcher to prepare it. In contrast,Lancet allows exploratory research to
naturally grow from IPython Notebooks into more complex workflows where external
processes can be launched and tracked from the same pipeline. Such natural code evolution
is also encouraged in psychopy_ext but instead by defining new classes and functions for
new branches of exploration. Introducing functionality of both approaches might be fruitful
to explore in future releases of psychopy_ext.
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Furthermore, given a neat integration of experimental and analysis workflow it would be
possible to automatically produce reports of the experimental and analyses parameters and
outputs. Upon integration of experiment's parameters, this feature could even lead to an
initial draft of a manuscript with Methods and Results sections already partially prefilled. In
fact, in the development branch of psychopy_ext, a very primitive approach to generating
reports of analyses in a single HTML file is already available. More robust results could be
achieved by integrating one of the Python packages for combining text and code as
mentioned in the Integration section.
Integration of resources could be further fostered by a general project management tool.
This tool could provide access to all project materials, as well as track and display changes in
them, similar toProjects28 software for Mac OS or a number of open and platformindependent workflow systems mentioned in the Integration section, especially VisTrails
since it is Python-based. Alternatively, such tool could be browser-based, thus enabling
researchers to access their projects from anywhere, and it could integrate well with the
existing browser-based solutions, such as data plotting libraries.
Moving toward more GUI-based solutions also opens a possibility to improve user
experience in designing an experiment and analysis. For example, experiment creation
in psychopy_ext is already semantically structured: projects consist of experiments that
consist of tasks that consist of blocks, trials and events. Such organization easily maps onto a
GUI with blocks representing different components, somewhat akin to PsychoPy Builder.
Similarly, a pivot table or pivot chart option, reminiscent of the one in Microsoft Excel, could
be provided to allow a quick exploration of data.
Taken together, psychopy_ext provides a transparent and extendable framework for
developing, sharing and reusing code in neuroscience and psychology.
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Footnotes
1. http://pandas.pydata.org
2. http://statsmodels.sourceforge.net
3. http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0020/
4. http://www.psychopy.org/
5. http://pandas.pydata.org/
6. http://docutils.sourceforge.net/
7. http://stanford.edu/~mwaskom/software/seaborn
8. http://www.pymvpa.org/
9. http://nipy.org/nibabel/
10. http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
11. http://www.vistrails.org
12. http://www.taverna.org.uk/
13. http://galaxyproject.org/
14. https://bitbucket.org/khinsen/active_papers_py
15. https://github.com/cpfaff/Open-Science-Paper
16. https://github.com/tomwallis/microperimetry_faces
17. http://pylit.berlios.de/
18. http://gael-varoquaux.info/computers/pyreport/
19. https://github.com/gpoore/pythontex
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20. http://www.dexy.it/
21. http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
22. http://stanford.edu/~mwaskom/software/lyman/
23. http://geon.usc.edu/GWTgrid_simple.m
24. http://riesenhuberlab.neuro.georgetown.edu/hmax/index.html
25. http://rpy.sourceforge.net/rpy2.html
26. http://molflow.com/pymatlab.html
27. https://github.com/ewiger/mlab
28. https://projects.ac/
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Sharing code is becoming increasingly important in the wake of Open Science. In
this review I describe and compare two popular code sharing utilities, GitHub
and Open Science Framework (OSF). GitHub is a mature, industry-standard tool
but lacks focus towards researchers. In comparison, OSF offers a one-stop
solution for researchers but a lot of functionality is still under development. I
conclude by listing alternative lesser-known tools for code and materials sharing
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Introduction
With the increase of interest in open access, psychologists are slowly coming to embrace the
concept of “Open Science” whereby not only publications but also other research materials
would be freely shared, including datasets, code of experiments and analyses, peer review
and post publication comments, research ideas and so on. In this review, I compare two
popular solutions for code sharing, namely, GitHub (https://github.com/) and the Open
Science Framework (https://openscienceframework.org/; Nosek & Bar-Anan, 2012; Nosek et
al., 2012), in the context of the needs of psychological community. While these two tools
prove sufficiently versatile to accommodate most researchers’ needs, I list some further
alternatives that might be useful to some scientists.
Table 1. Comparison of features that Open Science Framework and GitHub offer.

Feature

OSF

GitHub

Private repositories

Yes, incl. their components

Paid option only

Space

?

Unlimited

Version control

Yes

Yes

Study registration

Yes

Yes

Remote syncing / Seamless backup

Partial*

Automatic

Attribution via forking

Yes

Yes

Usage statistics

Yes

Yes

Issue reports / Comments

Partial*

Yes

License

?

Any

Science-oriented

Yes

No

DOI

Planned

No

Non-text / large files

Yes

Not encouraged

* via GitHub add-on

GitHub
GitHub (http://github.com, see https://github.com/qbilius/psychopy_ext for an example
repository) is a web service for hosting projects that rely on the git version control system
(http://git-scm.com/). Originally intended for software developers, this service has been
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embraced by many users, including academic community, as a simple yet powerful platform
for sharing code.
In the essence, GitHub offers a file hosting service in the cloud. Users can upload files, and
other users can download them or, depending on permissions, even modify them.
Conveniently, GitHub offers a powerful web interface in order to facilitate file editing and
collaboration. For example, an online editor allows people to contribute even if they do not
have git or a GitHub client installed. It is also straightforward to report bugs or comment in
the online interface. Contributors can explore usage statistics, such as a number views and
unique visitors, contributions over time or how many people are watching this repository.
However, GitHub offers much more than a mere file hosting service. In particular, its
power lies in the implementation of the git distributed version (or revision) control. Initially,
a user sets up a git repository where all files will reside using the git software. As the project
keeps evolving, a user commits her updates with a message explaining the changes. Thus, a
timeline of project development is created, providing the possibility to undo changes at any
point. The benefit is at least twofold. On the one hand, everything is continuously backed up
and there is no fear anymore that collaborators might change or delete something essential.
On the other hand, file organization is massively improved, as users do not have to store
multiple copies of the same file, as is often the case with manuscript revisions, for example.
Moreover, imagine that two users edit the same file at the same time and try to upload it
to the online repository. In conventional file hosting or syncing solutions like Dropbox, either
the most recent file ends up overwriting another user’s copy, or two files appear. Such
undesirable behavior is not possible in the version control setting. Each user has their own
copy of the project, which are not automatically synced across computers as in Dropbox.
When a user pushes her changes to the online GitHub repository, git first inspects if any of
the changes are in conflict with the existing files on GitHub, for example, due to the scenario
described above. If a conflict is found, the user is prompted to resolve it by comparing the
two files and manually selecting the relevant bits.
While such functionality is clearly handy and very powerful, it may easily become
overwhelming for many beginners. To help get started, GitHub provides a very polished git
client for Windows which should provide a smooth entry experience even for the least
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technologically savvy users. Most daily routines, such as creating repositories, adding and
committing changes, and synchronizing with the remote repository are available with just a
click of a button in an extremely intuitive interface.
However, while an excellent choice for a day-to-day development of code, GitHub might
not be an ideal choice for sharing research materials. In particular, by its nature GitHub is
meant to share the ongoing development of the code rather than some “final” version that
many researchers tend to prefer, such as a manuscript and all associated materials at the
point of publishing. While tagging a particular version is possible, intuitively GitHub still
appears more malleable than a mere upload of a zip file somewhere.
Moreover, since it is not primarily designed for the academic community, GitHub does
not offer many useful features specific for the needs of researchers. For example, organizing
a study into individually shareable components is not possible, and a study registration is
only partially available if users realize that it is similar to committing and tagging. Also, digital
object identifiers (DOIs) or equivalent stable links are not supported.
To sum up, GitHub provides a robust platform for code sharing which should be simple
enough to use even for inexperienced users. However, as GitHub was not really designed for
academia, the Open Science Framework emerged as a more versatile and flexible platform
for researchers.

The Open Science Framework
The Open Science Framework (OSF) debuted in 2012 with an aim to increase sharing,
collaboration, and transparency in research. In a nutshell, OSF provides a rapidly growing
free online platform and tools for researchers to share their data and code and collaborate
on projects. Notably, the OSF has been employed in the Reproducibility Project, an effort of
more than 150 researchers to replicate a large number of publications in psychology (Open
Science Collaboration, 2013; see https://osf.io/ezcuj/).
On the surface, GitHub users will recognize many similarities in OSF’s logic; in fact, in the
backend, both GitHub and OSF use git version control system. A researcher can upload all
research materials (for example, data, protocol, experimental scripts, analysis scripts, or the
final manuscript) to the OSF website, and a description of project can be provided next to
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the uploaded files. (However, notice that unlike in GitHub, uploading and updating files can
only be done manually in OSF.) The project can also be subdivided into multiple
components, each covering a particular step of research workflow, such as description of
hypothesis, experimental and analysis code, data, and so on. All changes to the project are
recorded, providing the same version control functionality as in GitHub.
OSF is also aware of the common practice in academia to refer to some stable archival
copy of the project with the exact materials at that point, for example, just after data
collection or when a manuscript is submitted. To implement this, OSF provides an option to
freeze the project, called “registration”, which creates a read-only snapshot to the current
state of the project with a unique hyperlink. Moreover, this registration idea proves
particularly useful for keeping researchers honest about their planned analyses as they are
encouraged to pre-register their studies.
By design, the OSF also encourages collaboration on projects. Co-workers can be quickly
added to the project with the click of a button, and the project itself can be chosen to be
private or public. If it is public then all materials, project’s activity and visitor statistics are
visible on the project’s home page. Moreover, a public project can be forked by another
researcher to build upon it, and a credit will be assigned to not only this researcher but also
the original repository creator. In this manner, knowledge accumulation is inherently
coupled with attribution and contribution traceability.
In fact, OSF might be better conceptualized as a hub of services for an academic user.
Rather than offering a mere file repository with a few bells and whistles on top of GitHub,
OSF aims it integrate various services under its hood so that information could be easily
processed, combined, and exchanged. As a first example of the power of this approach, OSF
introduced a GitHub add-on, which embeds files stored in a chosen GitHub repository into
your OSF project. Thus, users can benefit from all advantages that GitHub offers and yet
operate within the same OSF project, which is arguably better suited for sharing academic
materials.
Interestingly, OSF also provides an incentive structure aimed at encouraging researchers
to actively participate in sharing and collaboration. A user is rewarded with points for
performing various actions on the website, and the total activity score is publically visible on
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the user’s profile. Moreover, visitor statistics are automatically displayed, together with a
number of forks and other people “watching” the project.
Currently, the major limitation of OSF is its immaturity (it is in beta). Its application
programming interface (API) is still under a heavy development and there are few add-ons
offered at the moment. Thus, for example, those researchers who want to take an
advantage of OSF’s version control cannot do it directly because data cannot be pushed or
pulled automatically from the OSF’s repositories.
Similarly, while it has been designed to improve sharing, at the moment it seemingly
requires too much user effort and thus is effectively limited to Open Science enthusiasts. For
example, materials can only be uploaded manually and downloaded only one by one. While
for some researchers merely the possibility of sharing their materials might be sufficient, in
collaborative environments this is an annoying limitation, and instead services such as
Dropbox (http://dropbox.com) appear to be more intuitive and effective.
Finally, OSF’s design currently lacks clarity and polish, making it less intuitive to get
started. For example, because the main page of a project and its components are visually
very similar, it becomes difficult to develop an overview of the project structure and not get
lost while navigating.
Despite these limitations, OSF provides a research-oriented platform with an enormous
potential in the future. Since users can already link their GitHub repositories with OSF, I
would encourage setting up a OSF project, registering your studies, and further operating
within GitHub.

Other tools
Many researchers will want to keep their code private until publication. While OSF is very
much aware of this requirement, GitHub does not offer free plans for private repositories.
However, a free solution for an unlimited number of private repositories is available from
Bitbucket (http://bitbucket.org), another major code hosting website. Moreover, Bitbucket
allows an unlimited number of collaborators for academic community. In fact, as compared
to GitHub, Bitbucket falls short mostly in terms of its desktop client, which appears to have a
steeper learning curve, though GitHub's client can be used with Bitbucket repositories,
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effectively addressing this limitation. Another (albeit temporary) limitation is the lack of a
Bitbucket add-on in OSF.
Other tools similar to GitHub in their functionality but more science-oriented include
Banyan (http://banyan.co) and SciGit (http://scigit.com). In particular, SciGit aims to improve
collaborating on manuscripts using the git version control system. For sharing the entire
research workflow (i.e., not only code), figshare (http://figshare.com; full disclosure: I am a
figshare advisor) and Zenodo (http://zenodo.org) are recommended.
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